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Abstract

Data privacy is a major challenge that is not easy to solve. More and more attacks are
happening and 2017 was another record year for data breaches and cyber incidents. On
top of that, recent advances in quantum computers show how vulnerable the foundations
of a secure Internet is today. Most public-key cryptography in use today will be completely
broken once large-scale quantum computers are available.

Over the last decade, lattice cryptography received a lot of attention and is now one
of the prime candidates for NIST’s post-quantum standardization efforts. Besides its
conjectured resistance against quantum attacks, the main average-case problems, short
integer solution and learning with errors, enjoy reductions to worst-case hardness of lattice
problems. Lattice cryptography is also very versatile, having been used to construct many
advanced cryptographic schemes like fully homomorphic encryption (FHE), which is seen
as the “holy grail” of cryptography by some.

In this thesis, we use lattices to address these concerns and propose several privacy-
preserving protocols from lattices. Our contributions can be grouped into two categories:
(i) private database queries on outsourced database and (ii) zero-knowledge protocols for
database queries and password policy check.

In the first scenario, we use fully homomorphic encryption for finite extension fields
and design a wildcard pattern matching algorithm on encrypted strings and patterns.
Our algorithm is the first to support an exclusion wildcard !(c), which demands that
a non-empty character that is not c be in its position. The algorithm’s usefulness is
highlighted by combining it with exact matching in two protocols, evaluating conjunctive
and disjunctive queries, in contrast to the similar schemes from FHE that cannot do so
without expensive modifications (Yasuda et al. ’14 and Saha, Koshiba ’16). Experimental
results show that it is highly parallelizable and especially efficient when combined with
multi-threading.

Besides that, we present a private order comparison algorithm for encrypted integers
by exploiting the structure of finite extension fields. Our algorithm is comparable in per-
formance to Boolean circuit-based methods (Cheon, Kim, and Kim ’15, ’16) and improves
the ciphertext expansion factor by at an order of magnitude. We obtain a private database
query protocol for range conditions as well as a conjunctive query with multiple order
and equality conditions, showcasing the versatility of the algorithm. The protocols do
not reveal intermediate results, such as whether individual conditions are satisfied unlike
some protocols based on order-preserving/revealing and partial homomorphic encryption.
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In the domain of zero-knowledge protocols, we show that zero-knowledge elementary
databases (ZK-EDB), which is used to prove statements of the form “x has a non-empty
value D(x) = y in the database D” or “x does not have a corresponding value in the
database D” without revealing any additional information about the database, can sup-
port a much richer class of queries. We dub such schemes, zero-knowledge expressive
elementary databases (ZK-EEDB), and prove range queries over keys, values and records
of a database modulo a new security requirement that is satisfied by all previously known
constructions. Moreover, we give the first quantum-resistant construction of trapdoor
mercurial commitments from lattices, shown to imply ZK-EDB (Chase et al. ’05).

Finally, we introduce a lattice-based zero-knowledge password policy check protocol,
the first of its kind that can potentially resist quantum adversaries. This is the first piece
of a quantum-resistant privacy-preserving password registration, authentication and key
exchange suite that allows users to register and use for authentication and key exchange
passwords without ever revealing them to servers; thereby protecting this highly sensitive
piece of data. We apply the KTX commitment scheme (Kawachi, Tanaka, Xagawa ’09) to
construct a randomized password hashing scheme. Then, we employ an abstract Stern-
like protocol (Libert et al. ’16) to prove that a password hashed with the randomized
password hashing scheme we built satisfies the mandated password policy from the server
in zero-knowledge. Notably, our techniques, adapted to the challenges of a lattice-based
instantiation, do not follow the KM framework (Kiefer and Manulis ’14), using binary
strings to encode passwords and relying only on standard commitments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In today’s inter-connected world, leakage of confidential data is a major problem. 2017
saw "another worst year ever in data breaches and cyber incidents", according to the
Online Trust Alliance [10], highlighting the increasing need for solutions to address the
security and privacy issues around sensitive data stored in systems facing the Internet.
Such attacks can potentially cause serious damage, as seen from hacks on popular websites
such as LinkedIn [78] and Yahoo [175] that compromised the personal information of
millions of people around the world. Therefore, it is important to design measures to
mitigate the effects of such events, whether through data encryption or other techniques.

As quantum computing advances towards realization, there is a need to reassess the
techniques that underlie cryptography in use today. With the ground-breaking algorithm
by Shor [190], the key problems, RSA and discrete logarithm, underpinning the security
of the current approach become easy once quantum computers with several thousand
qubits are built. Lattice cryptography has emerged in recent years as a strong contender
to replace these systems that currently protect us as there are no known efficient quantum
algorithms that solve the typical problems used in lattice cryptography. The only advan-
tage of using quantum computers to attack these problems are the generic speedups, such
as the quantum search algorithm by Grover [98], which do not affect their asymptotic
complexity besides reducing the constant factor. Furthermore, there is strong theoretical
evidence that schemes from lattices are hard to solve. Unlike any other hard problem
that we use to construct cryptographic schemes, the hard problems at the foundation of
lattice cryptography have average-case to worst-case hardness reductions.

This thesis considers two cases where privacy is crucial: the first is cloud computing
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1. Introduction

and specifically, private queries on outsourced databases. The second is when one party
holds the data and another party has some questions on that data, but both parties do
not trust each other.

Private Queries on Outsourced Databases. In recent years, cloud computing ser-
vices have become more and more attractive, promising simple system setup with high
availability and scalability at low costs. However, it is a poisoned chalice. Outsourcing
data to the cloud to use its vast resources is very appealing from a cost perspective but
the key question is: how do we ensure that the data that is put onto the cloud cannot be
compromised by third parties? Moving to the cloud does not mean that one is immune
to data breaches [143], hackers can still attack systems hosted on the cloud and there is
the slim (but non-zero) chance that employees or fellow tenants of the cloud service could
try to steal data from within.

One of the most useful but difficult to move to the cloud is the organization’s databases.
These are often very large and contain sensitive information that is critical to their oper-
ations. The simplest way to secure them is to encrypt them before transferring them onto
the cloud but that would render the move useless. The encryption schemes that offers
the best protection for the data is also the least useful; the only way to use the encrypted
data is to retrieve them onto trusted platforms and then decrypt them before use. Several
practical encrypted database systems have been proposed, such as CryptDB [179] and
Monomi [199], but require trading some security for functionality. For example, query
access patterns of outsourced databases were shown to be vulnerable to certain attacks
by Dautrich Jr. and Ravishankar [65], Kellaris et al. [120] and Lacharité, Minaud and
Paterson [131].

Lattice cryptography offers a possible solution that does not trade security for func-
tionality in fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). Regarded by some to be the “holy grail”
of cryptography, it remained only a theoretical possibility for over thirty years until 2009,
when Gentry [81] proposed the first construction. FHE allows us to evaluate arbitrary
functions on encrypted data and can be used to design protocols for private database
queries of arbitrary functionality with minimal round complexity. However, it is too im-
practical to realize this due to the large overhead that FHE would introduce. The focus
for applications of FHE is on constructing efficient algorithms and protocols for a more
limited set of functionality to address specific problems.

The literature on handling private database queries with FHE is quite sparse, with two
main directions. First, Cheon et al. [53, 54] applied Boolean circuits and optimizations
with large integer rings to perform efficient integer addition for sum and count function-
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1. Introduction

ality. The algorithms proposed in these work are fast and allow queries to be evaluated
with low latency. However, they suffer from high ciphertext expansion because integers
are encoded in their binary representation and encrypted bit-wise.

The other direction was initiated by Kim et al. [129] and extended by Kim et al. [127],
who considered finite extension fields as a method to tease more performance out of FHE;
almost all available space within a ciphertext is used by exploiting the natural plaintext
space. Kim et al. [129] proposed protocols to evaluate queries with multiple equality
conditions: efficient protocols for conjunctions, disjunctions and threshold conjunctions
of multiple conditions with much lower ciphertext expansion factors are achieved. Kim
et al. [127] additionally increased the security of these protocols by hiding their logical
operators. An experimental study of their protocols was also performed, achieving much
better amortized performance that the Boolean circuit techniques by Cheon et al. [53, 54].
Although the equality condition covers most basic database retrieval queries, there are
many other aspects of database queries that have not been studied for this direction.

Two-Party Zero-Knowledge Interactions. In the first setting, all the data is owned
by a single party, the client, and the server simply acts as a trustee who is able to
perform some operations on its behalf before returning the results. Now, we consider the
case where one party holds the data, called the prover, while the other asks for some
information about that data, called the verifier. The verifier demands some information
about the data from the prover, who will generate an answer and exchange some messages
with the verifier to convince him/her on the truth of the answer. A public digest of the
data in question is created before any interaction, with a cryptographic primitive called
a commitment scheme, to fix it and prevent malicious tampering by the prover.

Additionally, the interaction has to fulfil several criteria. The prover, who distrusts
the verifier, wishes to prevent the exchange to reveal more information than absolutely
necessary. This concept is encapsulated in the notion of zero-knowledge in the crypto-
graphic literature. The verifier too does not trust the prover to honestly compute answers
based on the data. The notion of soundness captures this intent; informally, it states that
the prover cannot convince the verifier of any statement that contradicts the information
committed in the public digest.

We investigate two scenarios that fall under this setting, the first is where the data
being proved belongs to a database. There are many different types of queries that
are supported by conventional databases but there is a gap in functionality when zero-
knowledge is required in interactions. Only simple questions about the existence and value
of a key in the database is known to be possible when we demand maximum privacy. It
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1. Introduction

is important and interesting to realize as many of them as possible in the zero-knowledge
setting.

One example is reverse lookups, which entails revealing all keys which have a particular
value in the database. These find some use in practice, such as when trying to identify
all persons who are at a location at a particular time. Such a functionality has not been
considered previously in the literature.

Another rich class of queries are range queries, which underlie more complex questions
such as k-nearest neighbours and k-minimum/maximum records. These are important
tools in data analysis and deriving them from membership queries is prohibitively inef-
ficient. Unfortunately, it is not known how to obtain range queries for zero-knowledge
elementary database. Existing proposals in the literature all require weakening the no-
tion of privacy to achieve range queries. In a three-party setting with trusted data owner,
called a committer, and a third party who acts as the prover, a solution for zero-knowledge
one-dimensional range queries was proposed by Ghosh et al. [90]. Alternatively, if we allow
a polynomial-sized upper bound on the database size to be revealed, Ostrovsky et al. [166]
showed that efficient zero-knowledge d-dimensional orthogonal range queries (d ≥ 1) is
possible.

The other scenario, orthogonal to database queries, is about authentication with pass-
words. Besides databases, passwords are another type of sensitive data that is ubiquitous
these days. It is used as a means to authenticate a user when attempting to access private
data and restricted services. However, without any restrictions, users were found by Ur
et al. [202] to prefer choosing easy to guess passwords. Password policies were created to
address this issue, forcing users to use passwords that are more random with certain con-
straints like including characters from several character sets, digits, upper- or lower-case
letters and symbols.

Poor password management practices by servers pose a serious threat to users; the
website “Have I Been Pwned?” [108] lists possible occasions where data breaches on pop-
ular services could have exposed their personal passwords. These could have been used to
compromise the user’s accounts that share similar passwords on other services. Therefore,
it is more secure for passwords to not be stored by servers as their practices should not
be trusted. A cryptographic primitive called verifier-based password-based authenticated
key exchange (VPAKE) promises better security for users by storing a related verifier on
the server instead the actual password, and using said verifier to perform authenticated
key exchange. However, during registration, passwords are still revealed to prove to the
server that they satisfy some specified password policy.

Closing this final hole where passwords are exposed, Kiefer and Manulis [124] proposed
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1. Introduction

zero-knowledge password policy checks (ZKPPC) in 2014. This primitive enables blind
registration: users register their chosen password with a server and prove that it conforms
to the mandated password policy without revealing any information about the password.
However, their proposal is based on the discrete logarithm problem and there is a need for
alternative solutions that may be resistant to adversaries possessing quantum computers.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this thesis, the overarching theme is the use of lattice cryptography to realize privacy-
preserving functionality that is potentially quantum-resistant but the contributions can
be sub-divided into two parts. The first focuses on private database queries (PDQ) using
fully homomorphic encryption whose plaintext spaces are finite extension fields while the
second considers zero-knowledge protocols in the two-party setting.

Contribution 1. Private Compound Wildcard Pattern Matching.
In Chapter 4, we introduce a new algorithm for encrypted pattern matching with wild-
card symbols for strings whose characters are encoded as elements in a finite extension
field. This algorithm is the first to support the wildcard symbol !(c) which stands for
a single non-empty character that is not c. Furthermore, the output of this algorithm
is composable with other Boolean predicates without any additional processing. This
property allows us to construct an efficient PDQ protocol for compound queries with
wildcard pattern matching and exact pattern matching conditions. The protocol from
this construction does not reveal any information about the underlying database, pattern
and result to the server, achieving a higher level of security than previously possible.
Experimental results show that the protocol is efficient and highly parallelizable.

Contribution 2. Private Compound Order Comparison.
In Chapter 5, we propose a parameterized algorithm for evaluating comparisons for the
order relations, <, ≤, > and ≥, for integers encoded in finite extension fields. The
fact that finite extension fields are vector spaces is exploited and used to reduce func-
tion evaluations on large fields to several smaller functions over a subset of the field.
This yields an efficient algorithm with results that are composable with other Boolean
predicates, allowing us to design efficient PDQ protocols for compound queries featuring
multiple order and equality conditions. These protocols do not leak any information on
the underlying database, query constants and results, ensuring a high degree of privacy
for users. Experimental results show that the constructions are comparable with the state
of the art and improve on its communication efficiency by at least one order of magnitude.
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1. Introduction

Contribution 3. Zero-Knowledge Expressive Elementary Databases.
In Chapter 6, we improve on the state of the art of size-hiding zero-knowledge databases,
extending previous constructions in several directions to support more expressive queries.
First, we show how range queries over keys of a database can be proven in zero-knowledge
by adding a new set of explain algorithms. Second, we apply this technique to han-
dle range queries over values of the same database, which as for all records (x, y) in
the database whose values y lie in the queried interval [ay, by]. Lastly, we go one step
further and handle range queries over records. These queries consists of a rectangle
[ax, bx] × [ay, by], where the height [ax, bx] can be super-polynomial and width [ay, by]

polynomial-sized. As a special case, with [x, x]× [y, y], we can prove efficiently that par-
ticular records (x, y) are not in the database, meaning “if x is in the database, then its
value is not y”. In addition, we provide a new construction of trapdoor mercurial commit-
ment from standard lattices, which deviates from the generic construction of Catalano et
al. [45] and is inspired by the first construction by Micali et al. [153].

Contribution 4. Zero-Knowledge Password Policy Checks.
In Chapter 7, we design a zero-knowledge password policy check protocol from standard
lattices. Particularly, we provide constructions of a randomised password hashing scheme
and statistical zero-knowledge argument of knowledge for password policy compliance
based on the hardness of the Short Integer Solution (SIS) problem. Our techniques
deviate from the general framework proposed by Kiefer and Manulis [124] to accommodate
the quirks of lattice cryptography: passwords are encoded to low-norm binary strings
instead of large integers and standard commitments are used instead of homomorphic
commitments.
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1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the basics of lattice
cryptography and several fundamental cryptographic tools. Then, the thesis is split into
two parts.

In Part I, Chapter 3 is devoted to fully homomorphic encryption and acts as the
preliminary chapter for this part of the thesis. Chapters 4 and 5 focus on contributions
1 and 2 on private database queries outlined in earlier.

In Part II, the topic switches to lattice-based zero-knowledge protocols. Chapters 6
and 7 introduces zero-knowledge expressive elementary databases and zero-knowledge
password policy checks respectively.

Finally, in Chapter 8, we conclude the thesis and discuss some future directions for
our research.

1.4 Notation

Let Z>0 denote the set of positive integers and [n] the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For integers a, b,
[a, b], [a, b) and (a, b] denote the set of integers {a, a+ 1, . . . , b}, {a, a+ 1, . . . , b− 1} and
{a+ 1, . . . , b} respectively. In this work, log denotes base-2 logarithms.

An n-dimensional vector x is denoted with (x1, . . . , xn), The `p norm of a vector
x ∈ Rn is denoted by ‖x‖p = p

√∑n
i=1(xi)p for p ∈ Z>0 and ‖x‖∞ = maxi∈[n] xi for

p =∞. ⊗ denotes the tensor product of two vectors.
For x ∈ {0, 1}`, x′ denotes the binary string that is identical to x except with the final

position flipped, x0 and x1 respectively is the string of `+ 1 bits with 0 and 1 appended
to x. Besides that, we mean by x|i, the length-i binary string that consists of the first
i bits of x. This implies that x|0 = ε and x|` = x. For a string x, hw(x) denotes the
Hamming weight of x.

poly(λ) denotes any unspecified polynomial in the parameter λ. The security param-
eter for cryptographic schemes is denote with λ and algorithms are efficient if they run
in probabilistic polynomial time PPT, poly(λ). A function is said to be negligible in λ,
denoted with negl(λ), if it is smaller than the reciprocal of poly(λ).

Let a ←↩ χ denote that the element a is sampled from the distribution χ and U(X)

the uniform distribution over the set X. We say that an event occurs with overwhelming
probability if it occurs with probability 1− negl(λ).

For any two distributions X and Y , their statistical distance over support D is
∆(X,Y ) = 1

2

∑
d∈D |Pr[X = d] − Pr[Y = d]|. X and Y are then said to be statistically
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1. Introduction

close, denoted with X ≈s Y if their statistical distance is negligible. Two distribution
ensembles {Xn}n∈Z>0 and {Yn}n∈Z>0 are said to be statistically indistinguishable if, for
all sufficiently large n, Xn and Yn are statistically close.

We recall the definitions of the Bachmann-Landau notations for characterizing asymp-
totic growth. A tilde over the symbols, such as Õ(X), indicates that logarithmic factors
of X are suppressed.

– f(n) = O(g(n))⇒ ∃k > 0, ∃n0 : ∀n > n0, |f(n)| ≤ k · |g(n)|;

– f(n) = o(g(n))⇒ ∀k > 0, ∃n0 : ∀n > n0, |f(n)| ≤ k · |g(n)|;

– f(n) = Ω(g(n))⇒ ∃k > 0, ∃n0 : ∀n > n0, |f(n)| ≥ k · |g(n)|;

– f(n) = ω(g(n))⇒ ∀k > 0, ∃n0 : ∀n > n0, |f(n)| ≤ k · |g(n)|;

– f(n) = Θ(g(n))⇒ f(n) = O(g(n)) and f(n) = Ω(g(n)).

In Part I, we use p to denote an encryption of a plaintext p.
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Chapter 2

Lattice Cryptography

2.1 Lattices

First, we introduce the definitions and basic properties of lattices.

Definition 2.1.1. Let B = [b1| . . . |bk] ∈ Zn×k, whose column vectors are linearly inde-
pendent vectors in Rn. The lattice generated by B is the set of all integer combinations
of elements in the set,

Λ(B) =

{
k∑
i=1

xi · bi | x ∈ Zk
}

B is called a basis of the lattice Λ(B) and the integer k is known as the dimension or
rank of the lattice.

A full-rank lattice has k = n, we restrict our attention to those lattices in this thesis.
For dimensions n > 1, a lattice Λ has an infinite number of bases, for any unimodular
matrix U ∈ Zn×n (with determinant ±1), B ·U is also a basis of Λ(B). For any c ∈ Rn,
the coset c + Λ of Rn/Λ is the set {c + v | v ∈ Λ}, which is the lattice Λ shifted by c at
every point.

There are two important invariants for a lattice, the determinant, which is given by
det(Λ) =

√
det(BT ·B) for some basis B, and successive minima.

Definition 2.1.2 (Successive Minima). For Λ, an n-dimensional lattice, the i-th succes-
sive minimum λpi — for each i ∈ [n] — with respect to the `p norm, is the smallest number
r such that there exists i linearly independent vectors v1, . . . ,vi ∈ Λ with ‖vj‖p ≤ r for
all j ∈ [i].
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2. Lattice Cryptography

The i-th successive minimum can be seen as the radius of the smallest ball in Rn

containing i linearly independent lattice vectors. In particular, Λp1(Λ) is the length of the
shortest non-zero vector in Λ for the `p norm.

Lastly, we introduce the notion of the dual of a lattice, which

Definition 2.1.3 (Dual Lattice). The dual (or reciprocal) of a lattice Λ ⊂ Rn is defined
as

Λ? := {w ∈ Rn | 〈w,v〉 ∈ Z, ∀v ∈ Λ}.

It is the set of points in Rn whose inner products with every vectors in Λ are integers. A
basis for Λ?, B⊥, can be obtained from a basis of Λ, B by taking B⊥ = (B−1)

T
= (BT )

−1.
Note that the dual of the dual lattice is the original lattice.

For lattice cryptography, a particular class of lattices, called q-ary lattices, is very
important. Lattices belonging to this class satisfies the relation qZn ⊆ Λ ⊆ Zn for some
integer q that is possibly prime. Alternatively, Λ is a q-ary lattice if for any vector v ∈ Zn,
v ∈ Λ if v mod q ∈ Λ. Although every integer lattice Λ ⊆ Zn is a q-ary lattice for any q
with det(Λ) | q, only those with q � det(Λ) are really used.

Definition 2.1.4. For a matrix A ∈ Zn×mq , where q, n,m ∈ Z, we define two m-
dimensional q-ary lattices

Λq(A) = {y ∈ Zm | y = AT s mod q for some s ∈ Zn},

Λ?q(A) = {y ∈ Zm | Ay = 0 mod q}.

The former lattice is the set of all vectors which are integer combinations of the rows of
A modulo q while the latter contains all vectors in Zm that are orthogonal modulo q to the
rows of A. The two are dual to one another up to normalization, i.e. Λq(A) = q·

(
Λ?q(A)

)?
and Λ?q(A) = q ·

(
Λq(A)

)?.
2.2 Computational Problems on Lattices

Several computational problems on lattices have applications in cryptography and some
important results regarding their complexities are discussed in this section. These prob-
lems depend on the norm taken, whether the Euclidean norm or `p norm, where p ∈
Z>0 ∪ {∞}. Without any additional notation, the problem would refer to the one where
the norm is the standard Euclidean norm. A superscript p will be used to denote problems
which use the `p norm, for p 6= 2.
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2. Lattice Cryptography

2.2.1 Definitions of the Problems

Particularly for lattice cryptography, approximation variants of the problems — param-
eterized by an approximation parameter γ ≥ 1 — play a central role; these variants are
denoted with a subscript γ. The approximation parameter is usually cast as a function
of the dimension of the lattice n, i.e. γ = γ(n). By setting γ = 1, the original problem
can be recovered from the approximation variant. We start off with what is probably the
problem that has been most studied, the shortest vector problem.

Definition 2.2.1 ((Approx.) Shortest Vector Problem (SVPp(γ))).

– SVP: Given an n-dimensional lattice Λ(B) defined by basis B, find some non-zero
v ∈ Λ for which ‖v‖p = λ1(Λ).

– SVPγ : Given an n-dimensional lattice Λ(B) described by an arbitrary basis B, find
a non-zero v ∈ Λ for which ‖v‖p = γ(n) · λ1(Λ).

These problems are called search problems as they require finding a vector v that
satisfies the conditions. However, there are no known cryptographic schemes whose se-
curity is reduced to the hardness of SVP or SVPγ . Next, we introduce two problems,
whose assumed hardness have been used as the basis of security for some cryptosystems:
the decision version of approximate-SVP (GapSVPγ) and approximate shortest indepen-
dent vectors problem (SIVPγ), which is a search problem related to the n-th successive
minimum of a lattice.

Definition 2.2.2 (GapSVPγ). Given an n-dimensional lattice Λ(B) such that either
λ1(Λ) ≤ 1 or λ1(Λ) > γ(n), determine which of the two is true.

Definition 2.2.3 (SIVPγ). Given an n-dimensional lattice Λ(B) of full rank, find a
set S = {v1, . . . ,vn} ⊂ Λ of n linearly independent lattice vectors, such that ‖vi‖ ≤
γ(n) · λn(Λ) for all i ∈ [n].

The last problem we discuss is the bounded-distance decoding problem (BDDγ), which
demands the closest lattice vector to some given target point t ∈ Rn that is guaranteed to
be within a short distance away from the lattice. This problem differs from the approx-
imate variant of the well-known closest vector problem (CVPγ) in that the target vector
in CVPγ is an arbitrary point in Rn and there is no promise of closeness. CVPγ is not
formally defined in this thesis as no cryptographic scheme has security properties based
on its hardness.
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Definition 2.2.4 (BDDγ). For an n-dimensional lattice Λ(B) and target point t ∈ Rn

such that dist(t,Λ) < d = λ1(Λ)/(2γ(n)), find the unique lattice vector v ∈ Λ with
‖t− v‖ < d.

2.2.2 Worst-Case Complexity and Algorithms

Some lattice problems are known to be NP-hard with various types of randomized re-
ductions. Some are NP-hard in their approximate variants for sub-polynomial γ, i.e.
γ(n) = nO(1). For example, the NP-hardness of SVP was proven by van Emde Boas [204]
for the `∞ norm. The same for the `2 norm was proven by Ajtai [5] under randomized
reductions. One consequence of these results is that SIVP is NP-hard for these norms.
Following them, Micciancio [154] proved that for any p and for γ =

p√
2, SVPpγ is NP-hard

under reverse faithful random reductions. Khot [122] and Haviv and Regev [103] reduced
the approximation factor to 2(logn)1/2−ε and 2(logn)1−ε respectively, for any ε > 0.

Unfortunately, in the context of lattice cryptography, these hardness results are not
directly applicable as polynomial approximation factors are required in that case, γ(n) ≥
n. In fact, Goldreich and Goldwasser [92] showed that SVPγ lies in NP ∩ coAM for
γ = Ω(

√
n/ log n). Later, Aharonov and Regev proved that for γ = Ω(

√
n), the problem

belongs to NP ∩ coNP. Together, they suggest that unless P = NP, the problems cannot
be NP-hard within such factors.

Since the problems underlying lattice cryptography are not known to be NP-hard,
understanding the performance of algorithms solving them helps us gauge their diffi-
culty better. For the state of the art to date, polynomial-time algorithms include the
famous LLL algorithm, named after the inventors Lenstra, Lenstra, Lovász [134], and
successors such as the BKZ algorithm proposed by Schnorr [188] combined with Ajtai,
Kumar and Sivakumar’s [7] sieving techniques. These algorithms only achieve slightly
sub-exponential approximation factors, γ = 2Θ(n log logn/ logn), for the problems discussed
in Section 2.2.1. On the other hand, algorithms that approximate the solutions to poly-
nomial factors — like the one proposed by Kannan [114], Ajtai, Kumar and Sivakumar [7]
and several others [160, 1, 2] — require either super-exponential

(
2Θ(n logn)

)
time or ex-

ponential
(
2Θ(n)

)
time and space. Time-approximate tradeoffs can also be achieved with

the techniques of Schnorr [188], interpolating between the two classes of algorithms to
achieve approximation factors, γ = 2k, in time 2Θ̃(n/k).

On the quantum front, there is currently no significant improvement from the classical
algorithms discussed above; Laarhoven, Mosca and van der Pol [130] showed that the
hidden constant factors is slightly smaller in the quantum case.
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2. Lattice Cryptography

2.3 Gaussian Distributions

The fundamental tool in modern lattice cryptography is Gaussian-like probability distri-
butions over lattices, which are called discrete Gaussian distributions.

Definition 2.3.1 (Gaussian Density Function). For any n ∈ Z>0 and s ∈ R>0, define
the Gaussian density function ρs of parameter s

ρs : Rn −→ R>0

ρs(x) 7−→ exp

(
−π‖x‖

2

s2

)
.

When s = 1, we simply use ρ to denote the density function. The probability distri-
bution function (p.d.f.) of a Gaussian of parameter s is proportional to ρs.

Definition 2.3.2 ((Discrete) Gaussian Distibution). The p.d.f. of an n-dimensional
Gaussian distribution with center c ∈ Rn and parameter s is

Dc,s(x) =
1

sn
· exp

(
−π‖x− c‖2

s2

)
=
ρs(x− c)

sn
.

For a lattice Λ, the p.d.f. of the discrete Gaussian centered at c with parameter s and
support restricted to the coset c + Λ is

DΛ+c,s(x) =


Dc,s(x)∑
z∈ΛDc,s(z)

, if x ∈ Λ;

0 , otherwise.

The Gaussian distribution centered at the origin over the entire space and discrete
version restricted to the lattice Λ are denoted by Ds and DΛ,s respectively. One particular
distribution, where Λ = Zn, is widely used in lattice cryptography; in this case, for
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ←↩ DZn,s, each xi is independently and identically distributed (i.i.d)
from the 1-dimensional discrete Gaussian DZ,s.

We recall several important lemmas on discrete Gaussians on the integer lattice from
the work of Gentry, Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [86]. The first roughly bounds the
maximum norm of vectors sampled from a discrete Gaussian distribution while the second
characterizes the minimum entropy of samples from discrete Gaussian distributions.

Micciancio and Regev [159] proposed a quantity, called the smoothing parameter, for
lattices. Informally, it is the amount of Gaussian “randomness” that is required to “mask”
a lattice’s discrete structure.
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Definition 2.3.3 (Smoothing Parameter). Parameterized by a tolerance ε > 0, the
smoothing parameter ηε(Λ) is the smallest s > 0 such that ρ1/s(Λ

?) ≤ 1 + ε.

This parameter is closely related to some lattice invariants; two theorems that illus-
trate this link are given below.

Theorem 2.3.4 ([13, 159]). For any n-dimensional full-rank lattice Λ,

η2−n(Λ) ≤
√
n

λ1(Λ?)
.

Theorem 2.3.5 ([159, 86]). For any n-dimensional full-rank lattice Λ and 0 < ε < 1/2,

ηε(Λ) ≤ min
basis B of Λ

‖B̃‖ ·
√

logO(n/ε)

≤ λn(Λ) ·
√

logO(n/ε).

‖B̃‖ = maxi ‖b̃i‖ denotes the maximum length of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalized vec-
tors {b̃i} for the ordered basis B = [b1| . . . |bn].

From the smoothing parameter, assuming that 0 < ε = negl(n), we obtain several
important lemmas for the discrete Gaussian distribution over Λ = Zn.

Lemma 2.3.6 (Adapted from [86]). For any vector r sampled from DZn,s with s ≥
√
n,

we have Pr[ ‖r‖ > s
√
n ] ≤ 2−n.

Lemma 2.3.7 (Adapted from [86]). For parameter s ≥ Õ(
√
n), the minimum entropy of

DZn,s is at least n− 1.

2.4 Modern Foundational Problems

Lattices have been used to design cryptosystems [6, 93, 106, 107] for many years. Often-
times, the schemes lacked [93, 106, 107] direct security reductions to lattice problems and
their conjectured security were only heuristic. However, following the groundbreaking
work of Ajtai [4] and Regev [182] — who introduced the Short Integer Solution (SIS) and
Learning with Errors (LWE) problems respectively — lattice cryptography has shifted to
base security properties on the hardness of these problems.

From these new problems, many interesting primitives have been obtained such as
attribute-based encryption and fully homomorphic encryption. Especially fully homo-
morphic encryption, which to date can only be constructed from lattice cryptography.
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2.4.1 Short Integer Solution

First proposed by Ajtai [4] in 1996 and later formalized by Micciancio and Regev [159]
in 2004, the SIS problem is defined as follows:

Definition 2.4.1 (SISn,m,q,β). Given a matrix A
$←− Zn×mq , find a non-zero vector x ∈ Zm

such that

Ax = 0 mod q and ‖x‖ ≤ β.

The problem can be thought of as finding a small non-trivial solution for the homoge-
neous system of linear modulo q equations defined by the rows of A. The inhomogeneous
case, denoted by ISIS, was later formalized by Gentry, Peikert and Vaikuntanathan [86].

Definition 2.4.2 (ISISn,m,q,β). Given a matrix A
$←− Zn×mq and uniformly random vector

y ∈ Znq , find a non-zero vector x ∈ Zm such that

Ax = y mod q and ‖x‖ ≤ β.

The constraint on the norm of the solution is vital to it being hard; if any solution
is admitted, Gaussian elimination would be able to solve SIS or ISIS easily. The norm
considered by the problem is usually either the `2 or `∞ norms, if the latter is used,
we denote that with SIS∞. n is the main parameter, dependent on the level of security
desired. q,m are usually polynomial in n while the bound β chosen large enough so that
there is at least one solution to the SISn,m,q,β or ISISn,m,q,β problems. This occurs once
β ≥

√
dn log qe and m ≥ dn log qe via a pigeonhole argument. With all other parameters

fixed, the problems become easier as β increases and once β ≥ q, the problems become
trivial. For example, x = (q, 0, . . . , 0)T would be a proper though trivial solution to the
SIS problem. A solution for matrix A can be converted to one for an extended matrix
[A | A′] for any A′, simply append the original solution vector with zeroes, as it does not
alter the norm of the new solution. This means that we can ignore any column ai we like
and the problem becomes easier as m increases.

The (I)SIS problem is related to finding a short vector, with norm less than β, in the
following q-ary m-dimensional lattices,

Λ⊥(A) = {v ∈ Zm | Av = 0 ∈ Znq },

Λ⊥y (A) = {v ∈ Zm | Av = y ∈ Znq }.

The hardness of these problems are tied to worst-case lattice problems GapSVPγ and
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SIVPγ since Ajtai’s seminal work [4] and subsequently improved in several papers [159,
86, 158]. The theorem presented below is based off the results of Gentry, Peikert and
Vaikuntanathan [86]. Micciancio and Peikert [158] improves the bound on q to as small
as β · nε for any constant ε > 0. However, the approximation factor γ of the related
lattice problems are less straightforward to describe.

Theorem 2.4.3 (Hardness of SISn,m,q,β , ISISn,m,q,β). For any m that is polynomial in
n, any β > 0 and sufficiently large q ≥ β · poly(n), solving any random instance of
the SISn,m,q,β or ISISn,m,q,β problem with non-negligible probability is at least as hard
as solving GapSVPγ and SIVPγ on arbitrary n-dimensional lattices with overwhelming
probability with some approximation factor γ = β · poly(n).

Since the lattice problems with approximation factor γ = poly(n) are thought to be
hard, the SIS and ISIS problems too are believed to be hard. Interestingly, the values
of m and q do not play a role in the worst-case lattice problems that SIS, ISIS reduces
to, except that a particular lower-bound on them is required. However, when designing
cryptographic schemes using the hardness of these problems, the smallest possible β would
be used for efficiency.

2.4.2 Learning with Errors

The other problem which lies at the heart of many cryptographic constructions from
lattices is the LWE problem. Proposed by Regev [182] in 2005 as an extension to the
Learning Parity with Noise problem (corresponding to q = 2), LWE comes in two flavors,
search and decision.

Definition 2.4.4 ((D-)LWEn,m,q,χ). Let n ≥ 1, q ≥ 2 and χ be a probability distribution
over Z, which induces a distribution over Zq as well. For s ∈ Znq , let As,χ be the dis-
tribution obtained by sampling matrices uniformly at random, A←↩ U(Zn×mq ), and error
vector e← χn then outputting (A,b = AT s + e mod q).

– The search variant, denoted with LWEn,m,q,χ, requires finding s with non-negligible
probability.

– The decision variant, denoted with D-LWEn,m,q,χ, requires distinguishing (with non-
negligible advantage over random choice) As,χ from U(Znq × Zq).

The parameterm corresponds to the number of LWE samples given and the basic LWE

problem has m = 1, with most uses in cryptography requiring m ≥ n log q. Without an
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error contribution from χ, both variants of LWE are easy to solve by recovering s using
Gaussian elimination; distinguishing As,χ from uniform is done by noticing that if b is
uniform in Zq, then with high probability there will be no solution s. Also, similar to
SIS, the errors sampled from χm should be small, bounded by a number B << q with
overwhelming probability.

Definition 2.4.5 (B-bounded Distribution). A distribution χ over Z is B-bounded if for
any e← χ, then Pr[|e| > B] = negl(n).

For suitably bounded distributions, χ, LWE can be considered an average-case BDDγ

problem on a certain family of q-ary m-dimensional lattices. For samples drawn from
As,χ, the vector b is close to exactly one vector is the following LWE lattice,

Λ(A) := {AT s mod q | s ∈ Znq }.

Solving LWE would mean finding that particular lattice vector in Λ(A) if the sample is
from As,χ; if b is drawn from U(Zq), then b is far from all points in Λ(A) with very high
probability. As mentioned in Definition 2.1.4, the SIS lattice is dual to the LWE lattice
above up to a scaling factor q, which is why SIS and LWE are considered dual problems.

The hardness of the LWE was first studied by Regev [182] — who found that with
appropriate χ, it is at least as hard as solving GapSVPγ and SIVPγ with a quantum
algorithm.

Theorem 2.4.6 (Quantum Hardness of LWEn,m,q,χ). For any m that is polynomial in
n, modulus q ≤ 2poly(n) and χ that is a (discrete) Gaussian distribution of parameter
s = αq ≥ 2

√
n, with 0 < α < 1, solving LWEn,m,q,χ is at least as hard as solving GapSVPγ

and SIVPγ on arbitrary n-dimensional lattices for some γ = Õ(n/α) with a quantum
algorithm.

The classical hardness of LWEn,m,q,χ was first established in 2009 by Peikert [170]
for exponential modulus q ≥ 2n/2; solving LWE classically is at least as hard as solving
GapSVPγ , where γ = Õ(n/α) like Theorem 2.4.6. The reduction can be altered for poly-
nomial moduli but the underlying lattice problem is a non-standard variant of GapSVP.
Brakerski et al. [38] obtained a dimension-modulus trade-off for LWE, finding that its
hardness for a particular error rate α is almost entirely determined by n log q, so long
as q is lower-bounded by some small polynomial. This result, when applied to Peikert’s
classical reduction, mean that solving LWEn,m,q,χ, where q is polynomial in n, is at least
as hard as solving GapSVPγ on a

√
n-dimensional lattice.
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Theorem 2.4.7 (Classical Hardness of LWEn,m,q,χ). For n, q ∈ Z>0, any m that is
polynomial in n, 0 < α < 1

– for q ≥ 2n/2 and χ = DZn,s, where s = αq ≥ 2
√
n, solving LWEn,m,q,χ is at least as

hard as solving GapSVPγ on arbitrary n-dimensional lattices for some γ = Õ(n/α);

– for q polynomial in n and χ = DZn,s, where s = αq ≥ 2
√
n, solving LWEn,m,q,χ is

at least as hard as solving GapSVPγ on arbitrary
√
n-dimensional lattices for some

γ = Õ(n/α).

The hardness of D-LWEn,m,q,χ was also studied by Regev [182]; for prime q polynomial
in n, it was equivalent to LWEn,m,q,χ up to a polynomial increase in m, through a simple
classical reduction that generalized a result for q = 2 by Blum et al. [28]. The limitation
on the modulus has been lifted through the years in various papers [170, 11, 156, 157, 38].

Theorem 2.4.8 (Search-Decision Equivalence of LWE). For positive integers n, q and
m, such that m is polynomial in n, and χ a discrete Gaussian over Zn with parameter
s = αq ≥ 2

√
n, solving D-LWEn,m,q,χ is at least as hard as solving LWEn,m,q,χ.

Rounding off this section, notice that in the theorems on the hardness of LWE, the
value for m does not play a significant role. However, there are instances where it matters
slightly, Micciancio and Peikert [158] showed that LWE is still hard for some non-Gaussian
error distributions that might have small support but only if m is suitably bounded.
Besides that, there is an attack by Arora-Ge [12] that can solve LWE in time and space
about 2d

2 for errors from a domain of size d with sufficiently many LWE samples.

2.5 Ideal Lattices

Although lattices have strong security reductions and can be used to construct many
advanced cryptographic primitives, it requires large matrices to represent the (q-ary)
lattice. Generally, the public key of a cryptographic scheme for lattice cryptography
comprises of at least one matrix. Since these matrices are random for all intents and
purposes, they need mn log q = Õ(n2) bits and may be unsuitable in practical scenarios.
To reduce the size of the public keys, a class of algebraic structured lattices called ideal
lattices are used and they only require Õ(n) bits to represent. Furthermore, there are
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-like techniques that can be used to compute operations on
ideal lattices which are asymptotically faster than matrix operations, quasi-linear Õ(n)

compared to O(nc) where 2 < c < 3.
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Both SIS and LWE have ideal lattice analogues: respectively, the Ring Short Integer
Solution (RSIS) problem, first considered by Micciancio [155] in 2002, and Ring Learning
with Errors (RLWE) problem, proposed by Lyubashevsky, Peikert and Regev [149] in early
2010 and concurrently in late 2009 by Stehlé et al. [195]. Stehlé et al. [195] considered
a special case of RLWE where the rings have the form R = Z[X]/〈Xn + 1〉 and n is a
power-of-two, and only gave a reduction for the search variant.

2.5.1 Rings and Ideal Lattices

Ideal lattices are simply ideals in a ring R, under some fixed choice of geometric em-
bedding. An ideal of a commutative ring R is an additive subgroup that is also closed
under multiplication with any element in the ring. The multiplicative closure gives ideal
lattices some symmetries that a general lattice would not have. q-ary ideal lattices would
correspond to ideals in the ring Rq = R/qR.

For simplicity, this thesis focuses rings of the form R = Z[X]/〈F (X)〉 for F (X) =

Φm(X), where Φm(X) is them-th cyclotomic polynomial which has degree n = ϕ(m) with
ϕ(·) denoting the Euler totient function. Other rings can be used but the literature mainly
considers the cyclotomic rings above. Elements in R can be represented canonically by
their residues modulo F (X), which correspond to integer polynomials of degree less than
ϕ(m). For a positive integer q, we define the ring Rq = R/qR = Zq[X]/〈F (X)〉. We
consider polynomials of degree less than n whose coefficients come from some set of
canonical representatives of Zq, such as {0} ∪ [q − 1] or [−q/2, q/2) ∩ Z, as the canonical
representative for elements in Rq.

For RSIS and RLWE, there is a notion of “shortness” which depends on the choice of
norm on R. That, in turn, depends on the choice of embedding of which two are most
common: the coefficient embedding and canonical embedding.

Definition 2.5.1 (Coefficient Embedding of R = Z[X]/〈F (X)〉). The coefficient embed-
ding, ξ, maps each element a ∈ R to the n-dimensional integer vector of coefficients of
its canonical representative in Z[X].

ξ : R −→ Zn

a = a0 + a1x+ · · ·+ an−1x
n−1

some representative of a in Z[X]

7−→ ξ(a) = (a0 a1 . . . an−1)

Then, the induced `p norm ‖a‖p for this embedding is simply the `p norm of the resulting
vector in Zn, ‖ξ(a)‖p, for any p ∈ Z>0 ∪ {∞}.

Although it is very easy to understand, it is not canonical and depends on the choice of
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representatives for elements in the ring R; the representatives chosen could be polynomials
that have degree greater than n. These issues necessitate constraining the form of F (X)

and only allows crude analysis. One important fact that affects analyzing the lattice and
problems is that the norm of a · b ∈ R may be affected by a reduction modulo F (X) and
lose the connection to the norms of the inputs a and b.

Instead, a better choice for embedding is the canonical embedding from algebraic
number theory. This maps each ring element a ∈ R to the vector (a(αi))i ∈ Cn, where
αi ∈ C are the n complex roots of F (X). The reason this embedding is called canonical
is that it is independent of the choice of representative for a. A good feature of the
embedding is that sum and product of ring elements are translated to coordinate-wise
sum and product of their embeddings; this yields simple and sharp bounds on the norms
of ring elements under ring operations.

Definition 2.5.2 (Canonical Embedding of R = Z[X]/〈F (X)〉). Let
F (X) =

∏n
i=1(X − αi) for αi ∈ C. The canonical embedding, σ, associates each element

a ∈ R to the vector (a(αi))i ∈ Cn, where the i-th coordinate is the evaluation of a at αi.

σ : R −→ Cn

a 7−→ (a(α1) a(α2) · · · a(αn)).

Then, the induced `p norm ‖a‖cp for this embedding is simply the `p norm of the resulting
vector in Cn, ‖σ(a)‖p, for any p ∈ Z>0 ∪ {∞}.

2.5.2 Hardness of Problems on Ideal Lattices

The main downside is that the hardness of problems on ideal lattices are not as well-
studied as general lattices. The complexities of the problems in Section 2.2 are slightly
different in ideal lattices. One example is that GapSVPγ , for small γ that are polyno-
mial in the lattice dimension n and typical choices of rings, is easy on ideal lattices;
algebraic symmetries force the minimum distance of an ideal to be within an easily com-
putable range. Besides that, the same symmetries also make SVPγ and SIVPγ essentially
equivalent, up to a small loss in the approximation factor; one short non-zero vector to
be converted into n linearly independent ones with (almost) the same length from the
symmetries present.

For approximation factors that are useful in cryptography, and with typical choices of
rings, SVPγ and SIVPγ on ideal lattices seem to be hard in the worst case. Though there is
additional structure to ideal lattices, no significant speed-up for these problems have been
found to date compared to general lattices. Currently, the best known algorithm, quantum
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or otherwise, for SVPγ where γ is polynomial in n on ideal lattices take exponential 2Ω(n)

time, for typical choices of rings. In spite of this evidence, it is important to temper
expectations and remember that not much effort have been put into understanding ideal
lattices from a computational perspective.

2.5.3 Ring Short Integer Solution

The RSIS problem has a similar set of parameters, R,m, q, β, and in general those pa-
rameters are the same as their counterparts in the SIS problem; the ring R replaces the
dimension parameter n. One key difference though is that m is typically much smaller
for RSIS, m ≈ log q instead of n log q in SIS. This is due to the availability of an expo-
nentially large 2Ω(n) number of short ring elements that can be used for each coordinate
of the solution, as opposed to only several small integers in SIS. Note that the norm in
the definition ‖ · ‖ can be any norm on the ring R.

Definition 2.5.3 (RSISR,m,q,β , IRSISR,m,q,β). Given a vector of ring elements a
$←− Rmq

and a ring element y ∈ Rq (for IRSIS), find a non-zero vector x ∈ Rm such that

(homogeneous) : 〈a,x〉 = 0 mod q and ‖x‖ ≤ β;

(inhomogeneous) : 〈a,x〉 = y mod q and ‖x‖ ≤ β.

As evident from the definition, the main difference is that each row ai in the matrix
A in SIS is replaced with a single ring element ai.

In SIS, the domain of the column vectors of the random matrix A, Znq , is regarded
as a Z-module; solutions are short integer combinations of the column vectors of A that
sum to zero modulo q. On the other hand, in RSIS, the domain of the random elements is
Rq and used as a R-module, with solutions being short R combinations of ring elements
that sum to zero modulo q. Peikert [171, Section 4.3.2] gave a formalization of how to
relate RSIS to SIS: as a special case of SIS with lattices containing some structure.

– With a fixed appropriate Z-basis of R, there is an additive group isomorphism
between R and Zn, the input domains, and Rq and Znq , the output domains. This
isomorphism also approximately preserves “shortness” of the elements.

– Left-multiplication by any fixed a ∈ Rq is a Z-linear function from R to Rq and
thus can be represented by a square matrix Aa which maps Zn to Znq . This gives
rise to the connection between a RSIS instance a = (a1 . . . am) and the structured
SIS instance A = [Aa1 | · · · | Aam ].
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The hardness results for RSIS emerged in stages: in the beginning, Micciancio [155]
showed that the inhomogeneous RSIS problem (IRSIS) reduces to the worst-case hardness
of certain problems on n-dimensional cyclic lattices, which correspond ideals in the ring
R = Z[X]/〈Xn − 1〉 with the coefficient embedding, with appropriate parameters. The
hardness of RSIS for the same ring was left open but subsequently shown to be easy in
two concurrent work by Peikert and Rosen [173] and Lyubashevsky and Micciancio [148].
It was due to the existence of zero divisors in R, meaning R is not an integral domain,
which can be used to construct short answers.

However, that was not the end of the road. The same works [173] and [148] showed
that by changing the ring R to suitable integral domains, RSIS is hard if we assume that
SVPγ is hard in the worst-case for ideal lattices in R for γ = β · poly(n). Among suitable
rings are most cyclotomic rings R = Z[X]/〈Φm(X)〉, for m a power-of-two or prime.

Finally, Peikert and Rosen, in a follow-up [174], generalized the previous results and
showed that RSIS is at least as hard as SVPγ on ideal lattices in R = OK , the ring of
algebraic integers of any number field K. The reduction even improves the approximation
factor to γ = O(

√
log n) for some families of number fields.

2.5.4 Ring Learning with Errors

As with SIS and RSIS, the parameters of LWE and RLWE are similar, with a ring R of
degree n over the integers instead of Zn. Here, we present an RLWE variant — differing
from the original definition proposed by Lyubashevsky, Peikert and Regev — that draws
secrets and errors from R instead of a special fractional ideal R∨ that is dual to R.
The error distribution χ can be considered a kind of discrete Gaussian in the canonical
embedding of R, although the proper form needed to enable reductions of RLWE to the
hardness of ideal lattice problems is more nuanced.

Definition 2.5.4 ((D-)RLWER,m,q,χ). For an s ∈ Rq and error distribution χ over R, let

As,χ be the distribution obtained by sampling a ring element a $←− Rq and error e ← χ

then outputting (a, b = a · s+ e mod q).

– The search variant, RLWER,m,q,χ, requires finding s with non-negligible probability,
given m independent samples from As,χ.

– The decision variant, denoted with D-RLWER,m,q,χ, requires distinguishing (with
non-negligible advantage over random choice), whetherm given independent samples
(ai, bi) ∈ Rq ×Rq are all drawn from As,χ or U(Rq ×Rq).
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In a similar manner to the relationship between SIS and RSIS described by Peik-
ert [171], by viewing a RLWE sample with a random a ∈ Rq as replacing n LWE samples
with random a ∈ Znq , RLWE can be considered a special case of LWE with structured
samples. The domain of the secret and random matrix in LWE is regarded as a Z-module
and multiplication with the secret s is done with the inner product of vectors in Znq , which
is Z-bilinear. In contrast, the random elements and secret in RLWE are considered as an
R-module and their multiplication in R is R-bilinear.

Like LWEn,m,q,χ, the quantum hardness of RLWER,m,q,χ — where the parameter of χ
is αq ≥ 2 ·ω(

√
log n) for 0 < α < 1 — is related to the quantum hardness of solving SVPγ ,

although γ = Õ(
√
n/α). Classical search-to-decision reduction, from Lyubashevsky,

Peikert and Regev [149] and extended through modulus-switching techniques from Lan-
glois and Stehlé [133], also exists for RLWE and ties the hardness of D-RLWER,m,q,χ to
RLWER,m,q,χ for R that are cyclotomic rings or Galois fields. This is recently improved
by Peikert, Regev and Stephens-Davidowitz [172] in 2017 to work for any number field
and modulus. Following that, Rosca, Stehlé and Wallet [186] unified several variants
of (search and decision) RLWE by giving reductions between the original definition of
RLWE (Dual-RLWE), the definition of RLWE in this thesis (Primal-RLWE) and Polynomial
Learning with Errors (PLWE), which is characterized by a polynomial F (X) and uses the
ring R = Z[X]/〈F (X)〉. Their reductions for PLWE works for a family of polynomials
that is exponentially large when considered as function of the degree.

We note that (to date) unlike LWE, there is no known classical reduction for RLWE

to any ideal lattice problem. The reduction for LWE by Peikert [170] does not work with
RLWE because GapSVPγ on ideal lattices with polynomial γ is easy for the rings and
parameters commonly used.

2.6 Cryptographic Primitives

In this section, we recall the definitions and security notions for several cryptographic
primitives that will be used in later chapters. In some cases, namely for trapdoor func-
tions, commitment schemes and zero-knowledge argument of knowledge, we also present
a lattice-based construction of these primitives.

2.6.1 Public-Key Encryption

A public-key encryption scheme is a triple of algorithms, KeyGen, Encrypt and Decrypt

with the following form:
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– (pk, sk) KeyGen(1λ): Take a security parameter λ as input and output a public
key pk and secret key sk.

– c Encrypt(pk,m): Take a public key pk and plaintext m as inputs and output a
ciphertext c that encrypts m.

– m Decrypt(sk, c): Take the secret key sk and ciphertext c as inputs and output
the plaintext m encrypted in c.

The encryption scheme is correct if for any key pair generated, encrypting a valid
plaintext with the public key and then decrypting the resulting ciphertext with the asso-
ciated secret key gives us the original plaintext with overwhelming probability.

Semantic security is the standard definition for encryption, which in essence captures
the idea that no probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary can learn anything about
the plaintext encrypted in a ciphertext. First introduced by Goldwasser and Micali [94] in
1982, it was difficult to apply as they did not propose any method to prove the semantic
security of an encryption scheme. Later, in 1984, Goldwasser and Micali [95] formu-
lated another notion of security, ciphertext indistinguishability under chosen plaintext
attack (IND-CPA), and showed that it was equivalent to semantic security.

Indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attack requires that an adversary cannot
identify which of two plaintexts he supplied is encrypted within a given ciphertext better
than randomly guessing. It is formalized as a game played between a challenger and
adversary as follows.

Definition 2.6.1. For a challenger, C, and PPT adversary A, the IND-CPA game, de-
noted GIND-CPA

E,A , with an encryption scheme E = (KeyGen,Encrypt,Decrypt) is described
below. (See Figure 2.1 for an illustration)

1. C generates an instance of E with key pair (pk, sk) and sends the public key pk to
A.

2. A chooses two plaintexts m0 and m1 from the plaintext space P and sends them to
C.

3. C randomly chooses a bit b ←↩ U({0, 1}), computes the ciphertext encrypting mb,
cb = E .Encrypt(pk,mb) and returns cb to A.

4. A outputs a bit b′ and the game ends.
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Adversary,A Challenger, C
pk (pk, sk)← E .KeyGen(1λ)

m0,m1 ← P m0,m1

b←↩ U({0, 1})
cb cb = E .Encrypt(pk,mb)

b′ ← A(pk, cb)

Figure 2.1: IND-CPA Game, GIND-CPA
E,A .

The adversary wins if b′ = b and its advantage in GIND-CPA
E,A is

AdvIND-CPA
E (A) =

∣∣∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ .
The encryption scheme, E is then said to be λ-bit IND-CPA-secure if

max
PPT A

AdvIND-CPA
E (A) < negl(λ),

for a security parameter λ.

2.6.2 Trapdoor Function

Roughly speaking, a trapdoor function is a function that is easy to evaluate and hard to
invert, but whose hardness of inversion can be bypassed with some “trapdoor” information.
Particularly, we recall a method to generate (I)SIS instances that are easy to solve given
an associated trapdoor that was proposed by Micciancio and Peikert [157].

For any k ∈ Z>0, let Ik denote the identity matrix in Zk×k. For positive integers n
and q polynomial in n, let w = ndlog qe. We call G = In ⊗ (1, 2, . . . , 2dlog qe−1) ∈ Zn×wq ,
a gadget matrix.

Definition 2.6.2 (Gadget Trapdoor). Let m = w′ +w for some w′ > w. A trapdoor for

the matrix A ∈ Zn×mq is a matrix R ∈ Zm̄×w satisfying A

[
R

Iw

]
= G. Alternatively, if
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A = [Ā | G− ĀR] for some Ā ∈ Zn×w′q ,

then R is a trapdoor for A.

Micciancio and Peikert [157] described two algorithms, TrapGen and SampleD, such
that TrapGen generates a matrix A with an associated trapdoor and SampleD allows one
to solve (I)SIS instances defined on A using that trapdoor.

Lemma 2.6.3. Let n, q ∈ Z>0 with q polynomial in n and w = ndlog qe. Also, let
m = w′+w for some w′ > w. There exists a PPT algorithm, (A,R)← TrapGen(n,m, q),
that outputs a matrix A ∈ Zn×mq with an associated trapdoor R ∈ Zw′×w. The distribution
of the matrix A output by TrapGen is statistically close to uniform.

Additionally, for any u ∈ Znq , and s = Ω(
√
n log q log n), there is a PPT algorithm

r← SampleD(R,A,u, s) that outputs a vector r ∈ Zm that is sampled from a distribution
χ that is statistically close to DΛ⊥u (A),s.

2.6.3 (Trapdoor) Commitment

Commitment schemes are important ingredients in the construction of zero-knowledge
proofs. It allows anyone to commit to a secret message with the Commit algorithm using
the public parameters generated in Setup with the ability to reveal that message at a later
stage. A prover would generate and release commitments to all the information before-
hand and a verifier will specify what he wants to learn anytime after the commitments
are released. The prover would then only reveal relevant information corresponding to
the verifier’s choices.

Formally, a commitment scheme is a four-tuple of algorithms Setup, Commit, Open

and Verify.

– pk Setup(1λ): Take a security parameter λ and output a public commitment key
pk.

– C Commit(pk,M ;R): Take a commitment key pk, message M and randomness
R as inputs and output a commitment C of M .

– π Open(pk,M ;R): Take a commitment key pk, message M and randomness
R as inputs and output a decommitment π to M for the commitment, C =

Commit(pk,M ;R).

– Verify(pk,M,C, π): Take a commitment key pk, message M , commitment C and
decommitment π as inputs and accept if π proves that C is a valid commitment of
M and reject otherwise.
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Correctness of commitment schemes are straightforward, we require that the veri-
fication algorithm, Verify(pk,M,Commit(pk,M ;R),Open(pk,M ;R)), accepts with over-
whelming probability. Commitment schemes have two security notions, hiding and bind-
ing.

– Hiding: No PPT adversary A, given pk, can find two messages M1,M2 where he
can distinguish a commitment Commit(pk,M1;R1) of the first message from one of
the other Commit(pk,M2;R2).

– Binding: Given pk, no PPT adversary A can find a commitment C and two distinct
message-opening pairs M,π,M ′, π′ such that π is a valid decommitment of C to M
while π′ is a valid decommitment of C to M ′ with M 6= M ′.

Kawachi-Tanaka-Xagawa Commitment Scheme. Kawachi, Tanaka and Xagawa [119]
constructed a commitment scheme from lattices, which we denote with KTX, that comes
in two flavours: the first commits to t bits and the other commits to arbitrary strings.
Below, we describe the variant that commits to t-bit strings.

– pk ← KTX.Setup(1λ): Choose integers n > λ, prime q = Õ(n) and m = 2ndlog qe
and output pk = (A,B) where A←↩ U(Zn×tq ) and B←↩ U(Zn×mq ).

– c ← KTX.Commit(pk,m; r): For commitment key pk = (A,B), message m ∈
{0, 1}t and randomness r ∈ {0, 1}m, compute and output c = A ·m + B · r ∈ Znq .

– π ← KTX.Open(pk,m; r): Output the randomness π = r.

– KTX.Verify(pk,m, c, π): Let pk = (A,B) and π = r. Accept if c = Am + Br and
‖r‖∞, ‖m‖∞ ≤ 1.

The correctness of the KTX scheme is evident from the description and its security
properties are summarized in the following theorems.

Theorem 2.6.4. Valid commitments from the KTX scheme are statistically indistinguish-
able from random vectors in Znq , which means that the scheme is statistically hiding.

Statistically hiding means that no adversary, even with unbounded computational
power, can distinguish between commitments of two different messages. The proof of the
theorem above follows from the leftover hash lemma by Regev [182, Section 5].

Theorem 2.6.5. The KTX scheme is computationally binding assuming the hardness of
the SIS∞n,t+m,q,1 problem.
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The binding property of the KTX scheme is tied to the SIS∞ problem. If two valid
openings π, π′, to different messages m 6= m′, can be found for some commitment c, we
have Am + Bπ = Am′ + Bπ′ which means

A(m−m′) + B(π − π′) = 0.

Therefore, (m −m′, π − π′) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}t+m is a short solution, in the `∞ norm, to the
SIS instance defined by the matrix [A | B].

The KTX scheme was extended to a string commitment scheme, COM, via the Merkle-
Damgård construction [152, 63]. Its security properties correspond to those of the KTX

scheme with the same parameters.

Trapdoor Commitments. A trapdoor commitment scheme is a stronger variant of
commitment schemes with some additional functionality. Specifically, there are two more
algorithms — Fake and Equiv — and a modified setup TSetup. TSetup generates a
commitment key and an associated trapdoor which is used by Fake and Equiv to generate
fake commitments to nothing and decommit fake commitments to any desired message.

– (pk, sk) TSetup(1λ): Take a security parameter λ as input and output a com-
mitment key pk with associated secret key sk.

– C Fake(pk;R): Take a commitment key pk and randomness R as inputs and
output a fake commitment C.

– π Equiv(sk,M ;R): Take a secret key sk, messageM and randomness R as inputs
and output a decommitment π of the fake commitment C = Fake(sk;R) to M .

Correctness of trapdoor commitment schemes are almost identical to regular commit-
ment schemes, except for an additional requirement that verification of some fake com-
mitment with a correct equivocation, Verify(pk,M,Fake(sk;R),Equiv(sk,M ;R)), accepts
with overwhelming probability. Other than hiding and binding, trapdoor commitments
have one more property, equivocation. Catalano et al. [45] strengthened this definition
and require that equivocation hold even when the secret key sk is known to the adversary
for their construction of a primitive called trapdoor mercurial commitments.

– Equivocation: For any messagem chosen by a PPT adversary A, a real commitment
tuple (m,Commit(pk,M ;R),Open(pk,M ;R) is indistinguishable, over the random-
ness R, from the fake commitment tuple (m,Fake(sk;R),Equiv(sk,M ;R).
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Note that the equivocation property implies that trapdoor commitment schemes sat-
isfy the hiding property of standard commitment schemes as all commitments, regardless
of the messageM committed within, are indistinguishable to the distribution of fake com-
mitments. Therefore, only the binding and equivocation properties have to be proven for
the security of trapdoor commitment schemes.

2.6.4 Zero-Knowledge Argument System

A zero-knowledge argument system is an interactive protocol with three properties, com-
pleteness, soundness and zero-knowledge, where the soundness property holds against
computationally bounded cheating provers. Let R = {(y, w)}, where y is a statement
and w is a witness for that statement, be an NP relation. We call a two-party game
〈P,V〉, involving a prover P and verifier V, an interactive argument system for the rela-
tion R with soundness error e if the following two conditions hold,

– Completeness: If (y, w) ∈ R, then V always accepts in the game 〈P(y, w),V(y)〉,
where P has (y, w) and V has y as inputs.

– Soundness: If (y, w) 6∈ R, then for every PPT prover P̂, the probability that V
accepts in the game 〈P̂(y, w),V(y)〉 is at most e.

The additional zero-knowledge property requires that for any verifier V̂, there exists
a PPT simulator S(y) that generates a simulated transcript that is indistinguishable
from a real interaction between P(y, w) and V̂(y). If the distribution of the transcripts
are statistically close, then the zero-knowledge argument system is a statistical zero-
knowledge argument system.

A related notion is the argument of knowledge, which additionally has the witness-
extended emulation property. For three move protocols of the form “commit-challenge-
respond”, witness-extended emulation is implied by the special soundness property, first
defined by Cramer, Damgård and Schoenmakers [59]. Special soundness mandates the
existence of a PPT extraction algorithm, which takes a set of valid transcripts, one for
every possible value of the “challenge” to the same “commitment”, and returns a witness
w′ such that (y, w′) ∈ R.

Lattice-based Zero-Knowledge Argument of Knowledge. There are two main
families of zero-knowledge arguments of knowledge (ZKAoK) in modern lattice cryptog-
raphy, the first originated from the work of Lyubashevsky [146, 147], uses “rejection
sampling” and yields efficient proofs of knowledge in the ideal lattice setting. The main
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relations that are supported by this family of protocols are knowledge of small secret
vectors [24, 16, 60, 66] and linear and multiplicative relations [25, 17] among committed
values. Protocols from this family suffer from a few drawbacks, with “rejection sampling”,
there is a very slim possibility that even honest provers fail to convince verifiers, meaning
the completeness property is not perfect. Moreover, proofs of knowledge of vectors with
some norm bound β have a factor g called the “soundness slack” by Baum et al. [17] and
Cramer et al. [60]. Extraction algorithm for these protocols are only able to produce
witnesses of norm bound gβ for some g > 1. If extracted witnesses are to be used in
security proofs for solving (R)SIS instances, then a slightly stronger assumption, where
the norm bound of the (R)SIS problem is gβ rather than just β, is required.

The second, Stern-like protocols originating from the work of Ling, Nguyen, Stehlé
and Wang [140], employs “decomposition-extension” with lattice-based analogues [119] of
a protocol from Stern [196]. These protocols are less efficient than the first family due to
a constant soundness error; to achieve negligible (in the security parameter) soundness
error, protocols from this family have to be repeated about ω(log λ) times. However,
they have perfect completeness and support a wide range of relations from lattices, par-
ticularly when witnesses are not only small or binary, but have specific patterns in their
coordinates. Besides that, these Stern-like protocols do not have soundness slack; ex-
traction algorithms for this family output witnesses share all the properties expected of
valid witnesses. These properties have been leveraged to design several advanced crypto-
graphic primitives from lattices, such as group signatures [141, 138, 136, 142] and group
encryption [137].

An Abstract Stern-like ZKAoK Protocol We revisit an abstraction of the lattice
variant of Stern’s protocol by Libert et al.. [136]. For positive integers n, q, `, with 2 ≤
n, q ≤ `, let VALID denote a subset of {0, 1}`. Let S be a finite set where every element
φ ∈ S is tied to a permutation Γφ of ` elements such that

– w ∈ VALID⇐⇒ Γφ(w) ∈ VALID;

– If w ∈ VALID and φ is sampled from U(S), then the distribution of Γφ(w) over
VALID is uniform.

The protocol is a ZKAoK of the following abstract relation, which is made up of a state-
ment consisting of a matrix M and vector v with a witness w, Rabs = {((M,v),w) ∈
(Zn×`q × Znq ) × VALID | Mw = v mod q}. The original protocol by Stern uses VALID =

{w ∈ {0, 1}` | hw(w) = k}, with hw(·) meaning the Hamming weight and k < ` for some
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Prover,P Verifier,V

a← Start(crs,M,w) a

Ch Ch←↩ U({1, 2, 3})

rsp← Finish(crs,M,w,a, ch) rsp Check(crs,M,a, ch, rsp)

Figure 2.2: Abstract Stern-like ZKAoK Protocol by Libert et al. [136]

given k. The set S is S`, the symmetric group on ` elements and Γφ(w) is simply the
permuted vector φ(w) for φ ∈ S`.

The conditions listed above are crucial for proving that w ∈ VALID in zero-knowledge.
w ∈ VALID is proved in zero-knowledge by having the prover P sample φ ←↩ U(S) and
verifier V check that Γφ(w) ∈ VALID, the randomness of φ ensures that no additional
information besides Γφ(w) is revealed to V. The other part of the relation, Mw = v mod

q, is proven in zero-knowledge by sampling a mask for w, rw ←↩ Z`q, and convincing V that
M(w+rw) = Mrw+v mod q instead. Figure 2.2 details the interaction between P and V;
a statistically hiding and computationally binding string commitment scheme, like COM

by Kawachi et al. [119], is used to obtain a statistical ZKAoK. We describe the steps of the
participants in the protocol with the following three algorithms, Π = (Start,Finish,Check),
assuming there is a common reference string, crs, that is a commitment key from the
COM string commitment scheme.

– a ← Start(crs,M,w): Sample a mask rw ←↩ U(Z`q), permutation φ ←↩ U(S)

and randomness ρ1, ρ2, ρ3 ←↩ U({0, 1}m). Then, compute commitments C1 =

COM.Commit(crs, (φ,Mrw mod q); ρ1), C2 = COM.Commit(crs,Γφ(rw); ρ2) and C3 =

COM.Commit(crs, Γφ(w + rw mod q); ρ3). Output a = (C1, C2, C3).

– rsp ← Finish(crs,M,w,a, ch): Let a = (C1, C2, C3). Compute a response, rsp,
based on the challenge ch issued by V:

� ch = 1: Let tw = Γφ(w) and tr = Γφ(rw), compute openings of commit-
ments C2 and C3, which are given by π2 = COM.Open(crs, tw; ρ2) and π3 =

COM.Open(crs, (tw + tr mod q); ρ3) respectively. Set rsp = (tw, tr, π2, π3).

� ch = 2: Let φ2 = φ and w2 = w + rw mod q, compute openings of C1

and C3, given by π1 = COM.Open(crs, (φ2,Mw2 − v mod q); ρ1) and π3 =
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COM.Open(crs,Γφ2(w2); ρ3) respectively. Set rsp = (φ2,w2, π1, π3).

� ch = 3: Let φ3 = φ and w3 = r2, compute openings of C1 and C3, π1 =

COM.Open(crs, (φ3,Mw3); ρ1) and π3 = COM.Open(crs,Γφ3(w3); ρ3) respec-
tively. Set rsp = (φ2,w2, π1, π2).

– Check(crs,M,a, ch, rsp): Let a = (C1, C2, C3). Based on the challenge ch, accept if

� ch = 1: Let rsp = (tw, tr, π2, π3) and check that tw ∈ VALID and verifi-
cations of C2 and C3, COM.Verify(crs, tr, C2, π2) and COM.Verify(crs, (tr +

tw), C3, π3), accept.

� ch = 2: Let rsp = (φ2,w2, π1, π3) and check that verifications of C1 and
C3, which are given by COM.Verify(crs, (φ2,Mw2 − v mod q), C1, π1) and
COM.Verify(crs, Γφ2(w2), C2, π2) respectively, accept.

� ch = 3: Let rsp = (φ2,w2, π1, π2) and verify that C1 and C2 are correct with
COM.Verify(crs, (φ3,Mw3), C1, π1) and C2 COM.Verify(crs,Γφ3(w3), C3, π3)

respectively.

The properties — completeness, soundness, zero-knowledge and witness-extended ex-
traction — of the ZKAoK protocol are summed up in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.6.6 ([136]). Assuming that the string commitment scheme COM is statisti-
cally hiding and computationally binding, then the protocol in Figure 2.2 with the algo-
rithms Π is a statistical ZKAoK with perfect completeness, soundness error of 2/3 and
communication cost O(` log q). Specifically,

– There exists an efficient simulator that, when given (M,v), the distribution of its
output transcripts is statistically close to the distribution of the transcripts produced
by a real interaction between the real prover and some verifier.

– There exists an efficient knowledge extractor that, when given a and three valid
responses rsp1, rsp2, rsp3 for each value of ch ∈ {1, 2, 3}, outputs a valid witness
w′ ∈ VALID such that Mw′ = v mod q.

We give a brief overview of the proof of the theorem and refer to [136] for the complete
proof. Completeness and communication cost are straightforward from the description of
the protocol and its algorithms. For zero-knowledge, the simulator will guess a challenge
c̄h and construct valid responses for the other two possible challenges. If the verifier’s
chosen challenge coincides with c̄h, then the simulator will simply output ⊥ and abort
the protocol. This means that the protocol will not complete with probability 1/3 and
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the simulator successfully poses as an honest prover with probability 2/3. implying that
the soundness error is 2/3. Since COM is statistically hiding, when the simulator does
not abort prematurely, the distribution of the simulated transcript — which consists of
commitments and random vectors — is statistically close to that from an honest prover
in a real interaction.

Extracting a valid witness when given a complete set of valid responses — rsp1 =

(tw, tr, π2, π3), rsp2 = (φ2,w2, π1, π3) and rsp3 = (φ2,w2, π1, π2) — for some a from
Start is fairly straightforward. As COM is computationally binding, we can assume that
tw ∈ VALID with φ2 = φ3, tr = Γφ3(w3), tw + tr ≡ Γφ2(w2) mod q and Mw2 − v ≡
Mw3 mod q. Since tw ∈ VALID, we have w′ = (Γφ2)−1(tw) ∈ VALID. In addition,
Γφ2(w′) + Γφ2(w3) + Γφ2(w2) mod q, implying that w′ + w3 ≡ w2 mod q. Finally, with
Mw′+Mw3 ≡Mw2 mod q, we have Mw′ ≡ v mod q which means w′ is a valid witness
for the relation Rabs.
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Private Database Queries with Fully
Homomorphic Encryption



Chapter 3

Preliminaries

3.1 Fully Homomorphic Encryption

3.1.1 A Brief Introduction

First proposed by Rivest, Adleman and Dertouzos [183] in 1978 as privacy homomor-
phism, fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) is a public-key encryption scheme, as de-
fined in Section 2.6.1, that additionally supports evaluation of arbitrary functions on the
encrypted inputs. It remained an open problem until 2009 when it was finally realized by
Gentry [82] based (directly) on hard problems on ideal lattices. Not only was the problem
solved, a blueprint was introduced that yields an FHE scheme in three steps:

1. Design a somewhat homomorphic encryption (SHE) scheme (E) that evaluate cir-
cuits from some set of Boolean circuits C, comprising of AND and XOR gates, with
a set of encrypted ciphertexts as inputs.

2. Squash the decryption circuit of the scheme E .Dec, so that the augmented circuits
E .DecAND, E .DecXOR ∈ C, where E .Dec? is the circuit with two encrypted inputs, x, y
and computes x?y and sends that through E .Dec for ? ∈ {AND,XOR}. (Squashing)

3. Evaluate any circuit C on encrypted inputs by replacing the gates AND and XOR

with E .DecAND and E .DecXOR respectively.

This simple blueprint hinges on one key idea, called bootstrapping, which informally
is the following.

An SHE scheme (E) — that can evaluate E .Dec?, its decryption circuit plus
one additional gate ? ∈ {AND,XOR} — can evaluate arbitrary circuits with
an encryption of the bits of the secret key as an additional input.
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From here, there are two branches. The first yields a leveled FHE scheme, capable of
evaluating depth-L circuits and the second yields pure FHE that can evaluate circuits
of unbounded depth. Here, the depth of the circuit is the largest number of multiplica-
tion (AND) gates in a path from any input wire to the output wire. In the first instance,
a set of L+ 1 key pairs {(pki, ski)}Li=0 are used and we publish encryptions of each secret
key (from ski ∈ [L]) under the public key of the previous one pki−1. Then, each time
bootstrapping is used, we move from ciphertexts from key pair (pki, ski) to (pki−1, ski−1)

until we reach the end at (pk0, sk0). In the latter case, the bits of the secret key is en-
crypted under its own public key, allowing the output of bootstrapping to be used and
then bootstrapped again in a loop. The trick to FHE, leveled or pure, is that the compu-
tation need not be achieved in one go, just the decryption circuit and at least one more
gate is sufficient. This is because we can compose this as needed for arbitrary circuits.

Unfortunately, there are some complications to the security of Gentry’s blueprint.
Besides the problem required for the semantic security of the base SHE scheme, additional
hardness assumptions are required due to some of the techniques used in the construction.
First of all, Step 2 of the blueprint, squashing, necessitates the assumption that a problem
called the sparse subset sum problem (SSSP) is hard to prevent the secret key from being
recovered from the additional information revealed. To achieve arbitrary computation on
encrypted data, the secret key must be encrypted under its corresponding public key. The
notion of circular security captures this concept for bootstrapping. Semantic security of
the complete (pure) FHE scheme therefore requires assuming

1. the SHE scheme has semantic security, i.e. the associated problem which it reduces
to is hard;

2. the SHE scheme is circular-secure, i.e. encryptions of the bits of the secret key
under its public key do not compromise semantic security;

3. SSSP is hard so the squashed SHE scheme has semantic security.

After Gentry’s work [82], there has been an explosion in the number of FHE schemes
— several types ranging from integer-based constructions [203, 52, 58, 165, 55, 22] to
(ideal) lattice-based schemes, NTRU-type [145, 35] and (R)LWE-type [40, 39, 37, 36, 74,
87, 70, 105, 56, 57]. However, they follow the same basic blueprint, with minor variations
in some cases, laid out by Gentry.

In this thesis, the focus is on RLWE-based FHE schemes, which are among the most
widely-used FHE schemes currently. Some of the most efficient FHE schemes to date are
RLWE-based and several open-source implementations of schemes from this family are
available [102, 132, 177].
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3.1.2 Definition and Security Notions for FHE

Now, we recall the definitions of FHE, given by the following four algorithms KeyGen,

Encrypt,Decrypt and Eval. The first three algorithms are almost entirely the same as their
counterparts from public-key encryption, except in key generation: we take an additional
input L and possibly have an evaluation key ek besides the public and secret keys required
in standard public-key encryption schemes. In some cases, Eval might be subdivided into
two algorithms, EvalAdd and EvalMult to better present the two operations in the plaintext
space. The plaintext space is denoted by P and the secret key space by K.

– (pk, ek, sk) ← KeyGen(1λ, L): Taking as input the security parameter λ and in
some schemes an upper bound on multiplicative depth L, output the public key pk,
evaluation key (if required) ek and secret key sk.

– c ← Encrypt(pk,m): Taking as inputs the public key pk and a plaintext m from
plaintext space P, output a ciphertext c that encrypts m.

– m ← Decrypt(sk, c): Taking as inputs the secret key sk and ciphertext c, output
the plaintext m encrypted in c.

– c? ← Eval(ek, C, c1, . . . , c`): Taking as inputs the evaluation key ek, circuit C and `
ciphertexts {ci}`i=1, output a ciphertext c? that will decrypt tom? = C(m1, . . . ,m`)

with sk, where m? is the result of running the circuit C on the set of plaintexts
m1, . . . ,m`.

� The Eval algorithm may be expressed as an evaluation a circuit C ′ on input
{ci}`i=1, that consists of “homomorphic gates” EvalAdd and EvalMult replacing
the addition and multiplication gates of C respectively.

SHE/FHE schemes come in several different flavors, based on the set of circuits, C,
that Eval can evaluate:

1. Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption: C is a set of circuits of bounded multiplicative
depth on encrypted inputs.

2. Leveled Fully Homomorphic Encryption: C is the set of depth-L circuits on en-
crypted inputs, with L a parameter of the FHE scheme.

3. (Pure) Fully Homomorphic Encryption: C is the set of circuits of unbounded mul-
tiplicative depth on encrypted inputs.
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In this thesis, we use leveled fully homomorphic encryption to design private database
query protocols in the later chapters. We drop “leveled” from here on and FHE would
refer to leveled FHE unless stated otherwise.

The notion of correctness is slightly different from traditional encryption schemes,
due to FHE’s homomorphic properties. An FHE scheme is said to be correct if fresh
ciphertexts c← Encrypt(pk,m) and ciphertexts c? ← Eval(ek, C, c1, . . . , c`), for all C ∈ C
and fresh ciphertexts ci, are decrypted correctly (to m and C(m1, . . . ,m`) respectively)
with overwhelming probability.

There are two main security notions, semantic security and circular security that are
necessary to achieve pure FHE. Semantic security for FHE is the same as the definition
for public-key encryption schemes since FHE is also a public-key encryption scheme.

The other security notion required is circular security, first considered by Camenish
and Lysyanskaya [41]. A related notion is KDM security, first studied by Black, Rogaway
and Shrimpton [27] and concurrent with [41]. Subsequently, Halevi and Krawczyk [100]
extended the definitions to encompass deterministic symmetric encryption. The notion
of KDM security for public key encryption was enhanced by Boneh et al. [32] to consider
a fixed family of sets of functions F , parameterized by the security parameter, bringing
it in line with Halevi and Krawczyk [100]. For each function f ∈ F , |f(z)| must be the
same for all inputs z ∈ Kn, meaning the output length of f is independent of the input.

Here, we give the formal definition of KDM-security, proposed by Boneh et al. [32].

Definition 3.1.1. For a challenger C and PPT adversary A, the F-KDM game, denoted
GF-KDM
E,A , for an encryption scheme E = (KeyGen,Encrypt,Decrypt) and set of functions,
F = {f : Kn → P} is described below.

1. C chooses a random bit b←↩ U({0, 1}) and generates n instances of E with key pairs
(pk1, sk1) . . . (pkn, skn) and sends the public keys (pk1, . . . , pkn) to A.

2. A issues queries of the form (i, f) for i ∈ [n] and f ∈ F and C responds by setting
y ← f(sk1, . . . , skn) and

c

E .Encrypt(pki, y), if b = 0;

E .Encrypt(pki, 0
|y|), if b = 1;

and sends c to A.

3. A outputs a bit b′ and the game ends.
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The adversary A wins the game if b′ = b and its advantage in GF-KDM
E,A is defined as

AdvF-KDM
E (A) =

∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1
2

∣∣.
The encryption scheme, E is then said to be λ-bit F-KDM-secure, or KDM-secure with

respect to F , if

max
PPT A

AdvF-KDM
E (A) < negl(λ),

for a security parameter λ.

The standard definition of circular security can be obtained from the KDM definition
by choosing F that contains

1. all |P| constant functions, i.e., mapping all inputs in Kn to some constant p ∈ P;

2. all n selector functions fi(x1, . . . , xn) = xi for i ∈ [n].

A bootstrapped FHE scheme to be secure, we require that for secret keys of ` bits, the
functions gi,j(x1, . . . , xn) = xi,j for i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [`], where xi,j is the j-th bit of the
i-th input, are in F . As mentioned earlier, all FHE schemes to date could not be proven
circular-secure so circular security must be assumed.

3.2 The Brakerski-Gentry-Vaikuntanathan
FHE Scheme

In this section, we describe the RLWE-based FHE scheme by Brakerski, Gentry and
Vaikuntanathan (BGV) [37] and outline the batching techniques for RLWE-based schemes
first analyzed by Smart and Vercauteren [192].

This scheme realizes leveled FHE without bootstrapping, unlike those preceding it, by
leveraging the dimension and modulus switching techniques introduced by Brakerski and
Vaikuntanathan [39]. Their crucial innovation was using a ladder of decreasing moduli,
switching after every multiplication, to keep limit noise growth. The number of moduli
in the ladder, L, would be set such that circuits of multiplicative depth at most L can be
evaluated without bootstrapping.

The BGV FHE scheme with batching is the basis of the implementation of the proto-
cols presented in the subsequent chapters, although we note that any other FHE scheme
that supports finite extension fields as a plaintext space can technically run the algo-
rithms. For the algorithms to be efficient, depth-free Frobenius map evaluations are
necessary and further optimization is possible if multiple plaintexts can be packed into
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a single ciphertext. One such example is the RLWE-based BFV scheme by Brakerski [36]
and Fan and Vercauteren [74], together with the Smart-Vercauteren batching techniques.

3.2.1 The Scheme

First, we introduce two functions and an important lemma on bit representations first
used by Brakerski and Vaikuntanathan [39].

– BitRep(x, q): Taking x ∈ Rq and q as inputs, let x =
∑blog qc

i=0 2i · xj and output
(x0, x1, . . . , xblog qc) ∈ R

blog qc+1
2 , the bit representation of x.

– PowOf2(x, q): Taking x ∈ Rq and q as inputs, output (x, 2x, . . . , 2blog qcx) ∈ Rblog qc+1
q .

These functions extend to vectors in Rnq by applying them to each component sepa-
rately.

Lemma 3.2.1. For c, s ∈ Rnq , we have

〈BitRep(c, q),PowOf2(s, q)〉 = 〈c, s〉 mod q.

Besides bit representations, the modulus switching technique uses a scaling function,
Scale which we define below.

Definition 3.2.2. For a vector x ∈ R2
q and integers p, r such that p > r, define x′ ←

Scale(x, q, p, r) as the R-vector closest to (p/q) · x satisfying x′ ≡ x mod r.

Now, we give a description of the BGV scheme. The presentation differs slightly from
the generic definition given in Section 3.1: Eval is split into two algorithms EvalAdd and
EvalMult for addition and multiplication gates respectively and three new algorithms,
Refresh, SwKeyGen and SwKey that are introduced for BGV-specific functionality.

Homomorphic addition of two encrypted plaintexts with EvalAdd is accomplished by
simply adding two ciphertexts together component-wise. Homomorphic multiplication
with EvalMult, on the other hand, is more complicated, involving a tensor product of two
ciphertexts, and requires the dimension-modulus switching technique for the scheme to
be efficient.

SwKeyGen and SwKey are the key switching matrix generation and key switching
algorithms respectively. These are used to ensure that the output from EvalMult has the
same form as input ciphertexts. Refresh is the complete dimension-modulus switching
technique, scaling ciphertexts after a tensor product to control noise growth and then key
switching to convert the tensored ciphertext back to the form of regular ciphertexts.
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In the descriptions below, the number of samples m is omitted as it does not play a
significant role in the hardness of the RLWE problem.

– (pk, ek, sk)← BGV.KeyGen(1λ, L): Choose a modulus qL =
∏L
j=0 pj , integers N =

3dlog qLe and m′ such that n = ϕ(m′) that define R = Z[X]/〈Φm′(X)〉. Then,
choose a distribution χ over R and for i from L to 0:

1. Generate a key-pair (Ai, si) with the modulus qi =
∏i
j=0 pj , ring R and dis-

tribution χ as follows:

a. Generate a secret key s′i ←↩ χ and set si = (1, s′i).

b. Generate two vectors ai ←↩ U(RNq ) and ei ←↩ χN and compute bi =

ai · s′i + 2ei.

c. Set Ai = [bi| − ai].

2. Compute s′i = si ⊗ si = (1, s′, (s′)2) ∈ R3
qi , the tensor product of the key si

with itself viewed as a vector.

3. Set s′′i = BitRep(s′i, q).

4. If i 6= L, compute Ss′′i+1→si ← BGV.SwKeyGen(s′′i+1, si).

Output pk = {Ai}Li=0, ek = {Ss′′i+1→si}
L−1
i=0 and sk = {si}Li=0.

– c← BGV.Encrypt(pk,m): Taking a plaintext m ∈ R2 and public key pk = {Ai}Li=0

as inputs, set m = (m, 0) and sample r ←↩ U(RN2 ). Then, compute and output
c←m + AT

Lr.

– m ← BGV.Decrypt(sk, c): Let the secret key which decrypts c be si, compute and
output m← (〈c, si〉 mod q) mod 2 .

– c? ← BGV.EvalAdd(ek, c1, c2): Let c1 and c2 be encrypted under the same secret
key si. If not, use BGV.Refresh to bring the one at a higher level down to the other.
Compute c′ = c1 + c2 and view c′ as a ciphertext under s′i = si ⊗ si. Output the
refreshed ciphertext c? ← BGV.Refresh(Ss′′i+1→si , c

′, qi+1, qi).

– c? ← BGV.EvalMult(ek, c1, c2): Let c1 and c2 be encrypted under the same secret
key si. If not, use BGV.Refresh to bring the one at a higher level down to the other.
Compute c′ = c1 ⊗ c2 and view c′ as a ciphertext under s′i = si ⊗ si. Output the
refreshed ciphertext c? ← BGV.Refresh(Ss′′i+1→si , c

′, qi+1, qi).

– Ss1→s2 ← BGV.SwKeyGen(s1, s2): Taking two secret keys s1 = (1, s′1) ∈ Rn1
q , s2 =

(1, s′2) ∈ Rn2
q as inputs, let K = n1 · dlog qe.
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1. Generate a public key for s2, A′ ←↩ U(R
K×(n2−1)
q ) and e←↩ χK and compute

A′ = As′2 + 2e. Set B = [b| −A′].

2. Compute X = B+[PowOf2(s1)|0K×(n2−1)], where 0K×(n2−1) is a K×(n2−1)-
dimensional matrix with all 0 entries.

3. Set and output Ss1→s2 = X.

– c′ BGV.SwKey(Ss1→s2 , c): Compute and output c′ = BitRep(c)T · Ss1→s2 .

– c? ← BGV.Refresh(Ss′′i+1→si , c, qi+1, qi): Taking as input a ciphertext encrypted
under s′i+1, key switching matrix Ss′′i+1→si , current modulus qi+1 and next modulus
qi, perform the following steps:

1. Compute c′ PowOf2(c, qi+1), expanding c in preparation for key switching.

2. Switch modulus by computing c′′ Scale(c′, qi+1, qi, 2), getting an output
with reduced noise.

3. Compute and output c? ← SwKey(Ss′′i+1→si , c
′′, qi), a ciphertext encrypting

the same plaintext as c′′ but under key si.

Correctness and Security of BGV. The correctness and security of the BGV scheme
is stated in the following two theorems.

Theorem 3.2.3 ([37, Theorem 3]). For some log qL = Θ(L(log λ + logL)), the BGV

scheme is a correct leveled FHE scheme for depth-L arithmetic circuits. More precisely,
BGV correctly evaluates circuits which are made up of addition and multiplication gates
over R2 with depth at most L.

Theorem 3.2.4 (Security of BGV). If the D-RLWEn,qL,χ instance selected in the key
generation phase, BGV.KeyGen — satisfying the condition in Theorem 3.2.3 — is hard,
then the BGV scheme is IND-CPA-secure.

Unfortunately, we do not know how to prove that the BGV scheme is circular secure
and so it has to be assumed if bootstrapping is desired.

3.2.2 Smart-Vercauteren Batching for the BGV Scheme

An important optimization for FHE schemes, batching allows us to evaluate the same
function simultaneously over d blocks of encrypted data. Smart and Vercauteren [192]
were the first to analyze batching for FHE. They noted that the plaintext space of ideal
lattice and RLWE encryption schemes actually decompose into a product of ideals.
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By considering a small plaintext space P that can be mapped to each of the ideals,
we can embed a vector in Pd into the native plaintext space R2 where d is the number
of distinct ideals in the factorization. Addition and multiplication on R2 translate to
component-wise addition and multiplication on Pd. Furthermore, elements in the entries
of the vectors can be rotated or shifted using appropriate key switching matrices. Here,
we call P the plaintext space, Pd the batched plaintext space and R2 the native plaintext
space of the BGV scheme.

The ability to pack multiple pieces of data into a single plaintext stems from the
algebraic nature of the plaintext space R2 = Zp[X]/〈Φm(X)〉. Φm(X) factors into d

irreducible factors of degree d = n/d, for some d, modulo a prime p that does not divide
m:

Φm(X) =

d∏
i=1

Fi(X) mod p

This induces an isomorphism, via the Chinese Remainder Theorem, between the algebra
Ap = Fp[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 and the product of d finite fields Li ∼= Fpd for i ∈ [d],

Ap ∼= Fp[X]/〈F1(X)〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Fp[X]/〈Fd(X)〉

= L1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ld = Ap.

Let G(X) ∈ Zp[X] be a degree-d irreducible polynomial, then Kd = Zp[X]/〈G(X)〉
is a copy of the field Fpd with a basis determined by G(X). For each Li, there is an
isomorphism, σd,i that embeds Kd into Li.

With a batched plaintext space Pd = Kd
d of d copies of Kd, Pd is mapped to Ap as

follows:

Ψd : Pd −→ Ap

m = (m1, . . . ,md) 7−→ Ψ(m) = (σd′,1(m1), . . . , σd′,d(md)).

For a batched plaintext m, its image under Ψd, a = Ψd(m) ∈ Ap is encoded into
α = CRTp(a) ∈ Ap via the Chinese Remainder Theorem isomorphism, CRTp. Since
CRTp and Ψd are isomorphisms, adding and multiplying elements in Ap is equivalent to
component-wise addition and multiplication of elements in Ap and Pd.

Rotations and Frobenius Maps. The method to compute arbitrary permutations on
batched plaintexts were given by Gentry, Halevi and Smart [84] to achieve FHE with
polylogarithmic overhead. We briefly describe the procedures to perform rotations and
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Frobenius map evaluations and refer to Gentry et al. [84] for the full details.
The field E = Q(ζm), where ζm is a primitive m-th root of unity, has a Galois group

given by Gal(E/Q) ∼= (Z/mZ)∗. The m-th root of unity ζm can be thought of as X in
E = Q[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 and this translates the mapping κi ∈ Gal(E/Q) for i ∈ (Z/mZ)∗ into
κi : X 7→ Xi. Note that Ap and Ap correspond to E modulo p.

Although Galois theory does not apply to Ap, elements in Gal(E/Q) do commute
with the functions Ψd′ and CRTp. For a vector of plaintexts m = (m1, . . . ,md) ∈ Pd,
we have α = CRTp(Ψd′(m)) ∈ Ap. Then, if κi ∈ Gal(E/Q) is applied to α, we get
β = CRTp(Ψd′(κi(m1), . . . , κi(md))), with κi(mj(X)) = mj(X

i).
For any field Fpd , the Galois group Gal(Fpd/Fp) is the cyclic group of order d, Cd.

Since Ap contains Fpd as a subfield, Gal(E/Q) contains Cd as a normal subgroup and Cd
is known as the decomposition group of a prime ideal lying above p in E. In this context,
Cd = {κ0, κp, . . . , κpd−1} which is generated by the element p ∈ (Z/mZ)?, corresponding
to the Frobenius map κp : X 7→ Xp. Through careful choices to represent elements in
Gal(E/Q) and fixing an appropriate root of Fi(X) mod p, elements κi would rotate and
sometimes apply Frobenius maps to certain components of encoded plaintext vectors.

The unintended application of Frobenius maps is a problem as the desired output is a
rotation of the encoded plaintext vector. Therefore, instead of using a single κi, Gentry,
Halevi and Smart [84] proposed a simple solution which uses multiple automorphisms.
The desired output is obtained by piecing together portions of several ciphertexts where
each had a different κi is applied to them.

Concretely, any automorphism κi is performed by applying it to the component poly-
nomials of a ciphertext, raising the indeterminate X to the j-th power then taking the
result modulo Φm(X) and ciphertext modulus q. This automorphism, although applied
to the ciphertext, is also applied to the plaintext encrypted within. However, it has a side
effect that the result is now only decryptable by the modified secret key s(i) = (1, κi(s)).

Let ciphertext c = (c0(X), c1(X)), where c0(X) = m(X) + 2e(X)− c1(X)s(X), with
‖e(X)‖ < q/2 i.e. a valid encryption of plaintext m(X). Then, let

c(i) = (κi(c0(X)), κi(c1(X)))

= (c0(Xi), c1(Xi)),

and for s(i) = (1, s(Xi)), we have

〈c(i), s(i)〉 = m(Xi) + 2e(Xi)− c1(Xi)s(Xi) + c1(Xi)s(Xi)

= κi(m(X)) + 2e(Xi).
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After this, a SwKey operation is done using the key switching matrix S(s(i))
′→s, where s′ is

PowOf2(s(i), to transform c(i) into one decryptable by the original key, s. This allows us
to compose multiple automorphisms and multiplications with other ciphertexts without
adding too many public elements to the evaluation key.

Depth-Free Frobenius Map Evaluation. In this thesis, we rely heavily on Frobenius
automorphisms to achieve efficient algorithms for some database queries. In the BGV

scheme, the key switching technique can be applied to evaluate Frobenius maps without
using multiplication gates, reducing the multiplicative depth of some circuits. Monomials
of the form xi, where i > p, can be evaluated with some combination of Frobenius maps,
κp and multiplications instead of purely multiplications.

Here, we introduce two new algorithms for the BGV FHE scheme that enable what
we call Frobenius gates which outputs a Frobenius map evaluation on its input.

– Ss′p→s ← BGV.FrobKeyGen(s): Taking the key s = (1, s′) ∈ R2
q as input, let sp =

(1, κp(s
′)) and s′p = PowOf2(sp, q). Compute and output Ss′p→s ← BGV.SwKeyGen(s′p, s).

– c′ ← BGV.EvalFrob(Ss′p→s, c): Compute and output the ciphertext c′ = BitRep(c)T ·
Ss′p→s.

In cases where the Frobenius map has to be applied multiple times, i.e. κpj for some
j > 1 instead of κp, we can use Ss′

pj
→s ← BGV.SwKeyGen(s′

pj
, s) to reduce the amount

of computation.

3.3 Finite Extension Fields

In this section, we review several important results for working in the finite extension
fields Fpd . They provide a method to represent functions over Fn

pd
as polynomials, which

are convenient for evaluations with arithmetic circuits. Although they are presented for
general primes p, we will only use p = 2 in later chapters.

Definition 3.3.1. Let p, d, n be positive integers and additionally p be prime. For any
function ν : Fn

pd
→ Fpd , we say that g is a polynomial expression of ν, if g is a polynomial

such that g(a1, . . . , an) = ν(a1, . . . , an) for all (a1, . . . , an) ∈ Fn
pd
.

Polynomial expressions are handy to represent functions over finite extension fields
but it raises the question: which expression is the best? This is answered by the following
theorem.
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Theorem 3.3.2 (Minimal Polynomial Expression, [129, Lemma 1,2]). For any function
ν : Fn

pd
→ Fpd with p, d, n from Definition 3.3.1, there exists a unique polynomial expres-

sion µν of ν, whose total degree is minimal out of all possible polynomial expressions of
ν. The degree of µν in each variable is no greater than pd − 1.

To prove Theorem 3.3.2, we introduce Fermat’s Little Theorem over finite extension
fields.

Lemma 3.3.3 (Fermat’s Little Theorem). For any α ∈ Fpd , αp
d

= α.

Proof. If α = 0, then we immediately get 0 = αp
d

= α = 0. Otherwise, α 6= 0 and is
in the multiplicative group F?

pd
. Since F?

pd
is the cyclic group Cpd−1, we have αpd−1 = 1

implying that αpd = α.

Now, we are ready to prove Theorem 3.3.2.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.2.
Existence of µν : First, we define, for α ∈ Fpd , an indicator polynomial ια

ια(x) = (1− (x− α)p
d−1) =

1, if x = α;

0, otherwise.

Then, we extend it to α = (αi)
n
i=1 ∈ Fn

pd
with ια(x1, . . . , xn) =

∏n
i=1 ιαi(xi).

Then, we obtain µν from ια as follows,

µν(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑

α∈Fn
pd

ν(α) · ια(x1, . . . , xn).

µν(α) = ν(α) for every α ∈ Fn
pd

and thus µν is a polynomial expression of ν. Also,
µν has degree at most pd − 1 in every variable.

Uniqueness of µν : It suffices to consider the case where ν = 0, the constant function
that maps all inputs to 0. This is because a unique minimal polynomial expression for
the zero function implies that there cannot be multiple polynomial expressions for any
non-zero function with the same degree in every variable. Note that the zero polynomial
is a polynomial expression of a zero function, ν = 0.

We prove this via induction on the number of variables, n. In the base case, where
n = 1, because for all α ∈ Fpd µν(α) = ν(α) = 0, x− α divides µν . Therefore, µν(x) = 0

or the degree of µν(x) has to be at least pd which implies that uniqueness holds for n = 1.
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On to the induction step, suppose that the uniqueness of minimal polynomial expres-
sion of the zero function is true when the number of variables is at most n − 1. Let
g(x1, . . . , xn) be a non-zero polynomial expression of the zero function ν(x1, . . . , xn) = 0

whose degree is at most pd − 1 in each variable. Without loss of generality, for some
integer k between 0 and pd − 1, there is a non-zero polynomial gk ∈ Fpd [x1, . . . , xn−1]

such that g(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑pd−1

j=0 gk(x1, . . . , xn−1) · xjn.
When we consider g as a polynomial in a single variable xn, g should be the zero

polynomial for the same reason as the base case where n = 1. Therefore, gk(x1, . . . , xn−1)

is a polynomial expression to the zero function on n−1 variables and gk is non-zero. Since
the uniqueness of minimal polynomial expression of the zero function for (n− 1)-variate
functions is assumed true, we have a contradiction and uniqueness has to hold for the
minimal polynomial expression of the zero function in n variables.

Finally, we show that µν has minimal total degree among all polynomial expressions of
ν. Let deg(g) and degxi(g) denote the total degree and degree of variable xi, respectively,
for a polynomial g. Assume that there exists a polynomial expression gν of ν with
minimal total degree and gν 6= µν . Then, due to the uniqueness of µν , degxi(gν) ≥ pd

for some i ∈ [n]. In addition, from Lemma 3.3.3, xp
d

i = xi for every variable xi. We can
obtain a polynomial hν such that hν = gν are both polynomial expressions of ν except
degxi(hν) < pd by repeated substituting xp

d

i with xi for all i ∈ [n]. As µν is unique,
hν = µν and deg(µnu) = deg(hν) < deg(gν). Thus, µν has the minimum total degree
among all polynomial expressions of the function ν.

In some cases, we want to construct a polynomial expression for a function that is
only defined on a subset S of the entire input space Fn

pd
. The inputs to the polynomial

expression are assumed to be in S and so its output on any point not in S is not of major
concern. For that, we revisit Lagrange interpolation.

Theorem 3.3.4 (Lagrange Interpolation). Given the output of a function ν on every
point in S =

∏n
i=1 Si ⊆ Fn

pd
, where Si is the set of values in Fpd that can appear in the

i-th coordinate of elements in S, a polynomial expression f(x1, . . . , xn) can be obtained
with

f(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑

α=(α1,...,αn)∈S

ν(α) ·
n∏
i=1

 ∏
βi∈Si\{αi}

xi − βi
αi − βi

 .

Proof. The polynomial f is a polynomial expression of ν when restricted to the input set S
because the term

∏n
i=1

(∏
βi∈Si\{αi}

xi−βi
αi−βi

)
= 1 if (x1, . . . , xn) = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ S and 0 if

(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ S but not equal to (α1, . . . , αn). Therefore, for any α = (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ S,
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we have exactly one term that is non-zero, f(α) = ν(α) ·
∏n
i=1

(∏
βi∈Si\{αi}

αi−βi
αi−βi

)
=

ν(α).

The finite extension field Fpd actually also has the structure of a d-dimensional vector
space over Fp. First, we define a special class of polynomials over Fpd , called linearized
polynomials.

Definition 3.3.5. A linearized polynomial over Fpd [x] is a polynomial of the form

L(x) =
m∑
i=0

αix
pi =

m∑
i=0

αiκ
i
p(x),

for some integer m < d and αi ∈ Fpd. By adding 0 coefficients, we obtain the standard
form of a linearized polynomial as a linear operator,

L =

d−1∑
i=0

αiκ
i
p.

Fp-linear maps on the vector space Fpd are exactly characterized by these linearized
polynomials. Computing a Fp-linear map, T , on a d-dimensional vector a encoded in
some element βa ∈ Fpd corresponds to evaluating some linearized polynomial LT at βa,
βT (a) = LT (βa).

Theorem 3.3.6 ([185, Theorem 10.4.1]). Let L(x) ∈ Fpd [x] be a linearized polynomial.
For α, β ∈ Fpd and a, b ∈ Fp, we have

L(aα+ bβ) = aL(α) + bL(β).

This means that the function associated with the polynomial L, νL : Fpd → Fpd is a linear
operator on the Fp-vector space Fpd .

Proof. The proof of the theorem is straightforward. For any monomial of the form xp
i

for i ∈ [d− 1], (aα+ bβ)p
i

= aαp
i
+ bβp

i since a, b lie in the base field Fp and we have the
freshmen’s dream s+ t)p

i
= sp

i
+ tp

i in characteristic p fields. Therefore, the evaluation
of L(x) on aα+ bβ, L(aα+ bβ), can be expressed as aL(α) + bL(β) since all monomials
of L(x) are of the form xp

i .

Theorem 3.3.7 ([185, Theorem 10.4.4]). Every linear operator T on the Fp-vector space
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Fpd can be represented by a unique linearized polynomial with the form

LT (x) =
d−1∑
i=0

αix
pi =

d−1∑
i=0

αiκ
i
p(x),

for some αi ∈ Fpn, 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1.

Proof. There are pd2 linearized polynomials on Fpd which is also the number of linear
operators on Fpd as an Fp-vector space. On top of that, the monomials xpi are linearly
independent over Fpd which implies that each linearized polynomial in the standard form
represents a unique linear operator. Since both sets have the same cardinality, and each
standard form linearized polynomial corresponds to a unique linear operator, every linear
operator has a unique standard form linearized polynomial as a representation.

3.4 Private Database Queries

Private database queries emerged from the advent and proliferation of cloud computing
and storage. Outsourcing databases to the cloud can provide significant cost savings and
better availability and robustness. However, outsourcing comes with another set of issues,
of which one of the most important is privacy of the outsourced information. To reap full
advantage of the benefits offered by the cloud, almost all information should be put on
it, including those most sensitive. This puts the data in a precarious situation, becoming
more vulnerable to theft by hackers or employees of the cloud services. Beyond privacy of
sensitive data, particularly for databases, queries sent to the cloud for could reveal details
of the structure of the database. Not only does the conditions of each query inform the
cloud of the nature of the database, a long query history may further leak the importance
of portions of the database.

To ensure that privacy of the database is preserved, the straightforward solution is to
encrypt both the database and every condition in queries directed at the database. More
formally, a private database query (PDQ) is a procedure takes an encrypted database
D = (α1, . . . , αn), consisting of n records, each αi = (k, v1, . . . , vτ ), and a query statement
q for some functionality Q over the encrypted database D as inputs and outputs n′

ciphertexts (γi) and satisfies the following conditions. Without the correct secret key,

1. no information about the αi’s and γi’s can be obtained from any intermediate or
final outputs of the procedure and the encryption of the database D that is available
to the cloud server before any query is sent.
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Index Account No. (v) Name (k1) Balance (k2) · · · Contact (kτ )
1 612-175 Adam Smith $52.15 . . . 9876 6421
2 201-170 Paul Baker $1052.32 . . . 8326 3514
...

...
...

n 509-254 Helen Parker $671.20 . . . 9843 6841

Table 3.1: An Example of a Database

2. no one can get any information on the conditional clauses of Q. For example, the
constants a1 and a2 in the SQL query “select αi.k from R where αi.v1 = a1 and

αi.v2 = a2”.

The first condition is achieved if the encryption scheme used has semantic security.
The second is more difficult to attain; simply encrypting the constants is insufficient since
the and logical operator and the fact that the attributes αi.v1 and αi.v2 are named in the
conditional clauses. For simplicity, we consider a weaker security model where only the
constants are encrypted and hidden from the server.

3.4.1 Database Model and Security for Database Queries

In this thesis, we consider a database D = (α1, . . . , αn) as a table whose rows are αi =

(vi, ki,1, . . . , ki,τ ). Using αi.v to refer vi, the value attribute of row αi and αi.kj for its j-th
key attribute ki,j , let Aj to denote set of j-th keys for each record in D, (k1,j , . . . , kn,j).
The value attribute vi is returned if the row αi satisfies the search condition on its keys.
Since it is easy to extend the number of value attributes and it is not our main focus,
we assume that there is only one per row. An illustration of a database can be seen in
Table 3.1.

Let Q be a query functionality that can be performed in polynomial time and πQ be
a PDQ protocol for Q. We model a query q on functionality Q as requiring the server to
run some series of functions, fQ,i, on q, database D and auxiliary data sent by the client
∆i, i.e. {fQ,i(q,D,∆i)}. Results of these functions fQ,i(q,D) may be sent to the client
for processing before auxiliary data for the next step ∆i+1 is generated. In particular,
for protocols built using FHE, it is possible only use one round, i.e. the querier sends
an encryption of q, the server computes fQ(q,D) and returns the encrypted result R; see
Figure 3.1.

The definition for the security of the PDQ protocols is adapted from those proposed
by Kantarcıoǧlu and Clifton [115], and we introduce a security game to model the indis-
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tinguishability requirement. Informally, it says any secure PDQ protocol for functionality
Q, πQ must have indistinguishable transcripts, mq1 ,mq2 , for any pair of queries q1, q2

that run on the same database and outputs results of the same size.

Definition 3.4.1 (Security of PDQ Protocols). For a challenger C and PPT adversary
A, the indistinguishability game for a PDQ protocol πQ, denoted Gind

πQ,A, for a database
protocol for query Q is described below.

1. C sets up an instance of πQ and sends the public parameters (such as the public key
of the FHE scheme) to A.

2. A chooses a database D, then issues two different queries q1, q2, that return results
of the same length on D, and sends D, q1 and q2 to C.

3. C encrypts the database D, then chooses a random bit b ←↩ U({0, 1}) and returns
the encrypted database D together with the transcript of πQ ran with qb on D, mqb,
to A.

4. A outputs a bit b′ and the game ends.

The adversary wins if b′ = b and its advantage in Gind
πQ,A is

Advind
πQ (A) =

∣∣∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ .
The PDQ protocol for functionality Q, πQ is λ-bit secure if the advantage in the indistin-
guishability game, Gind

πQ,A, is
Advind

πQ (A) < negl(λ),

for any PPT adversary A and security parameter λ.

For the protocols described in the first part of the thesis, which only consists of one
round, their security follows from the semantic security of the underlying FHE scheme.
Informally, this is because the transcripts of the protocol are simply a list of FHE ci-
phertexts; distinguishing the transcripts of the protocol for two different queries would
imply that the FHE ciphertexts reveals information about the query being processed by
the protocol.

3.4.2 A Private Database Query Protocol for Compound Equality Pred-
icates

We introduce three private database query protocols for the following query functionalities
proposed by Kim et al. [129]:
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Client Server

Inputs: q Inputs: D = (α1, . . . , αn)

q ← FHE.Encrypt(pk, q) q

fQ,1(q,D) fQ,1(q,D)← FHE.Eval(fQ,1, q,D)

∆2 ← Process fQ,1(q,D) ∆2

fQ,2(q,D,∆2) fQ,2(q,D,∆2)← FHE.Eval(fQ,2, q,D,∆2)

...
...

...

R R ← FHE.Eval(fQ,n, q,D,∆n−1)

R ← FHE.Decrypt(sk,R)

Figure 3.1: Generic n-Round Protocol for πQ with FHE.

– Disjunction of Equality Conditions: A1 = a1 or . . . or Aτ = aτ ;

– Conjunction of Equality Conditions: A1 = a1 and . . . and Aτ = aτ ;

– Threshold Conjunction of Equality Conditions: T out of τ conditions are satisfied
out of A1 = a1, . . ., Aτ = aτ .

We require an FHE scheme whose plaintext space is a finite extension field as a base
and additionally rely on it having depth-free Frobenius map operations for the techniques’
efficiency. Further optimization is possible if a vector of plaintexts can be packed into
a single ciphertext and these vectors can be manipulated by component-wise addition,
multiplication and depth-free Frobenius map evaluations and vector shift and rotations.
In particular, the BGV and BFV FHE scheme from Section 3.2 supports the optimal
version when the Smart-Vercauteren packing methods are used.

The message space is the setM = {0, 1}` of length-` binary strings, which is encoded
into the plaintext space P = F`2 ∼= Z2[X]/〈f(X)〉 for an irreducible polynomial of degree
`, f(X), with

Encode : {0, 1}` −→ F`2

a = (a1, . . . , a`) 7−→ Encode(a) =

`−1∑
i=0

ai+1X
i.
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Client Server

Inputs: {δj}j∈[ρ] Inputs: D = (α1, . . . , αn)

δi ← BGV.Encrypt(pk, δi) {δj}j∈[ρ]

{γi}i∈[n] {γi}i∈[n] ← eqConjunction(D, {δj}j∈[ρ])

γi ← BGV.Decrypt(sk, γi)

Figure 3.2: Protocol πQ for Conjunctive Query.

For simplicity, we assume that 0 ∈ F`2 and its pre-image represents an empty record, and
values are not allowed to be 0.

Equality Predicate. Kim et al. [129] considered and analysed several algorithms for
equality tests for various plaintext spaces available in FHE schemes. The equality test
for two encrypted messages a1, a2 in the message spaceM is defined as

EQ(a1, a2) =

1, if a1 = a2;

0, otherwise.

They proposed an algorithm to evaluate EQ by applying Fermat’s Little Theorem
(Lemma 3.3.3) for P = F`p, which has multiplicative depth of dlog(p − 1)e + dlog `e if
depth-free Frobenius map evaluations are possible.

ForM = F`2, the equality test evaluates a simple polynomial

g(x1, x2) = 1− (x1 − x2)2` =

1, if x1 = x2;

0, otherwise.

Then, we have

EQ(a1, a2) = g(a1, a2).

The Private Conjunctive Query Protocol. In this protocol, the client requests all
αi.v such that every αi.kj = δj for j ∈ J ⊆ [τ ] and δj ∈ M. The protocol is illustrated
in Figure 3.2.

The server executes the following algorithm upon receiving the query:

– {γi}ni=1 ← eqConjunction(D, {δj}j∈J):
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1. Compute βi,j = EQ(αi.kj , δj) for i ∈ [n], j ∈ J .

2. Compute γi =
(∏

j∈J βi,j

)
· vi for i ∈ [n].

The set {γi}i∈[n] is returned to the client, who decrypts it to obtain the result of the
query in plaintext.

The Private Disjunctive Query Protocol. In this protocol, the client requests all
αi.v such that at least one of αi.kj = δj for j ∈ J ⊆ [τ ], and δj ∈M.

The server executes the following algorithm upon receiving the query:

– {γi}ni=1 eqDisjunction(D, {δj}j∈J):

1. Compute βi,j = 1− EQ(αi.kj , δj) for i ∈ [n], j ∈ J .

2. Compute γi =
(

1−
∏
j∈J βi,j

)
· vi for i ∈ [n].

The set {γi}i∈[n] is returned to the client, who decrypts it to obtain the result of the
query in plaintext.

The Private Threshold Conjunctive Query Protocol. In this protocol, the client
requests all αi.v such that at least T many αi.kj = δj for j ∈ J ⊆ [ρ], δj ∈ M and some
threshold T ∈ [ρ]. For the correctness of the protocol, we require that ` > |J |.

The server executes the following algorithm upon receiving the query:

– {γi}ni=1 eqThreshold(D, {δj}j∈J , T ):

1. Let t be the indeterminate in the field F`2 and find a polynomial h ∈ P[X] of
degree ρ such that h(tκ) = 1 for T ≤ κ ≤ |J | and h(tκ) for 0 ≤ κ < T .

2. Compute βi,j = EQ(αi.kj , δj) · (t+ 1) + 1 for i ∈ [n], j ∈ J .

3. Compute ζi =
(∏

j∈J βi,j

)
, then γi = h(ζi) · vi for i ∈ [n].

The set {γi}i∈[n] is returned to the client, who decrypts it to obtain the result of the
query in plaintext.

Multiplicative Depth of the Protocols. The correctness of the protocols are evident
from the description and so we focus on determining the multiplicative depth of the
protocols. It is one of the most important factor in the efficiency of the protocol since
larger levels mean larger parameters and longer time to compute the result.

All three protocols use the EQ algorithm which requires dlog `e depth. The structure of
the private conjunctive and disjunctive query protocols are similar and so their respective
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multiplicative depths are identical. Step 2 requires dlog(1 + |J |)e depth and so the total
is dlog `e+ dlog(1 + |J |)e. The private threshold conjunctive query protocol additionally
evaluates the polynomial h(ζi) which has dlog |J |e depth. Therefore, we can upper bound
its total multiplicative depth by dlog `e+ 2dlog(1 + |J |)e.

Type Depth
eqConjunction dlog `e+ dlog(1 + |J |)e
eqDisjunction dlog `e+ dlog(1 + |J |)e
eqThreshold dlog `e+ 2dlog(1 + |J |)e
P = F2` and J is the set of columns in the query.

Table 3.2: List of Multiplicative Depths of the PDQ Protocols

3.5 Experiment Platform

The experiment results presented in this thesis were obtained with a Intel Xeon Plat-
inum 8170 with 104 threads, maximum turbo frequency of 3.7 GHz and 192 GB RAM.
The programs generating the results used the following libraries: OpenMP [62], GMP
6.1.2 [97], NTL 11.2.0 [191] and HElib (Commit f905e95) [102].

The parameters chosen were evaluated for their security levels with the estimator
by Albrecht et al. [9] incorporating the improved lattice attacks on FHE instances by
Albrecht [8].
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Chapter 4

Private Compound Wildcard
Queries

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider private database protocols for substring pattern matching
queries with wildcards on a database of encrypted strings that can be compounded with
other queries, such as exact string matching. The setting involves a client outsourcing
his encrypted database to a server and retrieving records from that database based on
conditions specified in queries at a later time.

A substring pattern matching query takes a patternW and returns any string s in the
database that contains W as a substring. The pattern W is allowed to contain wildcard
characters, which for performance reasons is restricted to the following three:

1. $ stands for a single non-empty character;

2. !(α) stands for any single, non-empty and non-α character, also called an exclusion
wildcard;

3. % signifies substring endings. For a pattern W , without any % symbols,

– %W denotes substrings that end with pattern W ;

– W% denotes substrings that begin with pattern W ;

– %W% denotes substrings that contain pattern W .

There is one caveat however, the exclusion wildcard !(c) cannot be the final character
of a pattern. To illustrate, consider the pattern “%str$de%”, which matches words like
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“strode”, “stride”, “bestride”, “astride”, “strudel”. If we wish to additionally sieve out words
containing “stride”, we can use “%str!(i)de%”.

For pattern matching on encrypted strings, searchable symmetric encryption (SSE)
and homomorphic encryption are the main approaches. SSE-based protocols [73, 50] are
efficient but unfortunately leak some information about the query in executions, such as
the length of the pattern and are possibly vulnerable to file-injection attacks as discovered
by Zhang et al. [207]. With compound queries, SSE might be insufficient as the scheme
is specialized to support equality comparisons. Systems such as CryptDB [179] and
Monomi [200] bypass this issue by combining several heterogeneous encryption schemes,
such as order-preserving encryption and partial homomorphic encryption. Combining
multiple encryption schemes with different functionality has its own set of issues. When
novel cryptographic schemes are created to enrich the set of possible private database
queries, then it is unclear how these can be integrated with existing setups. Moreover, ad-
ditional information may be leaked such as whether the encrypted objects in the database
satisfy a subset of all queried conditions.

With homomorphic encryption, there are two related work proposed by Yasuda et
al. [206] and an enhanced variant by Saha and Koshiba [187]. Yasuda et al. [206] allows
pattern matching where the pattern may contain at most one $. They used a RLWE-
based SHE scheme whose plaintext space is the ring R = Zq[X]/〈XN + 1〉, where N is a
power of two and q a large positive integer. Pattern matching is achieved by exploiting
two different encodings for strings, one for the pattern and another for the string to be
compared, and evaluating a low degree polynomial on the encrypted, encoded strings.
The result of the pattern matching is obtained by decrypting the output ciphertext and
if one of the coefficients of the decrypted polynomial is a 0, then the input pattern occurs
in the string. The protocol is very efficient for pattern matching with wildcards but does
not work well when compound queries are considered. The main obstacle is that for the
result of the pattern matching to be used in further computations, we have to determine
if there is a coefficient that is 0 in some encrypted polynomial. This would require a huge
amount of computation as there are N − 1 coefficients to extract. Furthermore, their
techniques are not compatible with the SIMD techniques for RLWE-based FHE schemes.
Modifying the protocol to support compound queries yields an inefficient protocol and
poor space complexity as N has to be quite large to guarantee security but key attribute
lengths are much smaller than N in general for such queries. The enhanced protocol by
Saha and Koshiba [187] allows more than one $ wildcard but otherwise follows the same
structure of Yasuda et al. [206]. Therefore, we can expect the same problems if we try to
extend it.
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For this work, we treat strings as vectors of characters from some alphabet augmented
with an empty character Σ∪{#} and exploit the finite extension fields which are the native
plaintext spaces of RLWE-based FHE schemes. Let D = (α1, . . . , αn) be a database in the
model described in Section 3.4.1 and assume that key attributes are strings of maximum
length η, i.e. αi = (vi, k1,i, . . . , ki,ρ) and ki,j ∈ Ση We consider private compound queries,
of wildcard substring pattern matching and other queries, such as equality tests with
numbers. Then, for wildcards %, $ and !(·) and indices j, ` ∈ [ρ], an example of such a
query is

select αi.v from D where αi.kj like “%W%′′ and αi.k` = Q,

where W is a pattern, possibly containing some $ and !(αa), for substring pattern match-
ing and Q is some constant for an equality test. We note that the pattern can also have
the form “W%” or “%W”. The length of the input pattern will be kept secret from the
server but we allow the maximum length of the key attribute strings to be known.

Organization of the Chapter. In Section 4.2, we review the literature on private
database queries for substring pattern matching with wildcards. Following that, in Sec-
tion 4.3, we describe our wildcard pattern matching algorithm and apply it to support
compound queries. Finally, in Section 4.4, some experiment results for the algorithms
underlying the protocols are introduced and discussed.

4.2 Previous Work

The work that is most closely related to our substring pattern matching algorithm
on encrypted strings is by Yasuda et al. [206] and an enhanced variant by Saha and
Koshiba [187]. Their work handles retrieval queries and did not consider compound
queries with other query types. They use the plaintext space Rq = Zq[X]/〈XN + 1〉,
where N is a power of two and q is a suitable large integer. Two types of encodings
for strings, represented as a vector of characters s = (a1, . . . , aη) ∈ Ση, from Yasuda et
al. [205] are exploited to achieve the results. Characters are first encoded into the set Zq
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with 0 reserved for the wildcard $ and transformed into one of two polynomials,

p1(s) =

η−1∑
i=0

ai+1x
i ∈ Rq;

p2(s) =

η−1∑
i=0

ai+1x
N−i = a1 −

η−1∑
i=0

ai+1x
N−i ∈ Rq.

Denoting sj = (aji )
η
i=1, component-wise exponentiation by some j ∈ Z, the client sends an

encryption of p2(W ), p2(W 2) and p2(W 3) for some pattern of length τ ,W = (w1, . . . , wτ ) ∈
Στ and the server computes an encryption of RA

RA = p1(A)p2(W 3) + p1(A3)p2(W )− 2p1(A2)p2(W 2). (4.1)

for some plaintext key attribute string A = (a1, . . . , aη). This result, Equation (4.1), is
returned to the client for decryption and further processing.

The client decrypts the result and searches if there is some monomial xi in the de-
crypted polynomial whose coefficient is 0. The coefficients of xi in RA for i ∈ [η − τ ]

is

τ−1∑
j=0

wj+1 · ai+j+1 · (wj+1 − ai+j+1)2.

Since $ is encoded to 0, the sum will be 0 if wj+1 = $, ai+j+1 = $ or wi+1 = ai+j+1 for ev-
ery j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , τ−1} which implies that the patternW is inA(i) = (ai+1, . . . , aη,#, . . . ,#),
where # denotes an empty character, contains the pattern W and non-zero otherwise.

Yasuda et al. [206] gave a protocol for substring pattern matching with wildcards
that is very efficient, using only a few ciphertext additions and scalar multiplications.
Note that this can be easily extended to work with encrypted polynomials throughout by
storing encryptions of p1(A), p1(A2) and p1(A3). Unfortunately, to evaluate compound
queries with this algorithm, the processing that the client performs on the decrypted
result has to be done homomorphically so that it can be combined with the results of
other components of a compound query. In this case, the coefficients of the encrypted
polynomial (N−1 many) has to be extracted which is quite expensive. Therefore, a direct
extension of the protocol to our setting is not efficient. Furthermore, each ciphertext can
only store one key attribute string due to the strict requirements on the plaintext space,
whose polynomial modulus has to be XN + 1 for N which is some power of two. In
particular, the SIMD techniques outlined in Section 3.2.2 cannot be applied since the
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polynomial modulus is some factor of XN +1 which will not be Xk +1 for some k ∈ Z>0.
For general PDQ, the large size of N , which is needed to guarantee security, mean most
of the space unused as key attribute lengths are much smaller. Due to similar reasons, the
enhanced protocol by Saha and Koshiba [187] cannot be efficiently extended to support
compound queries as well.

Symmetric searchable encryption (SSE) is another way to achieve substring pattern
matching with wildcards. SSE allows encrypted data to be matched with one another,
without leaking anything other than whether two ciphertexts encrypt the same plaintext.
Since the first construction by Song, Wagner and Perrig [194], many schemes [91, 61, 34,
189, 113, 112, 43, 42] have been proposed which enhanced functionality and efficiency.
Faber et al. [73] proposed a substring query protocol using the SSE scheme proposed by
Cash et al. [43]. However, the protocol may not hide the length of query patterns and
could be vulnerable to attacks on the underlying SSE scheme. The file-injection attack,
studied by Zhang, Katz and Papamanthou [207], if used on the Cash et al. [43] SSE
scheme, would leak a substantial portion of queried strings to the server.

An alternate design for substring pattern matching was presented by Chase and
Shen [50]. A user firsts expresses a string with a suffix tree [150, 201], whose nodes store
suffix substrings together with their length and position. Then, the tree is encrypted
and stored at the server. To send a query to the server, encryptions of all prefixes of
the desired pattern are generated and sent to the server. With the additional length and
position information stored in each node, the encrypted prefixes are checked for matches
over the suffix tree. However, the scheme leaks the length of keyword strings and its use of
deterministic encryption and extra information required for matching leaves it potentially
vulnerable to the file-injection attacks by Zhang et al. [207].

Here, we mention another approach to substring search, using variants of predicate
encryption such as an inner product encryption (IPE) scheme by Katz, Sahai and Wa-
ters [117] or hidden vector encryption scheme by Boneh and Waters [34]. Length-n strings
are encrypted with an IPE scheme and stored at a server. The desired pattern in a sub-
string matching query is be encrypted with the same IPE scheme and sent to the server
together with a set of tokens. These tokens are derived from the secret key used so that
the server can evaluate a predicate at the encrypted string and pattern. As strings have
length n in this setting, O(2n) tokens would be needed which lead to impractical query
times.

Finally, we briefly mention some work handling string processing operations with
secure two-party computation [104, 76, 116, 15]. The setting differs from ours, ours
has one party outsourcing an encrypted database to a second party while the two-party
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computation setting has the second party working with an unencrypted string. It does
not seem straightforward to adapt these protocols to our setting where the second party
works with encrypted strings that it cannot decrypt. Besides that, these protocols may
not be extendable to support compound queries that do not leak partial results.

4.3 Wildcard Pattern Matching Protocols

We use a RLWE-based FHE scheme as the basis of the protocol, of which one example is
the BGV scheme described in Section 3.2. The public key and evaluation key, if there is
one, are assumed to be included in the algorithms and will not be specified. A pattern
matching algorithm for encrypted strings and patterns is designed, with the option of
using some auxiliary inputs to hide details of the pattern. Then, this algorithm is com-
posed with the protocols in Section 3.4.2 to obtain a protocol for compound queries with
support for wildcard pattern matching conditions.

String Encoding. We assume that strings are vectors of ASCII characters, which are
8-bit integers, so we use the plaintext space P = F8

2 to encode the characters. In total,
there are 95 characters that are used to represent Latin alphabet, numbers and symbols
out of the 256 possible 8-bit strings. Among the wildcards, $, % and !(·), we use one of the
unused characters to represent both $ and #. The input strings of the wildcard pattern
matching algorithms are assumed of length η, with shorter strings are padded to length
η by appending #. Note that we also assume all strings do not contain the $ wildcard
character and patterns do not include the empty space character, #. Besides that, we
use one more unused ASCII characters to represent ∗, which denotes empty positions in
patterns, and effectively matches any possible character, # included. We will add some
auxiliary information to mark that a position in the pattern contains a wildcard, either $

or !(c). The different patterns W , %W , W% and %W% will be handled by the pattern
matching algorithm and there is no need to encode the % character.

Let ASCII(c) denote the 8-bit string that represents the character c. Then, we encode
c into the element Encode(ASCII(c)) ∈ F8

2 and, with a slight abuse of notation, denote
by c, an encryption of the encoded character Encode(ASCII(c)). For length-η encrypted
strings A = (a1, . . . , aη) and B = (b1, . . . , bη), we define addition and multiplication
operations on them component-wise

A+B = (a1 + b1, . . . , aη + bη);

A ·B = (a1 · b1, . . . , aη · bη).
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4.3.1 A Wildcard Pattern Matching Algorithm on Encrypted Data

The first step towards a private database query protocol for substring pattern matching
is to design an algorithm to identify if the pattern occurs in a string. Our main idea is to
express the pattern matching test for a pattern %W% as the following Boolean formula
with certain equality and inequality clauses,

η−ξ∨
i=0

∧
j∈S

(
(ai+j = wj 6= $) ∧ (wj = $)

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(1)

∧
j 6∈S

(
ai+j 6= cj

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(2)

 . (4.2)

In Equation (4.2), S ⊆ [ξ] is the set of positions in the pattern W that does not contain
an exclusion wildcard. As our aim is to hide the length of the pattern and locations of
the wildcard characters, the equation is insufficient.

We focus on part (a) of the equation first, which considers whether the j-th char-
acter in the pattern is a $ wildcard or matches the (shifted) string. It is made inde-
pendent of the pattern length by appending the integers {ξ + 1, . . . , η} to S, yielding
S′ = S ∪{ξ+ 1, . . . , η}. The pattern W is extended by appending η− ξ ∗ characters into
W = (w1, . . . , wξ, ∗, . . . , ∗︸ ︷︷ ︸

η−ξ

). Then, for every i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , η − ξ}, we extend part (1) if

Equation (4.2) into the following:∧
j∈S′

(
(a

(i)
j = wj 6= $) ∨ (wj = $)

)
(4.3)

with A(i) = (a
(i)
1 , . . . , a

(i)
η ) = (ai+1, . . . , aη,

i︷ ︸︸ ︷
#, . . . ,#) for 0 ≤ i ≤ η − 1.

With the assumption that $ only occurs in the input patterns and not strings, the first
clause in the equation above, (a

(i)
j = wj 6= $) can be determined a single equality test,

a
(i)
j = wj . To save on computation, we introduce a set of constants {ej}ηj=1, where ej = 1

if wj = $ and 0 otherwise. The ej ’s are therefore exactly the truth value of the second
clause in Equation (4.3). Combining it all together, we can evaluate Equation (4.3) over
encrypted string A = (a1, . . . , aη) and pattern %W% where W = (w1, . . . , wξ, $, . . . , $︸ ︷︷ ︸

η−ξ

)

with the following ∏
j∈S′

(
EQ(a

(i)
j , wj) + ej

)
.

On to part (2) of Equation (4.2), which considers !(c,) the exclusion wildcard with
input character c. An exclusion simply requires that the string character a(i)

j 6= cj for
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wj =!(cj) and can be computed with 1+EQ(a
(i)
j , cj). This formula can be integrated with

the previous modifications to part (1) by setting wj = cj and ej = 1 if wj =!(cj) for some
j ∈ [ξ]. Besides this, we also set ej = 1, if j > ξ which is where wj = ∗, corresponding to
the padding added to patterns.

Overall, combining the modifications for both parts (1) and (2) to hide the pattern
W and its length, Equation (4.2) is evaluated on encrypted strings and patterns with∨η−ξ
i=0 zi where

zi =

η∏
j=1

(
EQ(a

(i)
j , wj) + ej

)
. (4.4)

Each zi can be evaluated without knowledge of ξ andW due to the use of some encrypted
auxiliary information ej ; its correctness is easily verified.

This also highlights why the !(c) wildcard cannot be used at the end of a pattern. Since
# only occurs at the end of strings, our current techniques cannot distinguish between
# and any non-empty character that is not c. Therefore, should the exclusion wildcard
occur at the end of the pattern, there is the possibility that a string will be wrongly
matched to the pattern due to the first # character denoting the end of the string.

Besides the clauses in part (1) and (2),
∨η−ξ
i=0 zi still requires knowledge of ξ to com-

pute. To address this, we introduce a final set of auxiliary information, {di}η−1
i=0 where

di = 1 if 0 ≤ i ≤ η − ξ and di = 0 otherwise. Then, we evaluate Equation (4.2) without
leaking any information about the pattern W by computing

t = 1 +

η−1∏
i=0

(1 + zi · di) =

1, if A contains the pattern W ;

0, otherwise.
(4.5)

A Formal Description. Let A = (a1, . . . , aη) ∈ (Σ ∪ {#})η be an string of length η

and W = (w1, . . . , wξ) ∈ (Σ ∪ {$, !(·)})ξ be a pattern of length ξ. Denoting the entire
procedure with (W ′, D,E)← wcPrep(W ), we perform the following pre-processing steps:

1. Expand W into W † = (w1, . . . , wξ, ∗, . . . , ∗) by appending η − ξ many ∗ wildcard
characters.

2. Determine two lists D = (d0, . . . , dη−1) and E = (e1, . . . , eη) as follows,
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di =

1, if 0 ≤ i ≤ η − ξ;

0, if η − ξ + 1 ≤ i ≤ η − 1.

ej =

1, if wj corresponds to a wildcard $ or !(cj) or padding ∗;

0, otherwise.

3. Set W ′ = (w′1, . . . , w
′
ξ, ∗, . . . , ∗), where

w′j =

wj , if wj 6= !(cj) for some cj ∈ Σ;

cj , if wj = !(cj) for some cj ∈ Σ.

From here on, we use w′j to denote the result of pre-processing the character at wj with
wcPrep.

Then, the wildcard pattern matching algorithm is as follows:

– t ← wcMatch(A,W ′, D,E): Takes as input an encrypted string A, encrypted
pattern W ′ and encrypted auxiliary information D = (d0, . . . , dη−1) and E =

(e1, . . . , eη) and computes the encrypted result t as follows:

1. For 0 ≤ i ≤ η − 1:

a. Generate shifted strings A(i)
= (a

(i)
1 , . . . , a

(i)
η ), where

a
(i)
j =

ai+j , if i+ j ≤ η;

#, otherwise.

b. Set Xi = A
(i) −W ′ = (xi,1, . . . , xi,η).

c. Evaluate yi,j = EQ(xi,j , 0) for 1 ≤ j ≤ η.
d. Let Y i = (yi,1, . . . , yi,η) and Si = Y i + E = (si,1, . . . , si,η).

e. Compute zi =
∏η
j=1 si,j .

2. Output t = 1 +
∏η−1
j=1(1 + zi · di).

Other Patterns. Assuming the correctness of the wcMatch algorithm for the input
pattern %W%, we derive pattern matching algorithms for three other patterns W , %W

and W%. These are handled by modifying the intermediate pattern W † and auxiliary
information D and E in wcPrep. The new encrypted outputs from the modified wcPrep,
W ′, D and E are then fed to wcMatch to compute the result of the pattern matching.
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For the pattern W%, we run wcPrep with W but modify Step 2. We instead set
d0 = 1 and di = 0 for i ∈ [η − 1].

For input pattern W without any % characters, we break the rule that patterns
cannot contain the # character and use an altered Step 1 in wcPrep, extending W into
W † = (w1, . . . , wξ,#, . . . ,#) by appending η − ξ # characters instead. Then, we use
the modified Step 2 from the pattern W%. Note that for positions i where wi = #, the
auxiliary information ei = 0 although $ and # are encoded to the same element in F8

2.
For the pattern %W , we use the modified Step 1 that is intended for the pattern W

and additionally set wξ = !(#) if wξ = $.
To see that the modifications for %W are correct, we let the attribute string A =

(a1, . . . , aη′ ,#, . . . ,#) ∈ (Σ ∪ {#})η for some η′ ≤ η. If A ends with W , then A(η′−ξ) =

(aη′−ξ+1, . . . , aη′ ,#, . . . ,#) and we will have either (a
(η′−ξ)
j = wj 6= $), (wj = $) or

(a
(η′−ξ)
j 6= cj and wj = !(cj)) for all j ∈ [ξ]. This means we have zη′−ξ = 1 in Equa-

tion (4.4) and t = 1 in Equation (4.5) which is as we expect.
On the other hand, if A does not end with W , then there are two cases, η′ < ξ and

η′ ≥ ξ. The first case is straightforward, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1}, there will be some
index j ∈ [ξ] such that aj = # which means that zi = 0. Therefore, t = 0 as well.

Otherwise, η′ ≥ ξ. Then, we consider the shifted strings A(i) = (a
(i)
1 , . . . , a

(i)
η ) =

(ai+1, . . . , aη′ ,#, . . . ,#):

– For i = η′ − ξ, there is at least an index j such that either

� wj 6= $, !(cj) and a(i)
j 6= w′j ;

� wj = !(cj) and a(i)
j = cj .

– For 0 ≤ i < η′ − ξ, if η′ 6= ξ, a(i)
ξ+1 = aξ+1+i 6= # but w′ξ+1 = #.

– For i > η′ − ξ > 0, aiξ = # but w′ξ 6= #.

Therefore, for every i ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1}, there is at least one index j such that (a
(i)
j 6=

w′j) ∧ (wj 6= $, !(cj)) or (a
(i)
j = cj) ∧ (wj = !(cj)). This means that zi = 0 for all

i ∈ {0, . . . , η − 1} in Equation (4.2) and t = 0 in Equation (4.5).

Remark 4.3.1. We can adapt wcMatch(A,W ′, D,E) to compute if the string A = W

for W without any wildcard characters, also called an exact match, by setting W ′ = W ,
D = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and E = (0, . . . , 0). This way, the server cannot distinguish between a
wildcard pattern matching query from an exact match query by the semantic security of
the FHE scheme.
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We can further simplify the algorithm to take only A and W for processing, computing
t =

∏η
i=1 EQ(a1, wi) instead. We denote this algorithm with exMatch(A,W ).

Analysis of the Algorithm. Now, we analyse the wcMatch algorithm, determining its
correctness, security and efficiency.

Correctness. We summarize the correctness of wcMatch in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.2. Let A and W be a string and pattern as defined earlier. Assuming
that the auxiliary information D and E are correctly determined for a given pattern W ,
the algorithm wcMatch outputs an encryption of the correct matching result between an
encrypted string A and encrypted pattern W ′.

Proof. In Step 1b.,

xi,j = a
(i)
j − w

′
j =


ai+j − w′j , if 1 ≤ j ≤ ξ;

ai+j − $, if ξ + 1 ≤ j ≤ η − i;

#− $, if η − i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ η.

We will only consider the cases where 0 ≤ i ≤ η − ξ since the remaining i are eliminated
using the di’s at a later step. Denoting the equality test algorithm on the FHE plaintext
space P with EQP , at Step 1c.,

yi,j = EQP(xi,j , 0) =


1, if 1 ≤ j ≤ ξ and ai+j = w′j ;

0, if 1 ≤ j ≤ ξ and ai+j 6= w′j ;

0, if ξ + 1 ≤ j ≤ η.

After incorporating the auxiliary information ej , for 0 ≤ i ≤ η − ξ and 1 ≤ j ≤ η, we
have

si,j = yi,j + ej =


0, if 1 ≤ j ≤ ξ, ai+j 6= w′j and wj 6= $, !(cj);

0, if 1 ≤ j ≤ ξ, ai+j = cj and wj = !(cj);

1, if ξ + 1 ≤ j ≤ η.

where P is a field of characteristic 2 and ej = 1 if and only if wj is a wildcard character,
whether $ or !(cj).

If the patternW is contained within A, then there would be some index i ∈ {0, . . . , η−
ξ} such that either (ai+j = wj 6= $), (wj = $) or (ai+j 6= cj andwj =!(cj)). Then, for
this particular i, zi =

∏η
j=1 si,j = 1, 1 + zi · di = 0 because di = 1. The result would be

therefore t = 1 +
∏η−1
i=0 (1 + zi · di) = 1.
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If not, then for all i, there will be at least one index j ∈ [η] such that either (ai+j 6=
wj and wj 6= $, !(cj)) or (aj = cj and wj =!(cj)). Therefore, si,j = 0 for that j, zi =∏η
j=1 si,j = 0 for all i and t = 1 +

∏η−1
i=0 (1 + zi · di) = 0.

Hence, the algorithm is correct as the ciphertext t would contain an encryption of the
correct result.

Security. It is simple to show that an honest-but-curious server cannot learn anything
about the pattern, including its length, when running the algorithm. Since the inputs to
wcMatch are encrypted with an FHE scheme, semantic security of the scheme guarantees
that the encrypted information is not revealed. The algorithm only requires knowledge
of the maximum length of strings η to determine the number of times loop statements
should be run. Therefore, running wcMatch does not reveal any information about the
string A and pattern W except for their maximum length η which is given to the server.

Efficiency. The main metric of efficiency we consider is the multiplicative depth of the
algorithm. Recall that the equality test algorithm described in Section 3.4.2 has depth
dlog `e, where the plaintext space is P = F`2. Therefore, with P = F8

2 in this case, EQ has
multiplicative depth log 8 = 3. After that, we compute multiplications in Steps 1e. and 2.,
specifically η terms are multiplied in each case so each contributes dlog ηe multiplicative
depth to the total. In Step 2, we additionally compute zi · di which requires depth 1. In
total, wcMatch consumes 4 + 2dlog ηe depth.

4.3.2 Private Compound Wildcard Query Protocols

Now, we apply the algorithm, wcMatch, from the previous section to construct private
database queries for keys attributes that are strings. For a database D = (α1, . . . , αn) of
n records, which each have ρ keys, we consider each attribute Ai to have values that are
strings of at most η length for simplicity. Then, we use ki,j to denote an encryption of
the key attribute string αi.kj . To illustrate the protocols, we use the pattern %W% for
wildcard matching, but note that the other patterns W , %W and W% can be used by
adapting wcPrep as mentioned previously.

The protocols’ structure is identical to those in Section 3.4.2, except the equality test
EQ is replaced with wcMatch and exMatch. In fact, protocols that use any combination
of EQ, wcMatch and exMatch can be done since the pattern matching algorithms are de-
signed to be composable with other Boolean predicates.

Conjunctive Case. First, we consider conjunctive queries with a mix of wildcard and
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exact matching conditions. In particular, we handle the private query that seeks all αi.v
that satisfy ∧

j∈J1

ki,j like %Wj%

∧∧
j∈J2

ki,j = W ∗j

 (4.Q1)

where j ∈ J1 ⊂ [ρ] are the indices of the columns undergoing wildcard matching and
j ∈ J2 ⊂ [ρ] are the indices of those columns with exact matching; note that J1 ∩ J2 = ∅.

– {γi}i∈[n] ← wildcardConjunction
(
D, {W ′j , Dj , Ej}j∈J1 , {W

∗
j}j∈J2

)
:

For i ∈ [n]:

1. Compute

βi,j =

wcMatch(ki,j ,W ′j , Dj , Ej), if j ∈ J1;

exMatch(ki,j ,W
∗
j ), if j ∈ J2.

2. Compute γi = αi.v ·
(∏

j∈J1∪J2 βi,j

)
.

Disjunctive Case. For the disjunctive case, we simply adjust the computation of the
βi,j ’s and γi to find the αi.v’s that satisfy∨

j∈J1

ki,j like %Wj%

∨∨
j∈J2

ki,j = W ∗j

 . (4.Q2)

The sets J1 and J2 are defined in the same exact manner as the conjunctive query in
Equation (4.Q1).

– {γi}i∈[n] ← wildcardDisjunction
(
{W ′j , Dj , Ej}j∈J1 , {W

∗
j}j∈J2

)
:

For i ∈ [n]:

1. Compute

βi,j =

1− wcMatch(ki,j ,W ′j , Dj , Ej), if j ∈ J1;

1− exMatch(ki,j ,W
∗
j ), if j ∈ J2.

2. Compute γi = αi.v ·
(

1−
∏
j∈J1∪J2 βi,j

)
.

Analysis of the Protocols. Both protocols share the same structure and security prop-
erties. So, we provide a proof for the conjunctive case and note that the other follows
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directly.

Correctness and Security. The correctness of the protocols is evident from the description
and the security of the wcMatch and exMatch algorithms. The security of the protocols
is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.3. Assuming the the FHE scheme used in the protocol satisfies semantic
security, then the protocols described in this section are secure in the manner of Defini-
tion 3.4.1.

Proof. Since the FHE scheme used is semantically secure, no PPT party without knowl-
edge of the secret key can distinguish between an encryption of m0, m0 and one of m1,
m1, where |m0| = |m1|. Recall that the maximum length η of the key attribute strings is
given to the server during the initial stage when the encrypted database D is sent to the
server.

The private portion of the input to the query consists of the query pattern and aux-
iliary information. Pattern lengths are hidden by padding patterns up to length η. The
client encrypts the private inputs with the semantically secure FHE scheme before sending
them to the server or trusted third party, and so protocol inputs cannot be distinguished.

As all key attributes involved in the protocol are encrypted, a server cannot learn
anything about matched strings ki,j ’s. From the earlier discussion, the wcMatch and
exMatch algorithms do not leak information about its inputs to the server. Hence, during
computation on the server, none of the encrypted intermediate (βi,j) or final results (γi)
reveal information about the input pattern.

In summary, the only information revealed to the server by the protocol is the en-
crypted results {γi}ni=1. No information on the pattern is leaked by the encrypted input,
{W ′, D and E}, {W ∗} and all key attributes involved in the matching ki,j remain hid-
den. These are all indistinguishable from the same computation of another input wildcard
pattern string by the semantic security of the FHE scheme used.

Efficiency. In the first step, the protocols execute the wcMatch and exMatch algorithms,
which have a maximum depth of 4+2dlog ηe. Next, the βi,j ’s are combined and the value
attribute multiplied with that result. This requires 1 + |J1|+ |J2| multiplications in total
which translates to dlog(1 + |J1| + |J2|)e depth. Hence, the total depth of the protocols
are 4 + 2dlog ηe+ dlog(1 + |J1|+ |J2|)e.

Assuming each character is encrypted in its own ciphertext, the client has to send
(3|J1|+ |J2|)η ciphertexts to the server who replies with nη ciphertexts. With the SIMD
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techniques in Section 3.2.2, this is reduced by a factor of d if the cyclotomic polynomial
has d factors modulo 2.

4.4 Implementation

In this section, we present some performance results from a basic implementation of the
algorithms and protocols described in Section 4.3.

We first provide the details on the parameters chosen for the experiments. Then,
we describe how the SIMD techniques in Section 3.2.2 are applied together with multi-
threading and a simple optimization on computing γi in the implementation. Then, the
results of performance evaluation of wcMatch and wildcardConjunction are presented. We
do not consider wildcardDisjunction as it is very similar to the conjunctive case.

4.4.1 Implementation Details

We use the implementation provided by Kim et al. [128] to perform the experiments. It
can be found at https://www.github.com/benjaminhmtan/wildcardHElib.

BGV Instance in HElib. In the experiments, we use the BGV scheme with the m-
th cyclotomic polynomial modulus 〈Φm(X)〉, where m = 32767. The plaintext space
decomposes into

∏1800
i=1 F215 with 1800 slots and each slot is the finite field F215 . Using 29

or 31 levels in the experiment, the security level of the instances are at least 80 bits.
Although the theoretical upper bound on the multiplicative depth is 20 = 2dlog ηe+4

for the wcmatch algorithm and 23 = 2dlog ηe+4+dlog(1+|J1|+|J2|)e for wildcardConjunction,
the actual levels we require are 29 and 31 for experiments one and two respectively. There
are two main reasons to that: The first is that we use a slightly larger than required field
due to a lack of parameters, more levels are needed to evaluate the EQ algorithm in this
case. Besides this, SIMD operations such as shifts and rotations also contribute to the in-
crease. They do add some noise to the ciphertexts which affects the multiplicative depth
when they are heavily exploited. Although this means that a longer time is required to
complete the processing, we can tune the parameters to provide large number of slots and
match multiple attribute strings at a time.

Packing Strings with SIMD.We apply the SIMD techniques in Section 3.2.2 by Smart
and Vercauteren [193], which allows us to pack multiple characters into a single ciphertext
and compute on the packed characters simultaneously with every operation. In general,
the number of slots available is not a multiple of the attribute string length. If there are
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Figure 4.1: Multiplication Binary Tree for Four Ciphertexts.

sufficient slots, multiple strings can be packed within one ciphertext; once there are fewer
empty slots than η, we pad them with the # empty character.

Multi-Threading. The wcMatch algorithm contains several loops whose contents can
be executed independently. So, we use OpenMP [62] to distribute the computational load
across many threads. This lets us better utilize the available resources and significantly
reduces the time taken to run the protocol. In particular, due to the large number of
threads available on the test platform, every shifted attribute string A(i) is matched con-
currently. Not only that, we apply multi-threading to accelerate the computation of t too.

Depth-Optimized Products. To ensure that the depth of the circuit is minimized,
we compute the product

∏η−1
i=0 (1 − zidi) with a specific method. Individual (1 − zidi)

terms pair-wise and then those results pair-wise iteratively until the result is obtained.
It uses dlog ηe depth but the same number of multiplications compared to the sequential
method. The resulting algorithm forms a binary tree structure, illustrated in Figure 4.1,
where each node is the product of its children. At each level of the binary tree, each
multiplication is independent of the others and so can be done in its own thread.

Conjunction Optimization. Wildcard matching requires more depth, dlog ηe, than
exact matching as there is no need to compute zi’s in the exact matching case. Thus,
we combine the results of the exact matching comparisons first, exploiting the depth
difference to ensure we only require one additional depth to compute the γi’s. The exact
matching algorithm is less complex and finishes first, so this combining operation is done
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String Length # of Strings Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Total Amortised

(Bytes) in a Ciphertext A
(i), . . ., Si zi t Time Time

35 51 25.67s 2.02s 1.17s 28.86s 0.57s
45 40 33.22s 2.29s 1.39s 36.90s 0.92s
55 32 37.33s 2.33s 1.48s 41.14s 1.29s

BGV Parameters: m = 32767, L = 29, Z2[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 =
∏1800
i=1 F215 .

Table 4.1: Performance of Wildcard Matching Algorithm wcMatch

while waiting for the wildcard matching to complete.

4.4.2 Experiment Results

We present the results of two experiments, using a single ciphertext worth of attributes to
measure the performance of the algorithm and protocols. In the tables with the results,
we combine several steps together as some of these steps do not consume much time.
The first step constitutes an exact pattern match on the shifted attribute string A(i), the
second step computes zi and the final step γi. Within the first step, we note that the
computation of Y i takes the longest time, around 65− 75% of the reported time, as the
EQ algorithm is the most complex portion; the others are simple ciphertext additions.

Performance Evaluation of wcMatch. The first experiment considers the running time
of the wildcard matching algorithm wcMatch with three different η’s, 35, 45 and 55 with
results given in Table 4.1. The general trend of the results is within expectations, where
the total and amortised time increases as η gets larger. This is because fewer ciphertexts
operations are performed and more attribute strings can be packed into a single cipher-
text when η is small. Both factors contribute to the significant difference in amortised
time.

Performance Evaluation of wildcardConjunction. The second experiment considers
the performance of Query (4.Q1) with |J1| = 1 and |J2| = 5 and its results are in Ta-
ble 4.2. The trend largely follows that of experiment one, which is not surprising given
their similarities. Due to the availability of threads, the exact matching conditions did
not significantly impact the protocol’s running time. Exact matchings were performed in
parallel to wildcard matching, the EQ tests in both algorithms were done simultaneously
and t of exMatch was computed when zi’s of the wildcard matching were evaluated. This
caused the respective times in the first two columns to be longer than the first experiment.
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String Length # of Strings Evaluate Evaluate Evaluate Total Amortised

(Bytes) in a Ciphertext A
(i), . . ., Si zi γ Time Time

35 51 29.98s 3.13s 1.11s 34.22s 0.67s
45 40 33.71s 3.26s 1.22s 38.19s 0.96s
55 32 37.49s 3.36s 1.29s 42.14s 1.32s

BGV Parameters: m = 32767, L = 31, Z2[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 =
∏1800
i=1 F215 .

Table 4.2: Performance of Conjunctive Query wildcardConjunction with 1 wcMatch and 5
exMatch Conditions

Overall Comments. The results for both experiments when the attribute string length
is 45 are very close, within 10% of each other. This could be because all the EQ executions
took similar amounts of time, or the slowest threads ended at around similar times. With
even more concurrent threads when the string length is 55, their first columns report near
identical times as well. This seems to indicate that multi-threading is very beneficial for
the protocols.

4.4.3 Comparisons with Related Work

The experiments presented in this section is the same as that by Kim et al. [128]. However,
there is a dramatic difference between the performance of the algorithms reported by us
and them, despite running the same code. We speculate that it could be due to a couple
of reasons.

The first is our test platform is much more powerful, featuring a newer CPU with
higher clock speed and enough threads to concurrently evaluate all the loops in the
algorithm and protocol. In contrast, Kim et al. [128] required 2-3 cycles to evaluate
the same loops. Secondly, since their work, HElib [102] has been improved significantly.
Halevi and Shoup [101] added several improvements to linear map evaluations, which is
a key component of the EQ, wcMatch and exmatch algorithms and claimed a 30-75 times
speed-up compared to their previous implementations. Some of that could have impacted
the results in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

Besides that, there were two closely related work, discussed in Section 4.2, that also
relied of FHE by Yasuda et al. [206] and Saha and Koshiba [187]. However, the purpose of
their protocols are to match encrypted patterns to strings that are in the clear. Moreover,
translating them to handle compound queries like our setting incurs a lot of additional
costs, making it hard to get a reasonable comparison.
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Chapter 5

Private Compound Comparison
Queries

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider private database protocols for order comparisons on keys
which are integers. Order comparison is an important database functionality, enabling
queries that desire keys within a particular range, sorted values or minimums and maxi-
mums of datasets.

A lot of work has been done to address equality conditions in PDQ; there is a large
variety of techniques ranging from property-preserving [180, 199], structured [111] and
homomorphic encryption [31, 83, 53, 127, 54, 129]. On the other hand, order conditions
— less than <, less than or equal ≤, greater than > and greater than or equal ≥ — are
harder to achieve. Most techniques in the literature used order-preserving (OPE) [3, 29,
180, 30, 178, 198, 121] or order-revealing (ORE) encryption [51, 44, 135] or interactive
protocols [64, 83, 176, 72]. The former type, OPE and ORE, leak information on en-
crypted data, the result of comparisons between ciphertexts and in some cases, several
bits of the data as well. On the other hand, the latter type is highly interactive and
requires a lot of communication between client and server. Both do not compose easily
and often may reveal more information than the minimum necessary.

To the best of our knowledge, only Cheon et al. [53, 54] looked into the potential of
FHE for this problem. They applied Boolean circuits for comparisons and constructed
a PDQ protocol for comparisons with encrypted bits. The main drawback is that com-
munication efficiency is low because the data is represented in bits; even with SIMD
operations, the communication efficiency is only reduced by a constant factor.
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Kim et al. [129] used finite extension fields to significantly improve the performance
for PDQs with equality conditions but did not consider order conditions. Constructing
polynomials to evaluate functions over finite extension fields is not simple and tend to
be complex. Jäschke and Armknecht [110] tried to use finite extension fields for addition
but found them to be less efficient due to the large polynomials involved.

In this work, we improve the performance of order comparisons with FHE by exploiting
the finite extension fields that are native plaintext spaces of most RLWE FHE schemes.
Instead of storing 1 bit per slot, we fit an `-bit integer into a single slot by exploiting
the vector space structure in finite extension fields, F2` . Let the binary representation
of a number x ∈ [0, 2`) be

∑`−1
i=0 xi2

i, we encode it into the FHE plaintext space as the
vector (x0, . . . , x`−1) ∈ (F2)` ∼= F2` . Thus, by selecting appropriate parameters such that
the plaintext space is a product of d copies of F`2, we can encode d integers into a single
ciphertext, compared to `/d when working with bits. Comparisons are then evaluated
using a novel framework for evaluating certain functions over finite extension fields. Let
x, y be two integers to be compared, the framework is as follows:

1. Decompose x, y into smaller blocks, Bx
i , B

y
i , which are vectors in “lower dimensions”;

2. Evaluate a couple of polynomials over these blocks, obtaining some intermediate
results;

3. Combine the intermediate results from the previous step to obtain the final answer.

Applying this algorithm, we design PDQ protocols for compound queries where the
conditions on keys are a mix of equality and order comparisons. Suppose we have a
database D = (α1, . . . , αn) with ρ keys and a single value as defined in Section 3.4.1,
some examples of compound queries we can handle include: For some indices j, r ∈ [ρ],

select αi.v from D where αi.kj ≤ 10 and αi.kr = 100;

select αi.v from D where 2 ≤ αi.kj ≤ 40;

select αi.v from D where αi.kj / 50,

where / is one of <,≤, > or ≥.

Organization of the Chapter. In Section 5.2, we review the literature on private
database queries for order comparisons. Following that, in Section 5.3, we describe our
order comparison algorithm and apply it to support compound queries. Finally, in Sec-
tion 5.4, some experiment results for the algorithms underlying the protocols are intro-
duced and discussed.
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5.2 Previous Work

A variety of techniques were used to realize PDQ protocols for comparisons, including
OPE, ORE and homomorphic encryption. Order-presering encryption was first proposed
by Agrawal et al. [3] in 2004 and is a type of encryption scheme whose ciphertexts
preserve the order of plaintexts. Following its introduction, many schemes were pro-
posed [29, 30, 178, 198, 121] seeking to improve security and performance. The optimal
security that OPE could achieve was formalized by Boldyreva et al. [29], indistinguisha-
bility under ordered chosen plaintext attack (IND-OCPA) which is strictly weaker than
semantic security. Kerschbaum [121] then introduced a stronger security notion, indistin-
guishability under frequency-analysing ordered chosen plaintext attack (IND-FAOCPA)
that additionally considered hiding the frequency of encrypted plaintexts. Despite its
performance, OPE schemes do not satisfy standard notions of semantic security and re-
sults of any comparison done in a PDQ protocol is leaked to the server. Furthermore,
with the exception of the most recent scheme by Roche et al. [184], OPE schemes were
shown to be susceptible to inference attacks by Naveed et al. [164] and Grubbs et al. [99].

Generalzing OPE, Boneh et al. [33] proposed order-revealing encryption and realized it
with multilinear maps, which are currently impractical and whose security is still unclear.
A practical ORE scheme was proposed by Chenette et al [51], but it leaked the first bit
that differs between tested encrypted plaintexts in addtion to their order. Cash et al. [44]
improved on the scheme but still leaked something, the “equality pattern” of the most
significant different bits. Durak et al [71] studied various attacks on OPE/ORE schemes,
except [135, 184] which were presented concurrently. Similar to the situation for OPE,
they showed that when real world data is used, attacks can obtain meaningful information
that schemes were designed not to leak. Furthermore, using OPE/ORE in practice might
be tricky as most data is non-uniform and differs from the scenarios considered in formal
security notions.

PDQ protocols for comparisons exploiting homomorphic encryption include thr work
by Damgård et al. [64] who applied additively homomorphic encryption to perform com-
parisons. However, the PDQ protocol obtained with Damgård et al.’s comparison protocol
requires a non-constant number of rounds, every set of records in each ciphertext would
require about five rounds of communication to determine if the client should recover the
data within. Other work includes Gentry et al. [83] who utilized oblivious RAM and an
additive homomorphic encryption scheme with ring switching capabilities. However, this
protocol also requires many rounds of communication between client and server to per-
form queries. Using FHE, Cheon et al. [53, 54] focused on Boolean circuits to compute the
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less than comparison test which impose huge communication costs, although they only
require one round of communication. For fast and almost depth-free addition on numeric
data, they opted to use large integer rings Z215 . This differs from using finite extension
field which have more algebraic structure. However, this choice increased the time taken
to perform comparisons although addition is improved, and does not actually changed
the communication complexity of their protocols as elements that could be compared are
still encrypted as bits.

5.3 Private Compound Order Comparison
Protocols

Types of Order Comparisons. For a totally ordered set (A,≤A) and elements x, y ∈ A,
we formally define four functions

LTA(x, y) =

 1, if x <A y;

0, otherwise,
LEQA(x, y) =

 1, if x ≤A y;

0, otherwise,

GTA(x, y) =

 1, if x >A y;

0, otherwise,
GEQA(x, y) =

 1, if x ≥A y;

0, otherwise.

Unless confusion arises, we omit the set A in order notations. In practice, only two
of the functions LT and GT need to be considered. This is because the other two,
GEQ and LEQ, respectively, are complements. Therefore, we can use the formulas
GEQ(x, y) = 1− LT(x, y) and LEQ(x, y) = 1− GT(x, y) to compute them.

Encoding Integers. We consider messages in [0, 2`), which can be evaluated with the
Boolean circuits described by Cheon et al. [53] by employing their binary representation.
Note that p-ary representations, for p > 2, can be used too but we restrict ourselves
to binary for simplicity. However, their methods require ` ciphertexts or ` slots in a
ciphertext with SIMD techniques.

With plaintext space F2` however, these messages can be stored in a single slot. The
question becomes how should the encoding to F2` be done to allow order comparisons on
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messages. For our algorithms, we simply use the encoding map

encode : M = [0, 2`) −→ P = (F2)` ∼= F2`

x =
`−1∑
i=0

xi2
i 7−→ (x0, . . . , x`−1) =

`−1∑
i=0

xiX
i

for an indeterminate X where F2` = Z2[X]/〈f(X)〉 for some irreducible polynomial f of
degree `. The induced order on F2` is simply the lexicographic order with respect to t.

5.3.1 A Parameterized Algorithm for Order Comparisons

A Naive Order Comparison Algorithm for LTF
2`
. By casting the order relations over

F2` into functions LTF
2`

(x, y) and GTF
2`

(x, y), we can use Lagrange interpolation (The-
orem 3.3.4) to obtain bi-variate polynomial expressions, fLT(x, y) and fGT(x, y), that
respectively evaluate those functions. Furthermore, with depth-free Frobenius map eval-
uations in RLWE FHE schemes, the depth of these polynomial expressions are a man-
ageable log log(2` + 1) ≈ 1 + log `. However, evaluating fLT(x, y) and fGT(x, y) is very
inefficient as they each have up to 22` − 1 coefficients and therefore require O(22` − 1)

multiplications by Horner’s rule. The FHE schemes that support depth-free Frobenius
map evaluations require a different approach which has even more multiplications.

Overview of the Parameterized Algorithm. Instead, we take advantage of the vec-
tor space representation of F2` to obtain a more efficient algorithm. Roughly speaking,
we first break down the degree `− 1 polynomial encoding an integer into `/r many r-bit
blocks which lie in a subspace Pr = {(a0, . . . , ar−1, 0, . . . , 0) =

∑r−1
i=0 ait

i | ai ∈ {0, 1}} of
F2` . Then, these blocks are evaluated with LTPr or GTPr and EQPr functions defined for
elements in Pr. Finally, we compute the result of the original comparison by combining
the results of the evaluations appropriately.

Extraction.We present the technique assuming that every block has the same size, but
it is possible to use differently sized blocks with some adjustment. For r ≥ 1 such that
r | `, define Extractr(x, k) for x =

∑`−1
i=0 xit

i ∈ F2` and k ∈ {0, . . . , `/r − 1} as follows

Extractr(x, k) =

r−1∑
i=0

xkr+it
i.

Intuitively, the function projects the kr-th to (k + 1)r − 1-th coefficients of x ∈ F2` to
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the first r monomials, equivalently the kr-th to (k + 1)r − 1-th elements of the vector
representation of x ∈ (F2)` to the first r dimensions. Extractr(x, k) is done in practice, by
finding the correct linear map Tr,k and associated constants {ρTr,k,0, ρTr,k,1, ..., ρTr,k,`−1}
defined by Theorem 3.3.7, so that we can use depth-free Frobenius map evaluations.

Important Functions on Pr ×Pr. Here, we describe the functions on the subspace Pr
that is needed to compute the comparisons. For x, y ∈ Pr and considering the inherited
order from F2` ,

LTPr(x, y) =

 1, if x <Pr y;

0, otherwise,
GTPr(x, y) =

 1, if x >Pr y;

0, otherwise,

EQPr(x, y) =

 1, if x = y;

0, otherwise.

Remark 5.3.1. To get a polynomial expression for functions defined on Pr × Pr, we
simply modify the Lagrange interpolation (Theorem 3.3.4) procedure to only consider el-
ements in Pr rather than the entire field F2` . The polynomial expressions obtained will
have degree at most 2r and can be evaluated at log r depth with depth-free Frobenius map
evaluation and O(22r) multiplications.

The Comparison Algorithm. The comparison algorithm for LT and GT follow the
same structure and so we present it for LT only. The algorithm for GT is obtained by
replacing all instances of LT with GT. For LEQ and GEQ, we subtract the result of GT

and LT respectively from an encryption of 1.
Armed with all the components, we now describe the complete algorithm for less than

comparisons for elements in F2` , LTF
2`

(x, y) for x, y ∈ F2` . Figure 5.1 offers an idea of
the procedure.

For r ≤ 1 such that r | ` and x = (x0, x1, . . . , x`−1), y = (y0, y1, . . . , y`−1),

1. (Extractions) Compute (Bx
1 , . . . , B

x
`/r−1) and (By

1 , . . . , B
y
`/r−1) where the i-th block,

Bα
i =

∑r−1
j=0 αir+jt

j = ExtractPr(α, i) ∈ Pr with α ∈ {x, y}.

2. (Comparisons) Compute (BEQ
1 , . . . , BEQ

`/r−1) and (BLT
1 , . . . , BLT

`/r−1), where Bβ
i =

βPr(B
x
i , B

y
i ) ∈ F2 for β ∈ {EQ, LT}.

3. (Assembly) LTF
2`

(x, y) = BLT
`/r−1 +

∑`/r−2
j=1 BLT

j

∏`/r−1
i=j+1B

EQ
i .

Analysis of the Algorithm. Intuitively, the algorithm is an extension of the Boolean
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x0 x1 · · · x`−2 x`−1

x0 · · · xr−1 · · · x`−2r · · · x`−r−1 x`−1 · · · x`−r

y0 y1 · · · y`−2 y`−1

y0 · · · yr−1 · · · y`−2r · · · y`−r−1 y`−1 · · · y`−r

BLT
(`/r)−1 BEQ

(`/r)−1
BLT

(`/r)−2 BEQ
(`/r)−2

BLT
0 BEQ

0

{Extractr(x, i)}`/r−1
i=1 {Extractr(y, i)}`/r−1

i=1

LTF
2`

(x, y) = B
LT
(`/r)−1 +

∑(`/r)−2
i=0

(
B

LT
i ·

∏(`/r)−1
j=i+1 B

EQ
j

)
Figure 5.1: Visual Representation of the LT Algorithm

circuit for LT{0,1}` to LT{0,...,2r−1}`/r but with arithmetic circuits in F2` .

Correctness. The key observation for a < b, with a, b ∈ [0, 2`), is for two plaintexts
x = encode(a), y = encode(b) ∈ F2` and block size r,

1. if the first block of x, Bx
`/r−1 = (x`−r, . . . , x`−1, 0, . . . , 0) is smaller than the first

block of y, By
`/r−1 = (y`−r, . . . , y`−1, 0, . . . , 0), i.e., Bx

`/r−1 <Pr B
y
`/r−1, then x <F

2`
y

and correspondingly a < b;

2. for j ∈ {0, . . . , `/r−2}, if the j-th block of x, Bx
j <Pr B

y
j , and for j+1 ≤ i ≤ `/r−1,

Bx
i = By

i , then for similar reasons, a < b;

3. Otherwise, a ≥ b.

Since each message is encoded into a single element, we use the extraction step to
obtain the necessary blocks. After that, we analyse the second step, where functions on
the blocks are evaluated. The functions EQPr(B

x, By) and LTPr(B
x, By) output 1 if two

blocks Bx, By ∈ Pr are equal or Bx < By in the inherited order from F2` and 0 otherwise.
With correct extraction, the results of the function will be correct as well, i.e.

BEQ
j =

1, if Bx
j = By

j ;

0, otherwise;
BLT
j =

1, if Bx
j <Pr B

y
j ;

0, otherwise;
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Then, results of these function on the blocks are combined with the following formula,

LTF
2`

(x, y) = BLT
`/r−1 +

`/r−2∑
j=1

BLT
j

`/r−1∏
i=j+1

BEQ
i . (5.1)

Equation (5.1) expresses the following logic,

1. BLT
`/r−1 captures the condition where the first block of x, Bx

`/r−1, is less than the
same of y, By

`/r−1;

2. for j ∈ [`/r − 2], the term BLT
j

∏`/r−1
i=j+1B

EQ
i captures the condition where the j-th

block of x is less than y and all more significant blocks are equal.

Since the conditions of each term are disjoint, a simple sum suffices to obtain the final
result.

Security. It is straightforward to show that the security of the algorithm follows from
the semantic security of the FHE scheme used for an honest-but-curious server. In every
procedure, the algorithm only works with ciphertexts and so cannot distinguish between
encryptions of different inputs of the same length, ` bits. Since the maximum size of
the plaintext space is given to the server to run the algorithms, no new information is
revealed by running the order comparison algorithms.

Efficiency. The efficiency of the algorithm is best analysed per step. In the first step,
we perform `/r extractions per input, each of which is a sum of `− 1 terms, where each
term is a multiplication of a Frobenius mapped input with a constant. The Frobenius
mapped inputs can be computed first and used for every extraction so we save on some
moderately expensive operations. In total, 2` depth-free Frobenius map evaluations and
2`/r(`− 1) which is around 2`2/r constant multiplications are used.

In Step 2, fEQPr (x, y) and fLTPr are evaluated on `/r many pairs of blocks. These
polynomial expressions would have degree 2r in each variable, and we exploit depth-free
Frobenius maps to compute them with the lowest multiplicative depth possible. For small
r, it might be worthwhile to consider a quicker polynomial expression evaluation method
at the expense of slightly more depth. First, we use the following procedure to obtain all
the monomials of x and y required to evaluate fEQPr (x, y) and fLTPr .

1. Use log r depth-free Frobenius maps to get the some powers of 2 of each input,
(x, x2, x4, . . . , x22

blog rc
), (y, y2, y4, . . . , y22

blog rc
) without multiplications.
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2. For the other monomials xi (respectively yi), we obtain them by multiplying at
most log i elements from the list we generated in the previous step. (According to
the binary representation of i).

This portion requires at most
∑2r

i=1 log i = log(2r!) ∼ r2r multiplications per variable.
To simplify things, we consider these two polynomial expressions in F2` [x][y] and first
compute the coefficients of the powers of y in F2` [x]. With the pre-evaluated monomials,
this does not require additional ciphertext multiplications. Finally, we use 2r − 2 cipher-
text multiplications to obtain the evaluation of the polynomial expressions fEQPr (x, y)

and fLTPr . In total, we use 2r − 2 + 2(r2r) < (2r + 1)2r ciphertext multiplications and
log r depth-free Frobenius map evaluations to obtain the results of one polynomial ex-
pression. Therefore, we use 2(`/r)(2r + 1)2r ciphertext multiplications and (`/r) log r

Frobenius map evaluations to compute Step 2 of the comparison algorithm. The last
step uses (`/r − 2) + (`/r − 1) � 2` ciphertext multiplications to obtain all the terms
of Equation (5.1). One of the main properties of the parameterized algorithm is that we
are trading off between computing more in Steps 1 and 3 and Step 2. As r increases, the
amount of computation for Steps 1 and 3 decrease proportionally to `/r, but increases
proportionally to 2r for Step 2.

As for the multiplicative depth of the parameterized algorithm, Step 2 uses 1+dlog re
depth and Step 3 uses 1+dlog(`/r)e for a total of at most 4+dlog `e which is comparable
to the naive comparison algorithm and traditional Boolean circuit method.

Comparison for Encrypted Inputs. We call the algorithm for less than comparisons
on encrypted data LT(x, y). Before applying the algorithm on encrypted data, we need
to decide on its parameters and generate the required data to run the algorithm.

– For some r | `, the necessary constants, from Theorem 3.3.7, for the linear maps
{Tr,i}`/r−1

i=1 ,
{
{ρTr,i,0, . . . , ρTr,i,`−1}

}`/r−1

i=1
.

– Polynomial expressions of LTPr(x, y) and EQPr(x, y), gLTPr (x, y) and gEQPr (x, y)

respectively.

Then, the algorithm for LT and its complement GEQ, GT and its complement LEQ are
as follows:

– t← LT(x, y):

1. For i ∈ {0, . . . , `/r − 1}, decompose x and y, obtaining Bx
i ←

∑`−1
j=0 ρTr,i,jx

2i

and By
i ←

∑`−1
j=0 ρTr,i,jy

2i .
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2. For i ∈ {0, . . . , `/r − 1}, compute the block-wise evaluations of LT and EQ,
B

LT
i Eval(fLTPr , B

x
i , B

y
i ) and BEQ

i Eval(fEQPr , B
x
i , B

y
i ).

3. Compute t = B
LT
`/r−1 +

∑`/r−2
j=1 B

LT
j

∏`/r−1
i=j+1B

EQ
i .

– t GEQ(x, y):

1. Compute t = 1− LT(x, y).

– t GT(x, y):

1. Compute t = LT(y, x).

– t LEQ(x, y):

1. Compute t = 1− GT(x, y).

Remark 5.3.2. Besides simply computing order comparisons on encrypted data, FHE
schemes can provide slightly more. Notice that we swapped the order of the inputs to LT

to evaluate GT. We can achieve this swap without the server knowing by replacing LT(x, y)

with LT(x+ d(y − x), y + d(x− y)), where

d =

0, if the client wishes to evaluate LT(x, y);

1, if the client wishes to evaluate GT(x, y);

Note that this only increases the number of ciphertext multiplications and depth of the
algorithm by 1.

Besides an encryption of d as above, we send another encrypted bit e, e ∈ {0, 1}, we
obtain the following hidden order comparison algorithm:

– t hiddenOrder(x, y, d, e):

1. Compute t′ = LT(x, y) with LT(x+ d(y − x), y + d(x− y)).

2. Compute t = e− t′.

5.3.2 Private Compound Comparison Protocols

Let D = (α1, . . . , αn) be a database, with αi = (αi.v, αi.k1, . . . , αi.kρ) as defined in Sec-
tion 3.4.1; we use ki,j to denote the key αi.kj for i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [ρ]. As the order
comparison algorithms return an encrypted bit denoting the result of the comparison, we
can build protocols to support conjunctive, disjunctive and threshold conjunctive queries
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using the protocol structure in Section 3.4.2. Furthermore, they are interchangeable with
the EQ, wcMatch and exMatch algorithms from previous chapters.

A Private Range Query Protocol. First, we present a query, a special case of a
general conjunctive protocol, which desires all αi.v that satisfy for some index j ∈ [ρ]:

(δ0 ≤ ki,j ≤ δ1), (5.Q1)

where δ0, δ1 are integers in [0, 2`). Formally,

– {γi}ni=1 ← rangeMatch(ki,j , δ0, δ1): For i ∈ [n]:

1. Compute

βi,z =

GEQ(ki,j , δ0), for z = 0;

LEQ(ki,j , δ1), for z = 1.

2. Compute γi = αi.v · βi,0 · βi,1.

A Private Disjunctive Query Protocol with Multiple Conditions. This query
seeks all αi.v that satisfy, for some index j ∈ [ρ] and set of indices J ⊂ [ρ]\{j}, the
following conditions

(ki,j / δ) ∨
∨
j′∈J

(ki,j′ = δj′), (5.Q2)

where δ, δj′ , for j′ ∈ J , are integers in [0, 2`) and / is one of <,≤, > or ≥.

– {γi}ni=1 ← orderDisjunction(ki,j , δ, d, e, {δj′}j′∈J): Let / be determined by δ, d and
e. For i ∈ [n]:

1. Compute

βi,z =

1− hiddenOrder(ki,j , δ, d, e), for z = j;

1− EQ(ki,j , δz), for z ∈ J.

2. Compute γi = αi.v ·
(

1− βi,j ·
∏
j′∈J βi,j′

)
.

Analysis of the Protocols. Both protocols are similar to the ones from Section 3.4.2
and 4.3.2, replacing the EQ or wcMatch, exMatch algorithms with order comparisons while
retaining their structure.
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Correctness and Security. The correctness of the protocols follow directly from the cor-
rectness of the comparison algorithms and the description of the protocol. Although the
algorithms used differ, the shared protocol structure means that we only need to check
that the order comparison algorithms do not reveal any information about the data pro-
cessed and result of the comparisons. The security of the order comparison algorithms
are based on the semantic security of the FHE scheme used. We summarize the security
of the protocols in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3.3. Assuming that the underlying FHE scheme is semantically secure, a
PPT honest-but-curious server learns no additional information than in the ideal model
where a trusted third party replaces the server and executes the protocol with the same
inputs.

The proof for the theorem omitted as it is very similar to that of Theorem 4.3.3. The
main difference in the proofs lies in the different algorithms used, wcMatch and exMatch

in Theorem 4.3.3 and LT, LEQ, GT, LEQ and hiddenOrder here.

Efficiency. Now, we determine the multiplicative depth of the protocols. In the protocol
for Query (5.Q1), we use two instances of LEQ, which was analysed to have 5 + dlog `e
depth earlier. Then, Step 2 multiplies 3 ciphertexts together. That yields an upper bound
on the multiplicative depth of 7 + dlog `e.

For the protocol for Query (5.Q2), hiddenOrder, due to the encrypted ford, requires
at most 5+dlog `e depth, one more compared to the other four algorithms. This is greater
than the dlog `e depth of the EQ algorithm so the depth of Step 1 is that of hiddenOrder.
The total number of conditions in the query is |J |+1, then including the encrypted value,
Step 2 requires dlog(|J |+2)e depth. Therefore, the overall multiplicative depth is at most
5 + dlog(|J |+ 2)e+ dlog `e.

5.4 Implementation

In this section, we investigate the performance of the parameterized comparison algo-
rithm in the PDQ protocols proposed in Section 5.3. First, we present the details of
the parameters used in the experiments. Then, we describe two possible methods to use
SIMD techniques with the order comparison algorithm. Finally, we present and analyse
the performance results of the implementation of the order comparison algorithm and
two protocols described in Section 5.3.2.

Note that unlike Section 4.4, we are only concerned with the single-threaded perfor-
mance of the algorithms and protocols.
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5.4.1 Implementation Details

BGV Instance in HElib. In the experiments, we use the BGV scheme with the m-th
cyclotomic polynomial modulus Φm(X), wherem = 10261 andm = 13367. The plaintext
space decomposes into

∏330
i=1 F230 with 330 slots in the first case and

∏326
i=1 F241 with 326

slots in the second. In the first two experiments, where m = 10261, we use L = 11 which
yields a security level of at least 80 bits. For the last experiment, as orderDisjunction

requires larger multiplicative depth L = 13, we use m = 13367 to limit overhead on
30-bit integers without reducing the security level and this yields a security level of at
least 90 bits.

Also, we note that there is a slight discrepancy between the theoretical depth of
9 = 4 + dlog 30e needed to evaluate the comparison algorithm and the actual levels used.
This is because in practice, Frobenius map evaluations, shifts and rotations are not truly
depth-free. Although they do not add as much noise as ciphertext multiplications, there
is still some noise growth after each evaluation. Therefore, we use slightly more levels to
accommodate that.

Packing Strategies with SIMD. There are two ways to use the SIMD techniques in
Section 3.2.2 proposed by Smart and Vercauteren [193]. For the first method, we encode
integers into element of P and encrypt one element per slot (OEPS). This allows us to
process a lot of data simultaneously each time we run the algorithm.

In the second method, we encode integers into a vector of blocks in (Pr)`/r and en-
crypt one block per slot (OBPS); this case was considered by Cheon et al. [53] when
the block size is 1. With this block-wise technique, we skip Step 1, evaluate only one
instance of gLTPr and gEQPr in Step 2 then use some depth-free shifts to compute Step 3
of the comparison algorithm. However, we then have to perform several shifts to properly
compute γi instead of the straightforward multiplication of the original protocol. These
two methods are compared in the first experiment of Section 5.4.2.

Optimizations for rangeMatch. Query (5.Q1) is answered by evaluating two order com-
parisons, which gives us some room for optimization. Each order comparison algorithm
first uses the Extract algorithms to decompose the inputs into smaller blocks. Since both
comparisons in rangeMatch share a common input, namely ki,j , we avoid redundant work
by extracting it once and then using the blocks {Bki,j

z }
`/r−1
z=0 in both order comparisons.
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Block # LT Evaluation Select Total Amortised
Size Packed Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Value Time Time
1 330 15.19 sec 2.30 sec 9.09 sec 0.05 sec 26.63 sec 0.08 sec
2 330 8.49 sec 12.27 sec 3.26 sec 0.05 sec 24.07 sec 0.07 sec
3 330 6.38 sec 21.69 sec 1.77 sec 0.05 sec 29.90 sec 0.09 sec

BGV Parameters: m = 10261, L = 11, Z2[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 =
∏330
i=1 F230 .

Table 5.1: Performance of LT Algorithm for 30-bit Integers (OEPS)

Block # LT Evaluation Select Total Amortised
Size Packed Step 2 Step 3 Value Time Time
1 11 0.062 sec 1.094 sec 0.267 sec 1.423 sec 0.129 sec
2 22 0.731 sec 0.773 sec 0.186 sec 1.690 sec 0.077 sec
3 33 2.044 sec 0.736 sec 0.208 sec 2.987 sec 0.091 sec

BGV Parameters: m = 10261, L = 11, Z2[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 =
∏330
i=1 F230 .

Table 5.2: Performance of LT Algorithm for 30-bit Integers (OBPS)

5.4.2 Experiment Results

Comparison of SIMD Packing Methods. For ease of comparison, we have used the
same parameters for both packing methods. A small note on the parameter selection is
that, when packed with one element per slot, the LT algorithm can be evaluated on a
smaller BGV instance of m = 7957 and L = 9 with block size 1 and 2 but not 3.

In Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the results show that block size (r) of 2 is the best option
regardless of the SIMD packing used. The difference between the two packing methods
is also very small, ranging from 1% to 50%, with one element per slot beating the other
technique by 10% when the block size is 2. Although the algorithms’ running time are
very close, the amount of data packed differs tremendously from 10 to 30 times. For
situations where latency is important, it would be best to use both.

As block size increases, the algorithm performs better and then becomes slower. This
is expected from the efficiency analysis, because larger block sizes mean evaluating expo-
nentially larger bi-variate polynomials in Step 2 while Steps 1 and 3 vary linearly with
block size. In the case, where one block is encrypted per slot, the optimized Boolean
circuit evaluation turns out to be the least efficient out of the three cases. Although
requiring longer running time, more integers can be packed in a single ciphertext which
results in much better amortized performance.
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Block # rangeMatch Evaluation Select Total Amortised
Size Packed “Step 1” “Step 2” “Step 3” Value Time Time
1 330 22.47 sec 4.73 sec 17.86 sec 0.05 sec 45.11 sec 0.14 sec
2 330 12.52 sec 24.11 sec 6.37 sec 0.05 sec 43.06 sec 0.13 sec
3 330 9.39 sec 42.50 sec 3.44 sec 0.05 sec 55.38 sec 0.17 sec

BGV Parameters: m = 10261, L = 11, Z2[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 =
∏330
i=1 F230 .

Table 5.3: Performance of rangeMatch with 30-bit Integers

Block # orderDisjunction Evaluation Select Total Amortised
Size Packed hiddenOrder 5 EQ Value Time Time
1 326 44.87 sec 4.20 sec 0.27 sec 49.34 sec 0.15 sec
2 326 38.65 sec 4.24 sec 0.27 sec 43.16 sec 0.13 sec
3 326 46.70 sec 4.30 sec 0.29 sec 51.29 sec 0.16 sec

BGV Parameters: m = 13367, L = 13, Z2[X]/〈Φm(X)〉 =
∏326
i=1 F241 .

Table 5.4: Performance of orderDisjunction with 30-bit Integers, 1 Hidden Order and 5
Equality Conditions.

Performance Evaluation of rangeMatch. The performance of rangeMatch in our ex-
periment is presented Table 5.3. GEQ and LEQ were evaluated in parallel, with Step i of
one running first followed by the other before moving to the next step. The general trend
is identical to the previous experiments, the best performance comes from using the order
comparison algorithms with block size 2. As explained in Section 5.4.1, the optimized
protocol does not require double the time taken in Table 5.1, about 1.8× is observed.
This is because we are able to reduce the first step of the order comparisons to use only
3 extractions; the entries under “Step 1” reflect this optimization.

Performance Evaluation of orderDisjunction. In Table 5.4, we report the results of
running orderDisjunction with |J | = 5. For this experiment, a larger BGV instance,
m = 13367 and L = 13 is used to correctly combine the results of the order and equality
comparisons with the values in the database. The general trend of the results follow those
from the other experiments, with block size 2 being the most efficient overall. From the
table, the order comparison takes up over 90% of the time taken to evaluate the query,
despite having 5 equality conditions. Multi-threading can definitely be used to improve
the situation but single-threaded performance is still important. The large gap between
evaluating EQ and the order comparison algorithms highlights the room for improvement.
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Zero-Knowledge and Databases



Chapter 6

Zero-Knowledge Expressive
Elementary Database

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we study elementary databases (EDB), which are partial functions D

mapping a set of keys to values, and consider privacy-preserving queries over D that re-
quire answers to come with proofs of correctness satisfying two properties: zero-knowledge
and soundness. Zero-knowledge means that proofs cannot reveal any information beyond
the truth value of the statement, even |D| has to be hidden from verifiers. Soundness
mandates that provers cannot prove contradictory statements. Particularly, we aim to
achieve constructions that do not require interaction between the parties.

An EDB D = {(x,D(x))} consists of records which are key-value pairs (x,D(x)) ∈
[0, 2`) × [0, 2`). A key x are said to be in D if there is some D(x) ∈ [0, 2`) such that
(x,D(x)) ∈ D. If x is not in D, then we assign D(x) =⊥ to keep a common syntax.
The set of keys in D is denoted with [D] which extend to two-dimensional ranges where
[R] = [ax, bx] for R = [ax, bx]× [ay, by]. For values y, we use D−1(y) to denote the set of
keys, x ∈ D such that D(x) = y.

Micali, Rabin and Kilian [153] initiated investigations in this area and proposed zero-
knowledge sets (ZKS), which allow a prover to commit to some finite set S and then prove
if elements x are in or not in the committed set. They also extended the notion of ZKS
to EDB, where the prover proves that the value of some key x is D(x) ∈ [0, 2`) ∪ {⊥},
obtaining zero-knowledge elementary databases (ZK-EDB). The statements that can be
proved by ZKS and ZK-EDB are called membership queries In this context, soundness
for ZKS proofs means that only one of two statements x ∈ S and x 6∈ S can be proven
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for the same S. For EDB, soundness require that no key x can be proven to have two
different values in the EDB D.

The construction of Micali et al. [153], based on the discrete logarithm assumption,
was generalized by Chase et al. [48, 49] into a generic design for zero-knowledge elementary
databases on top of a new primitive called mercurial commitments. Informally, mercurial
commitments are commitment schemes where commitments are generated in one of two
modes, hard or soft. Hard commitments satisfy the standard binding property while soft
commitments are dummy commitments that do not commit the sender to any particular
message.

The ZK-EDB constructions from [153, 48, 49] combine mercurial commitments with a
Merkle tree [151], with each internal node of the tree containing a mercurial commitment
to its two children instead of a hash. The size of the committed database is hidden in an
exponentially large tree with dummy commitments which also allows us to compute the
commitment of the Merkle tree in polynomial time by deferring computation of sub-trees
that do not contain any values.

The literature only considered membership queries over keys for EDB, which is ar-
guably the most basic query in an elementary database. Ostrovsky, Rackoff and Smith [166]
adopted a different approach with consistent query protocols and zero-knowledge proofs
to obtain zero-knowledge database protocols. In particular, they described a protocol that
handled multi-dimensional range queries for committed database with d-dimensional key
space. However, their techniques cannot be used to hide the size of the database as it leaks
a polynomial upper-bound on the database size. We show that the ZK-EDB construc-
tions of [153, 48, 49] can be extended to support more expressive queries, specifically,
membership and range queries over values and records in addition to keys. We call
ZK-EDB protocols that can handle this richer set of queries, zero-knowledge expressive
elementary databases (ZK-EEDB).

In ZK-EEDB, each query has a different answer depending on the type of input given
and also requires a proof of the answer’s correctness. To maintain a uniform presentation
for all queries, membership queries over keys x returns a record (x,D(x)) if x ∈ [D] and
an empty set otherwise. Range queries over keys are simply simultaneous membership
queries for keys in some range [ax, bx]. For values, a membership with input value y,
requires an answer which is a set of records L = D−1(y) that contains all records whose
values are y; a range query over values, given a range [ay, by], work exactly like range
queries over keys. Finally, for queries over records, a membership query takes a record
(x, y) and returns the record is in D and ∅ otherwise, while a range query with range
R = [ax, bx]× [ay, by] expects the set of records L = {(xi, yi)} = D ∩R.
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The ZK-EEDB construction can be instantiated with any known trapdoor mercurial
commitments, such as the number theoretic constructions from [153, 48]. Besides these,
we give a new construction of trapdoor mercurial commitments based on the Short Integer
Solution problem. This construction is inspired by the original trapdoor mercurial com-
mitment by Micali et al. [153] and not implied by the generic construction by Catalano et
al. [45]. With this, we obtain the first quantum-resistant trapdoor mercurial commitment
scheme.

Organization of the Chapter. In Section 6.2, we review the literature on privacy-
preserving databases. Next, we revisit important definitions of (trapdoor) mercurial
commitments and zero-knowledge elementary databases in Section 6.3. Following that,
in Section 6.4, we introduce the formal definitions of ZK-EEDB and next, in Section 6.5,
present the main result of the chapter: a generic construction of ZK-EEDB from mercu-
rial commitments. Finally, in Section 6.6, we describe a lattice-based trapdoor mercurial
commitment scheme and when combined with the generic constructions, yield a quantum-
resistant instantiation of the ZK-EEDB, ZK-EDB and ZKS schemes.

6.2 Previous Work

Zero-knowledge range queries for databases, in the two-party setting, were studied by
Ostrovsky et al. [166], who constructed protocols for orthogonal d-dimensional range
queries for committed databases with d ≥ 1. With universal arguments from Barak and
Goldreich [14] or explicit-hash Merkle trees and random oracles, these can be augmented
to provide privacy. However, the protocols cannot hide the size of the database.

Size-hiding protocols stem from the pioneering work by Micali et al. [153]; Their
techniques were abstracted by Chase et al. [48, 49], who gave a size-hiding construction
of ZK-EDBs under general assumptions via a new primitive called mercurial commit-
ments. Following that, Catalano, Dodis and Visconti [45] simplified security definitions
for (trapdoor) mercurial commitments and showed how they can be derived from one-way
functions in the shared random string model.

Besides simplifying assumptions, some have tried to add capabilities to ZK-EDB pro-
tocols. Liskov [144] augmented ZK-EDB and considered how to update zero-knowledge
databases in the random oracle model. A slightly different notion to ZKS, statistically
hiding sets, were proposed by Prabhakaran and Xue [181] to allow for more efficient con-
structions. Some work was also done to reduce the size of proofs in ZK-EDB, Catalano,
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Fiore and Messina [47] introduced a technique to compress proofs of membership in ZK-
EDB. Libert and Yung [139] extended their idea and compressed proofs of both mem-
bership and non-membership. Both works relied on non-standard assumptions, which
Catalano and Fiore [46] managed to remove, yielding a more efficient ZK-EDB protocol
under more standard assumptions.

Orthogonal to the previous works, there were studies into stronger security notions
in size-hiding database commitments. Gennaro and Micali [80] introduced the notion of
independent ZK-EDB, which prevents adversaries from correlating their own committed
database with those belonging to honest committers. Chase and Visconti proposed zero-
knowledge protocols with a stronger notion of simulation-based security, but sacrifices
non-interactivity in the database commitment phase.

While the constructions above all pertain to EDBs, we mention two work that consider
slightly different objects. Ghosh, Ohrimenko and Tammasia [89] formalized a new notion
of zero-knowledge lists (ZKL). It allows the prover to commit to a list and prove the order
in which elements appear within. They gave a construction in the random oracle model in
the same work. Goyal et al. [96] described black-box constructions of size-hiding database
commitments that supports more general queries. However, their objective is orthogonal
to this work as they use the “MPC-in-the-head” technique from Ishai et al. [109] which
requires interaction.

Last but not least, we briefly mention the literature on authenticated data struc-
tures [162, 197, 168, 167, 163, 88]. These explore a different problem as they are in a
three-party setting, with an honest database owner, faithfully committing to a database
but proofs that are generated by an untrusted server. Our setting combines these two
parties into a single untrusted database committer. While the three-party setting suits
some applications, such as certificate revocation with a trusted revocation authority, it
is not universally applicable. One area where the two-party setting is more suitable is in
pricing databases, where it is desirable to rule out price discrimination from the database
owner. Thus, we focus on the two-party setting which gives greater security while being
harder and generally resulting in less efficient schemes.

6.3 Preliminaries

6.3.1 Trapdoor Mercurial Commitments

First introduced by Chase et al. [48], (trapdoor) mercurial commitments were used to
abstract the construction of zero-knowledge sets (ZKS) and zero-knowledge elementary
databases (ZK-EDB) proposed by Micali, Rabin and Kilian [153]. It captures the proper-
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ties of the ad-hoc discrete logarithm-based commitment scheme used by Micali et al. [153].
Catalano, Dodis and Visconti [45] refined and strengthened the definitions and security
notions of the primitive. A generic construction from one-way functions of trapdoor
mercurial commitments (TMC) was shown in the shared random string model.

As mentioned earlier, mercurial commitments come in one of two modes: hard com-
mitments work like standard commitments while soft commitments are dummy commit-
ments that do not commit to any message in particular. Not only that, openings for
mercurial commitments come in two flavours as well, also called hard and soft. Hard
openings function exactly like regular openings for hard commitments. Soft openings, on
the other hand, tease that a commitment will hard open only to M if it can be hard
opened at all.

Trapdoor mercurial commitments additionally come with a trapdoor for the commit-
ment key that allows fake commitments to be generated and passed of as hard commit-
ments to any desired message. As defined by Catalano et al. [45], trapdoor mercurial com-
mitments consists of the following ten algorithms, TMSetup, HCommit, HOpen, HVerify,
SCommit, SOpen, SVerify, MFake, HEquivocate and SEquivocate.

– (mpk,msk) ← TMSetup(1λ): Take a security parameter λ as input and output a
public mercurial commitment key mpk and secret mercurial trapdoor msk.

– C ← HCommit(mpk,M ;R): Take a commitment key mpk, message M and ran-
domness R as inputs and output a hard commitment C for M .

– π ← HOpen(mpk,M ;R): Take a commitment key mpk, message M and random-
ness R as inputs and output a hard-opening π for C = HCommit(mpk,M ;R) of
M .

– HVerify(mpk,M,C, π): Take a commitment key mpk, message M , commitment
C and hard-opening π as inputs and accept if π proves that C is a valid hard
commitment to M and reject otherwise.

– C ← SCommit(mpk;R): Take a commitment key mpk and randomness R as inputs
and output a soft commitment C to no particular message.

– τ ← SOpen(mpk,M, flag;R): Take a commitment key mpk, message M , flag flag

and randomness R as input and output τ according to the following:

� if flag = H, then C = HCommit(mpk,M ;R) and output the soft-opening τ of
C to M .
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� Otherwise, flag = S and τ is a soft-opening of the soft commitment C =

SCommit(mpk;R) to message M .

– SVerify(mpk,M,C, τ): Take a commitment key mpk, message M , commitment C
and soft-opening τ and accept if it is possible for C to be hard opened to M and
reject otherwise.

– C ← MFake(mpk;R): Take a commitment key mpk and randomness R as inputs
and output a “fake” commitment C not tied to any particular message.

– π ← HEquivocate(msk,M ;R): Take a secret trapdoor msk, message M and ran-
domness R and output a valid hard-opening π (hard-fake) of the fake commitment
C = MFake(msk;R) to M .

– τ ← SEquivocate(msk,M ;R): Take a secret trapdoor msk, message M and ran-
domness R and output a valid soft-opening τ (soft-fake) of the fake commitment
C = MFake(msk;R) to M .

When a trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme has soft-openings τ of some hard-
commitment C consisting of a proper part of its hard-opening π, we call it a proper
trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme.

To achieve the results in the later sections, we introduce three new algorithms,
Explain,EVerify,FakeExplain. These algorithms are used to reveal and verify that some
commitment was committed in the soft mode and allow fake commitments from MFake

to be explained as soft commitments.

– Explain(mpk;R): Take a commitment key mpk and randomness R and output R
that is used to compute C = SCommit(mpk;R).

– EVerify(mpk,C,R): Take a commitment key mpk, commitment C and randomness
R as inputs, accept if C = SCommit(mpk;R) and reject otherwise.

– FakeExplain(msk;R): Take a secret trapdoor msk and randomness R such that
C = MFake(mpk;R) and output randomness R′ such that C passes off as a soft
commitment, i.e. C = SCommit(mpk;R′).

The general construction of trapdoor mercurial commitments from trapdoor commit-
ments for bit messages and Σ-protocols of Catalano et al. [45, Section 5] can be easily
modified to support the algorithms mentioned above. Therefore, these algorithms are
realizable in all known constructions of trapdoor mercurial commitments from standard
assumptions, such as the discrete logarithm, factoring and RSA assumptions.
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TMC schemes are correct if for allmpk ← TMSetup(1λ), the following conditions hold

– Hard commitments: For all possible messages M and randomness R, let C ←
HCommit(mpk,M ;R). Then,

1. for all soft-openings τ ← SOpen(mpk,M,H;R), the soft verification algorithm
SVerify(mpk,M,C, τ) accepts with overwhelming probability.

2. for all hard-openings π ← HOpen(mpk,M ;R), the hard verification algorithm
HVerify(mpk,M,C, π) accepts with overwhelming probability.

– Soft commitments: For all randomness R, let C ← SCommit(mpk;R). Then, for all
possible messages M and τ ← SOpen(mpk,M,S;R), SVerify(mpk,M,C, τ) accepts
with overwhelming probability.

– Equivocations: For all randomness R, let C ← MFake(mpk;R). Then, for all
possible message M , the three conditions below are satisfied with high probability:

1. If π ← HEquivocate(msk,M ;R), then HVerify(mpk,M,C, π) accepts.

2. If τ ← SEquivocate(msk,M ;R), then SVerify(mpk,M,C, τ) accepts.

3. If R′ ← FakeExplain(msk;R), then C = SCommit(mpk;R′).

Trapdoor mercurial commitment schemes have three security properties, mercurial-
hiding, mercurial-binding and equivocation. The first two are slightly modified from the
hiding and binding notions of regular commitment schemes to accommodate the two
modes of commitments and two types of openings.

– Mercurial-hiding: No PPT adversary A, given mpk, can find a message M in the
message space where he can distinguish between a tuple containing the message
M , a hard commitment and its soft opening to M , (M,HCommit(mpk,M ;RH),
SOpen(mpk,M,H;RH)), from another tuple with the same message, a soft commit-
ment and an opening of it to M , (M, SCommit(mpk;RS), SOpen(mpk,M,S;RS)),
for some randomness RH , RS .

– Mercurial-binding: No PPT adversary A, given mpk, can find a commitment C
such that

1. he can find two messages and corresponding hard-openings M,π,M ′, π′ with
π a valid hard-opening of C to M and π′ a valid hard-opening of C to M ′,
where M 6= M ′.
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2. he can find a message and a soft-opening and another message with a hard-
opening M, τ,M ′, π′ with τ a valid soft-opening of C to M and π′ a valid
hard-opening of C to M ′, where M 6= M ′.

Besides the hiding and binding properties, trapdoor mercurial commitments have
to satisfy an equivocation property. Equivocation of trapdoor mercurial commitments
was formalized by Catalano et al. [45] and consists of three conditions, HH, HS and SS
equivocations. Fake commitments from MFake can be equivocated in both hard and soft
ways and so it should be infeasible for any adversary to identify if they are given a fake
commitment and some equivocation or a real hard or soft commitment and an opening,
even if the trapdoor is revealed to the adversary.

With the explanation algorithms that we introduce, we require a fourth condition
for equivocation, called Soft-Explain (SE for short) equivocation. This requires that an
adversary be unable to identify if he is given a real soft commitment and its explanation
or a fake commitment with a fake explanation that it is a soft commitment, even if the
trapdoor is known to the adversary.

The four conditions for the equivocation property of trapdoor mercurial commitments
are each defined by a pair of real and ideal games. No PPT adversary A can identify
which game he is playing, even when the trapdoor msk is given at the start of each real
or ideal game. We use R to denote a set of randomness sampled from the appropriate
distribution in each game.

– HH Equivocation: In the real game, A chooses a valid message M and receives
(M,HCommit(mpk,M ;R),HOpen(mpk,M ;R)). In the ideal game, A chooses a
message M in the message space and receives a fake commitment with a hard
equivocation (M,MFake(mpk;R),HEquivocate(mpk,M ;R)) instead.

– HS Equivocation: In the real game, A chooses a valid message M and receives
(M,HCommit(mpk,M ;R),SOpen(mpk,M,H;R)). In the ideal game, A chooses
a message M in the message space and receives a fake commitment with a soft
equivocation (M,MFake(mpk;R),SEquivocate(mpk,M ;R)) instead.

– SS Equivocation: In the real game, A chooses a valid message M and receives
(M,SCommit(mpk;R), SOpen(mpk,M,H;R)). In the ideal game, A chooses a mes-
sage M in the message space and receives a fake commitment with a soft equivoca-
tion (M,MFake(mpk;R),SEquivocate(mpk,M ;R)) instead.

– SE Equivocation: In the real game, A gets a soft commitment C = SCommit(mpk;R)

and its randomness R = Explain(mpk;R). In the ideal game, A gets a fake com-
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mitment C = MFake(mpk;R) and a fake explanation R′ = FakeExplain(msk;R) of
C as a soft commitment.

Just as equivocation implies the hiding property in trapdoor commitment schemes,
Catalano et al. [45] noted that HS and SS equivocations together imply mercurial-hiding.
Furthermore, for proper trapdoor mercurial commitments, the HH equivocation condition
implies that the HS equivocation condition is satisfied. Thus, it is sufficient to verify the
HH and SS equivocation conditions and mercurial-binding for the security of any trapdoor
mercurial commitment scheme that is proper.

6.3.2 Binary Trees and Zero-Knowledge Elementary
Databases

Binary trees play a huge role in constructing zero-knowledge elementary databases through
the use of Merkle trees [151]. We review some important notation and definitions for
binary trees and then introduce the formal definitions and elements of the generic con-
struction of zero-knowledge elementary databases from trapdoor mercurial commitments
by Chase et al. [48].

Notation for Binary Trees. Denoting a full and complete binary tree of height ` with
T`, we index its nodes with binary strings of length up to `, according to their depth in T`.
In particular, each leaf is indexed by an `-bit string which is the binary representation of
an integer in the interval [0, 2`) and the root corresponds to the empty string ε. We use
x to mean either the binary string or integer representation of the index of a leaf, based
on the context. Every node x ∈ T` defines a subset of leaves, denoted with Sx, that lies
in the full and complete subtree rooted at x.

Definition 6.3.1. A directed Steiner tree of a set of leaves R, denoted with ST (R), is
the minimal subtree of T` that connects every leaf in R. The set of depth-j nodes, for j
from ` to 0, in ST (R) is denoted with ST (R)j.

The Steiner tree was exploited by Naor, Naor and Lotspiech [161] in the complete
subtree algorithm for revoking users in broadcast encryption. They used it to partition
the set of leaves of a full and complete binary tree, which correspond to users in their
setting, into two sets. The first is the set of revoked users, R, and the other contains all
remaining users whose decryption rights are maintained.

We recall the notion of canonical coverings from Ghosh et al. [90], who used it to
achieve zero-knowledge range queries in the three-party setting.
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Figure 6.1: Steiner Tree of [1, 3]

Definition 6.3.2. The canonical covering of some interval [a, b], denoted by P[a,b], is the
unique minimal set of nodes of T` such that

1. each node in [a, b] is a descendant of some node in P[a,b] and

2. for every node x ∈ P[a,b], the leaves of Sx lie entirely within [a, b].

For some set of leaves R, let R =
⋃m
i=1[ai, bi], where m is the smallest number of

intervals that R can be partitioned into. Then, the canonical covering of R in T` is
PR =

⋃m
i=1 P[ai,bi].

Naor et al. [161] proved that for R which is a set of leaves, the size of the canonical
covering of every leaf of T` except those in R is related to the size of R.

Lemma 6.3.3 ([161, Theorem 2]). For a set of leaves in T`, R, the size of the canonical
covering of the leaves not in R, [0, 2`)\R, is at most |R| log(2`/|R|).

Figure 6.1 shows an example of a Steiner tree for a tree of 23 = 8 leaves. The nodes
in black form the Steiner tree for the interval [1, 3] and the diamond nodes make up the
canonical covering of the remaining nodes [0, 8)\[1, 3].

6.3.3 Zero-Knowledge Elementary Databases

First proposed by Micali et al. [153], zero-knowledge elementary databases lets a database
owner secretly commit to an elementary database D = {(x,D(x)) ∈ [0, 2`) × [0, 2`)}
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and then non-interactively prove correctness of membership queries in zero-knowledge.
Membership queries on D take a key x as input and expect an answer D(x) ∈ [0, 2`)∪{⊥},
which is the value of the key in D. We note that Micali et al. [153] also defined a primitive
called zero-knowledge sets, which is a specialization of ZK-EDB where D(x) = 1 if x ∈ [D].
Zero-knowledge elementary databases formally comprise of four algorithms Init, ComDB,
ProveQ and VerifyQ.

Let D = {(x,D(x))} be the elementary database that will be committed by the scheme.

– (crs, tk)← Init(1λ): Take a security parameter λ as input, then generate and output
a common reference string (CRS) crs and trapdoor information tk.

– (com,∆) ← ComDB(crs,D): Take the CRS crs and a database D as inputs and
output a digest of D, com, and decommitment information ∆.

– Πx ← ProveQ(crs, (com,∆), x): Take the CRS crs, database digest and decommit-
ment information (com,∆) and key x as inputs and output a proof Πx of either
x ∈ D or x 6∈ D.

– y ← VerifyQ(crs, com, x,Πx): Taking the CRS crs, database digest com, key x and
proof Πx as inputs, outputs y where

y =


D(x), if x ∈ [D];

⊥, if x 6∈ [D];

bad, if the prover is believed to have cheated.

Security. ZK-EDB has three properties for security, namely completeness, soundness
and zero-knowledge. For completeness to be satisfied, VerifyQ must accept all honestly
generated proofs. Soundness require provers be unable to produce a key x and two valid
proofs Πx and Π′x such that VerifyQ outputs different values on them. Finally, the zero-
knowledge property mandates that any proof Πx from ProveQ only reveal the value D(x)

and nothing else about D.
Formally, we have

– Completeness: For all databases D and for all keys x, it holds that

Pr[crs← Init(11n); (com,∆)← ComDB(crs,D);

Πx ← ProveQ(crs,D, (com,∆), x);

VerifyQ(crs, com, x,Πx) = D(x)] = 1− negl(λ).
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– Soundness: For all keys x and for any PPT algorithm P′,

Pr[crs← Init(11n); (com, x,Πx,Π
′
x)← P′(crs);(

VerifyQ(crs, com, x,Πx) = y 6= bad
)

∧
(
VerifyQ(crs, com, x,Π′x) = y′ 6= bad

)
∧ (y 6= y′)] = 1− negl(λ).

– Zero-Knowledge: For any PPT adversary A and efficiently computable database D,
there exists an efficient simulator for ZK-EDB
Sim = (SInit,SCom,SProveQD) such that the results of the following two experi-
ments are indistinguishable:

Real experiment :

1. Let crs← Init(11n), (com,∆)← ComDB(crs,D) and initialize s0 = Π0 = ε.

2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (xi, si) ← A(crs, com,Π0, . . . ,Πi−1, si−10) and A gets a real
proof Πi = ProveQ(crs,D, (com,∆), xi).

The experiment outputs (crs, x1,Π1, . . . , xn,Πn).

Ideal experiment :

1. Let (crs′, st0)← SInit(11n), (com′, st1)← SCom(st0) and set s0 = Π′0 = ε.

2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (xi, si) ← A(crs′, com′,Π′0, . . . ,Π
′
i−1, si−1) and A gets a simu-

lated proof Π′i ← SProveQD(crs′, st1, xi).

The experiment outputs (crs′, x1,Π
′
1, . . . , xn,Π

′
n).

SProveQD is an oracle that is allowed to invoke a database oracle D and obtain values
D(x) for any key x chosen by the adversary A.

Chase et al. [48, 49] presented a generic construction of a ZK-EDB from trapdoor
mercurial commitments. We describe four algorithms, adapted from that construction, for
Merkle trees built from (trapdoor) mercurial commitment schemes BuildTree, HOpenPath,
SOpenPath and VerifyPath assuming that a public commitment key crs from TMSetup,
which is called a common reference string (CRS) in the literature.

The key idea of the construction is committing to the database D with a Merkle tree
using (trapdoor) mercurial commitments. Each leaf in the Merkle tree is associated with
a key x and if x ∈ [D], then the value at leaf x is a commitment to the value D(x). Then,
we obtain the root of the Merkle tree by creating hard-commitments for every node on
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the Steiner tree ST ([D]) induced by the database’s keys; soft commitments are generated
for the canonical covering of [0, 2`)\[D], completing the Merkle tree.

Then, a membership proof for some key x is a hard authentication path from the leaf x
to the root ε, which we define as a set of hard openings for the values, Ci, to their messages
D(x) or (Ci0, Ci1) at the nodes with indices i ∈ {x, x|`−1, . . . , x|1, ε}. Non-membership
proofs for key x are soft authentication paths from leaf x to the root ε. These are similar
to hard authentication paths except the openings are soft instead of hard and the value
at the leaf Cx is soft opened to ⊥. We use Πx to denote the (hard or soft) authentication
path for a leaf x.

– (com,∆) ← BuildTree(crs,D): Take the CRS crs and database D as input and
build a Merkle tree of height `,MT`, as follows:

1. View each key x ∈ [D] as a leaf in MT` and compute the value at leaf x,
Cx ← HCommit(crs,D(x);Rx). For every other leaf j ∈ MT`, if j′ ∈ [D],
compute Cj ← SCommit(crs;Rj) and set Cj = nil otherwise.

2. At depth i of MT`, from ` − 1 to 0, define Cρ where ρ is a length-i binary
string as follows:

a. If Cρ0 6= nil and Cρ1 6= nil, compute Cρ ← HCommit(crs, (Cρ0, Cρ1);Rρ),
the value at node ρ.

b. If Cρ was computed in the previous step but Cρ′ was not, compute Cρ′ ←
SCommit(crs;Rρ′).

c. For all remaining ρ, set Cρ = nil.

3. Following Step 2, if Cε = nil, implying that D = ∅, then compute Cε ←
SCommit(crs;Rε).

Output com = Cε and ∆ = {Rj}, which is made up of all the randomness used in
the algorithm.

– Πz ← HOpenPath(crs, (com,∆), z): Take the CRS crs, database digest com with
decommitment information ∆ for some database D and a key z ∈ [D], Proceed to
hard open the values at the nodes z|` = z, z|`−1, . . . , z|1, z|0 = ε as follows:

1. Compute the hard opening of Cz, πz ← HOpen(crs,D(z);Rz).

2. At depth j of MT`, from ` − 1 to 0, compute the hard opening for Cz|j to
(Cz|j0, Cz|j1), πz|j ← HOpen(crs, (Cz|j0, Cz|j1);Rz|j ).

Output Πz = (D(z), {Cz|j , C(z|j)′}1≤j≤`, {πz|j}0≤j≤`).
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– Πz ← SOpenPath(crs, (com,∆), z): Take the CRS crs, database digest com with
decommitment information ∆ for a database D and a key z ∈ D as inputs, let h be
the largest value such that Cz|h 6= nil.

1. If h 6= `, then Cz = nil and we fill out the path from ε to z,

a. Compute soft commitments for leaf z, Cz ← SCommit(crs;Rz), and its
sibling z′, Cz′ ← SCommit(crs;Rz′).

b. At depth j of MT`, from ` − 1 to h + 1, compute soft commitments for
z|j , Cz|j ← SCommit(crs;Rz|j ) and (z|j)′, C(z|j)′ ← SCommit(crs;R(z|j)′).

2. Otherwise, Cz = SCommit(crs;Rz) and we move on.

3. Compute the soft authentication path from z to ε ofMT`.

a. Compute τz ← SOpen(crs,⊥, S;Rz).

b. At depth j of MT`, from ` − 1 to h + 1, compute soft openings τz|j ←
SOpen(crs, (Cz|j0, Cz|j1),S;Rz|j ).

c. At depth j of MT`, from j from h to 1, compute soft openings τz|h ←
SOpen(crs, (Cz|h0, Cz|h1),H;Rz|h).

d. If D = ∅, compute τε ← SOpen(crs, (Cz|0 , Cz|1), S;Rε). Otherwise, com-
pute τε ← SOpen(crs, (Cz|0 , Cz|1),H;Rε).

Output Πz = (⊥, {Cz|j , C(z|j)′}1≤j≤`, {τz|j}0≤j≤`). Also, add to ∆ any randomness
used if the soft authentication path from z to ε was generated during the algorithm.

– ans ← VerifyPath(crs, com, z,Πz): Take the CRS crs, database digest com, a key
z with proof Πz as inputs and check the proof which has two possible forms:

� D(z) 6=⊥: Πz = (D(z), {Cz|j , C(z|j)′}1≤j≤`, {πz|j}0≤j≤`).

1. Run HVerify(crs,D(z), Cz, πz), to check Cz hard opens to D(z) 6=⊥ and
output ans = bad if it rejects.

2. For j from ` − 1 to 0, verify that Cz|j hard opens to (Cz|j0, Cz|j1) with
HVerify(crs, (Cz|j0, Czj1), πz|j ) and output ans = bad if any of them reject.

If none of the verifications rejected, output ans = D(z).

� D(z) =⊥: Πz = (⊥, τz, {Cz|j , C(z|j)′}1≤j≤`, {τz|j}0≤j≤`).

1. Run SVerify(crs,⊥, Cz, τz) verifying that Cz soft opens to ⊥ and output
ans = bad if it rejects.

2. For j from ` − 1 to 0, check if Cz|j soft opens to (Cz|j0, Cz|j1) with
SVerify(crs, (Cz|j0, Czj1), τz|j ) and output ans = bad if any of them re-
ject.
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If none of the verifications rejected, output ans =⊥.

BuildTree and VerifyPath are exactly ComDB and VerifyQ respectively. The other two
algorithms, HOpenPath and SOpenPath, are used as sub-algorithms of ProveQ to compute
proofs of membership and non-membership respectively.

6.4 Zero-Knowledge Expressive Elementary
Databases

In this section, we introduce a new cryptographic primitive called zero-knowledge ex-
pressive elementary databases (ZK-EEDB). This protocol allows owners of elementary
databases (EDBs) D to secretly commit them in public digests and then use these di-
gests to efficiently answer certain queries on D in zero-knowledge. EDBs D are sets of
records, key-value pairs (x,D(x)) ∈ [0, 2`)×[0, 2`), and queries that ZK-EEDB can answer
efficiently include membership and range queries over keys and values.

ZK-EEDB expands the types of query that can be handled by size-hiding zero-
knowledge databases, from membership over keys considered by Micali et al. [153], to
range queries over records of D. This particular query generalizes range queries over both
keys and values. We introduce, with ZK-EEDB, an efficient method to compute proofs
of correctness for range queries over values of D in zero-knowledge.

A membership query over values of D returns the set D−1(y) = {x | x ∈ [D],D(x) = y},
for some given value y. Range queries over values are simply batches of membership
queries over a given range [ay, by]. From the techniques used to answer range queries over
values, we obtain the ability to answer and prove correctness of range queries over records
efficiently for any super-polynomial range of keys.

Below, we introduce some new notation for values of an EDB D and query types that
are considered in ZK-EEDB. Then, we formally define ZK-EEDB and describe its security
properties.

The Database of Values, D−1. In addition to queries over keys of an EDB D, ZK-
EEDB considers queries over its values as well. To efficiently generate proofs of correctness
for answers on values of D, we introduce a different representation of D, called D−1, that
enables efficient queries over values. It can be seen as a “reversed directory”, D−1 is de-
fined as the set {(y,D−1(y)) | y ∈ [0, 2`)}, where D−1(y) is the set of keys x ∈ [D] whose
assigned value in D is y, i.e., D(x) = y. The key-space of D−1 therefore corresponds to
the value-space of D. Notations defined for D are extended to D−1. [D−1] is the set of
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keys of D−1 and it is the set of values y where there exists at least one key x such that
the record (x, y) ∈ D. For y ∈ [0, 2`), y ∈ [D−1] means that D−1(y) 6= ∅.

Queries of ZK-EEDB. Here, we introduce the one query supported by ZK-EEDB that
actually captures six different queries including itself. The answer to any query will be
accompanied by a zero-knowledge proof of correctness.

The single query that we consider is the range query over records, which take a two-
dimensional rangeR = [ax, bx]×[ay, by] and returns all records (x, y) such that x ∈ [ax, bx]

and y ∈ [ay, by]. From this, we get membership and range queries over the database’s
keys, values and records as follows:

1. Membership query over keys: With an input range of the form R = [x, x]× [0, 2`),
we have a query which seeks the record (x,D(x)) for some D(x) ∈ [0, 2`).

2. Membership query over values: With an input range of the form R = [0, 2`)× [y, y],
we have a query which seeks the set L = D−1(y).

3. Membership query over records: Combining the two previous query, with an input
range of the form R = [x, x]× [y, y], we have a query which seeks the record (x, y),
whether it is in D or not.

4. Range query over keys: With an input range R = [ax, bx]× [0, 2`), we have a query
which seeks the set of records L, such that (x,D(x)) ∈ L if and only if x ∈ [ax, bx].

5. Range query over values: With an input range R = [0, 2`) × [ay, by], we have a
query which seeks the set of records L, such that (x,D(x)) ∈ L if and only if
D(x) ∈ [ay, by].

6. Range query over records: With an input range R = [ax, bx] × [ay, by], we have
a query which seeks the set of records L, where (x, y) ∈ L if and only if x ∈
[ax, bx] and y ∈ [ay, by].

There is a subtle issue when we adapt the range query over records to queries over
keys and values. Specifically, in these cases, the input range R are allowed to be exponen-
tially large, encompassing the entire key- or value-space. Also, membership query over
keys in ZK-EEDB does not return ⊥ if the queried key is not in D. Instead, an empty
set is returned so that the answer is in line with the definition of range queries over records.
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Formal Definition. ZK-EEDB consists of four algorithms, Init, ComDB, ProveRQ and
VerifyRQ. These are the initialization, database commitment, range proof generation and
verification algorithms respectively.

– (crs, tk) ← Init(1λ): Take a security parameter λ as input and output a common
reference string (CRS) crs and trapdoor key tk.

– (com,∆) ← ComDB(crs,D): Take a CRS crs and EDB D as input and output a
commitment com and decommitment information ∆.

– ΠR ← ProveRQ(crs, (com,∆),R): Take as input a CRS crs, EDB digest and de-
commitment information (com,∆) and range R and output a proof of correctness
ΠR of the range query with input range R ⊂ [0, 2`)× [0, 2`).

– L ← VerifyRQ(crs, com,R,ΠR): Take a CRS crs, database digest com, range R ⊂
[0, 2`)× [0, 2`) and supposed proof ΠR and output

L =

 D ∩R, if the proof is valid;

bad, if the proof is determined to be invalid.

The security properties of ZK-EEDB are largely similar to standard ZK-EDB proto-
cols, completeness, soundness and zero-knowledge. Although they share the same names,
their definitions in ZK-EEDB are modified to suit the larger number of query types sup-
ported. Correctness and zero-knowledge for ZK-EEDB correspond at a high level with
their counterparts in ZK-EDB.

Correctness requires that honestly and correctly computed proofs, for any input range
R, satisfy the verification algorithm with overwhelming probability. Zero-knowledge man-
dates the existence of an efficient simulator that, with only oracle access to the database,
outputs proofs for queries that are indistinguishable from proofs computed by a real
prover with the real database.

Soundness demands that contradictory statements about the committed database
cannot be proven by adversaries execpt with negligible probability. Informally, for ZK-
EEDB, it means that no PPT adversary can find two ranges R and R′ and corresponding
proof Π and Π′ such that there exists a record (x, y) in the intersection of the ranges that
is only in the answer of one of the two queries and not both.

Formally, the properties are defined as follows:

– Completeness: For all EDBs D and keys x,
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Pr[crs Init(1λ); (com,∆) ComDB(crs,D);

ΠR ProveRQ(crs, (com,∆),R);

VerifyRQ(crs, com,R,ΠR) 6= bad] = 1− negl(λ),

– Soundness: For all PPT algorithm P′,

Pr[crs Init(1λ); (com,R,Π),R′,Π′) P′(crs);(
VerifyRQ(crs, com,R,Π) = L 6= bad

)
∧
(
VerifyRQ(crs, com,R′,Π′) = L′ 6= bad

)
∧ (∃(x, y) ∈ R ∩R′ s.t. ((x, y) ∈ L) ∧ ((x, y) 6∈ L′)] ≤ negl(λ),

– Zero-Knowledge: For any PPT adversary A and efficiently computable database D,
there exists an efficient simulator, which is made up of three algorithms (SInit, SCom,
SProveQD) such that outputs of the following two experiments are indistinguishable:

Real experiment :

1. Let crs← Init(1λ), (com,∆) ComDB(crs,D) and set s0 = Π0 = ε.

2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the adversary A chooses a query Ri and update its state to si,
(Ri, si) ← A(crs, com,Π0, . . . ,Πi−1, si−1) and gets a real proof of the query
Πi = ProveRQ(crs, (com,∆),Ri).

The experiment outputs (crs,R1,Π1, . . . ,Rn,Πn).

Ideal experiment :

1. Let (crs′, st0) SInit(1λ), (com′, st1) SCom(st0) and set s0 = Π′0 = ε.

2. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the adversary A chooses a query Ri and update its state
to si (Ri, si) ← A(crs′, com′,Π′0, . . . ,Π

′
i−1, si−1) and gets a simulated proof

Π′i ← SProveRQD(crs′, st1,Ri).

The experiment outputs (crs′,R1,Π
′
1, . . . ,Rn,Π

′
n).

In the ideal experiment, SProveQD is allowed to call the database oracle D and receive
the set of records D ∩R for any range R = [ax, bx]× [ay, by] queried by A.

6.5 Generic Construction from Trapdoor
Mercurial Commitments

In this section, we work towards the generic construction of ZK-EEDB from trapdoor
mercurial commitments. First, we describe how to prove range queries over keys of D
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with the ZK-EDB construction by Chase et al. [48] and the new explanation algorithms
which we introduce. Then, we present our technique to enable efficient queries over values.
Finally, we combine everything into a construction of ZK-EEDB.

6.5.1 Range Queries over Keys with ZK-EDB

Recall that a ZK-EDB scheme, Z, commits to an EDB via a Merkle tree with some
trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme TMC with thirteen algorithms, TMSetup for
setup, hard commitment algorithms, HCommit, HOpen and HVerify, soft commitment
algorithms, SCommit, SOpen, SVerify, fake commitment algorithms, MFake, HEquivocate,
SEquivocate and the newly introduced explanation algorithms, Explain, EVerify, FakeExplain.
Let (com,∆) ← Z.ComDB(crs,D) be the digest and decommitment information of an
EDB D for some common reference string crs from Z.Init(1λ). Proofs of membership of
a key x is done by computing the hard authentication path from the leaf x of the Merkle
tree to the root.

Optimized Proof of Membership for a Set of Leaves. Before going into range
queries, we show how the Steiner tree can be adapted to generate a proof of membership
for a subset of leaves, S with the complete subtree method by Naor et al. [161]. Naively,
we can prove membership for a subset of leaves by returning the hard authentication path
for each leaf in S individually. However, doing this results in some redundancy; internal
nodes that are at lower depths would be opened many times since most authentication
paths would pass through them.

Since the Steiner tree of S is the minimal subtree that connects every leaf in S, the
optimal method is to compute hard openings of every node in ST (S) to their committed
messages. We define the authentication Steiner tree of S, ΠST (S) as the set of hard
openings for every node in ST (S). It is easy to see that the hard authentication path of
every leaf x ∈ S, Πx is contained within ΠST (S). However, the size of the authentication
Steiner tree is O(|S| · `) which is asymptotically the same as a naive proof.

Verification of the authentication Steiner tree ΠST (S) mirrors that of hard authentica-
tion paths: we simply check that the hard opening of each node in the Steiner tree ST (S)

is valid. These two procedures are formalized in the algorithms HOpenST and VerifyST

below.

– ΠST (S) ← HOpenST(crs, (com,∆),S): Take a CRS crs, ZK-EDB digest com and
decommitment information ∆ and set of keys S ⊂ [D] as input and output ΠST (S)

from the following:
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1. For every leaf x ∈ S, compute the hard opening of Cx to its EDB value D(x),
πx ← HOpen(crs,D(x);Rx).

2. At depth j, from ` − 1 to 0, and for every internal node z ∈ ST (S)j , com-
pute the hard opening of Cz to the values at its children (Cz0, Cz1), πz
HOpen(crs, (Cz0, Cz1);Rz).

Set ΠS = ({(x,D(x)), Cx, πx}x∈S , {Cz, Cz′ , πz}z∈ST (S)\S).

– L ← VerifyST(crs, com,S,ΠS): Take a CRS crs, EDB digest com, set of leaves S
and its supposed authentication Steiner tree ΠST (S) as input, do the following:

1. For every leaf x ∈ S, check the proof πx that Cx commits to D(x) with
HVerify(crs,D(x), Cx, πx) and continue if all verifications accept. Otherwise,
set and output L = bad.

2. At depth j, from ` − 1 to 0, and for every internal node z ∈ ST (R)j , run
HVerify(crs, (Cz0, Cz1), Cz, πz) to check that πz proves Cz commits to (Cz0, Cz1).
Continue if all verifications accept. Otherwise, set and output L = bad.

Set and output L = {(x,D(x))}x∈S if L 6= bad.

Proof of (Non-)Membership for an Interval. Let S = D∩ [a, b], the set of keys that
have an associated value in D that lie in the interval [a, b]. We prove that S = D ∩ [a, b]

with the authentication Steiner tree, ΠST (S), and a key observation: If an internal node
z′ is a soft commitment, then no leaf in the subtree Sz′ has a valid hard authentication
path and therefore cannot be in [D]. Building on the authentication Steiner tree for S,
which proves that the records (x,D(x)) ∈ S are in D, we use explanations, TMC.Explain,
to show that no leaves in [a, b]\S will ever be part of a membership proof. For any set
of leaves R, if ([D] ∩ [a, b])\R is the empty set, then the values at P[a,b]\R, the canonical
covering of [a, b]\R are either soft commitments or nil after the database is committed
in (com,∆)← Z.ComDB(crs,D).

Now, we elaborate on how the canonical covering, which we denote with P, of [a, b]\S
is incorporated with the Steiner tree ST (S). For every node z ∈ P, the value Cz is
explained as a soft commitment to prove that no leaf in [a, b]\S can be in a hard au-
thentication path. Most nodes z ∈ P have their sibling z′ in ST (S) which means that
we do not need to compute additional openings. However, there are two intervals that
may require more: Let S = {x1, . . . , xm}, then the canonical covering of the intervals
[a, x1− 1] and [xm + 1, b] might contain nodes y such that y′ 6∈ ST (S). If so, those nodes
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are shown to be properly connected to ST (S), and by extension the root of the Merkle
tree, with soft openings of their parents until some ancestor z ∈ ST (S).

From Theorem 6.3.3, we have at most |S| log(2`/|S|) explanations, which is a constant
factor larger than |ST (S)| = |S|`, and we add a constant number of soft openings to
complete the proof that there are no keys in [D] ∩ ([a, b]\S). Therefore, the complete
range proof has size O(|S|`), independent of the length of the input interval [a, b] and can
support exponential-sized inputs. We formalize the steps into two algorithms, OpenI and
VerifyI below.

– Π[a,b] ← OpenI(crs, (com,∆), [a, b]): If a = b, then compute the authentication
path with HOpenPath(crs, (com,∆), a) if a ∈ [D] or SOpenPath(crs, (com,∆), a)

otherwise. If a 6= b, do the following depending on S = [D] ∩ [a, b]:

� S = ∅: We show that the value at every node of the canonical covering of [a, b],
P, is a soft commitment. For each x ∈ P,

1. If Cx = nil, then generate soft commitments for node x and its sibling,
by running Cx ← SCommit(crs;Rx), Cx′ ← SCommit(crs;Rx′).

2. Compute Rx ← Explain(crs, Cx;Rx).

3. At depth i, from |x| − 1 to 0,

a. If Cx|i = nil, generate Cx|i ← SCommit(crs;Rx|i) and C(x|i)′ ←
SCommit(crs;R(x|i)′).

b. Compute τx|i ← SOpen(crs, (Cx|i0, Cx|i1);Rx|i).

Set ΠP = {Cx, Rx, {Cx|i0, Cx|i1, τx|i}0≤i<|x|}x∈P and ΠS = nil.

� S 6= ∅: Compute the authentication Steiner tree Π[a,b],S and explain that
the value at every node of the canonical covering of [a, b]\S, P, is a soft
commitment.

1. Compute ΠS ← HOpenST(crs, (com,∆),S).

2. For each x ∈ P,
a. If Cx = nil, then generate Cx ← SCommit(crs;Rx) and Cx′ ←

SCommit(crs;Rx′).

b. Compute Rx ← Explain(crs, Cx;Rx).

c. Let hx ≤ |x|−1 be the depth such that x|hx = z′ for some z ∈ ST (S).
Then, at depth i, from |x| − 1 to hx,

i. If Cx|i = nil, first generate Cx|i ← SCommit(crs;Rx|i) and C(x|i)′ ←
SCommit(crs;R(x|i)′).
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ii. Compute τx|i ← SOpen(crs, (Cx|i0, Cx|i1);Rx|i).

Set ΠP = {Cx, Rx, {Cx|i0, Cx|i1, τx|i0}}hx≤i<|x|}x∈P .

Set and output Π[a,b] = (ΠS ,ΠP) and add any randomness used in the algo-
rithm to ∆.

– L VerifyI(crs, com, [a, b],Π[a,b]): If a = b, then Π[a,b] = Πa and run y

VerifyPath(crs, com, a,Πa) then set L = (x, y) if y ∈ [0, 2`), L = ∅ if y =⊥ and
L = y if y = bad. Otherwise, [a, b] is not a singleton set and let Π[a,b] = (ΠS ,ΠP)

where S is the set of keys returned. Initialize L′ = ∅.

� ΠS = nil: Let ΠP = {Cx, Rx, {Cx|i0, Cx|i1, τx|i}0≤i<|x|}x∈P . For each x ∈ P,
the canonical covering of [a, b],

1. Run EVerify(crs, Cx, Rx) to verify that Cx is a soft commitment as claimed.
Set and output L = bad if it fails.

2. At depth i, from |x| − 1 to 0, verify that Cx|i commits to its children
with SVerify(crs, (Cx|i0, Cx|i1), Cx|i , τx|i) then set and output L = bad if it
rejects.

� ΠS 6= nil: Let ΠP = {Cx, Rx, {Cx|i0, Cx|i1, τx|i0}}hx≤i<|x|}x∈P .

1. Run L′ ← VerifyST(crs, com,S,ΠS).

2. For each x ∈ P, the canonical covering of [a, b]\S,
a. Run EVerify(crs, Cx, Rx) then set and output L = bad if any verifica-

tion fail.

b. At depth i, from |x| − 1 to hx as defined previously, check that Cx|i
soft-opens to its children with SVerify(crs, (Cx|i0, Cx|i1), Cx|i , τx|i) then
set and output L = bad if any verifications fail.

Return L = L′, if L 6= bad, (x, y).

6.5.2 The ZK-EEDB Construction

The ZK-EEDB construction exploits the standard representation of D = {(x,D(x))} as
a set of key-value pairs and the “reversed dictionary” D−1 = {(y,D−1(y))}, a set of pairs,
consisting of a value y and the set of keys D−1(y) whose value is y in D. While ZK-EDBs
compute their digests with a single Merkle tree, ZK-EEDB uses two such trees. The first
of height `, which we call the key tree, commits to the value D(x) at each leaf x ∈ [D] while
the other also of height ` and called the value tree, commits to a size-hiding digest comD−1

y

of the set D−1(y) at each leaf y ∈ [D−1]. Recall that D−1(y) = {x | (x, y) ∈ D}, D−1(y)
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is committed in comD−1
y

using a Merkle tree with a slightly different representation,
D−1
y = {(x, 1) | (x, y) ∈ D}. The leaves of the Merkle tree with root value comD−1

y
is a

hard commitment to 1, if and only if x ∈ D−1(y).
The second Merkle tree can be regarded as a digest of the “reversed database” D−1

com =

{(y, comD−1
y

) | D−1(y) 6= ∅}. For simplicity, we will refer to D−1
com as D−1 from here on.

This second Merkle tree is the key to achieve efficient queries over values and records. This
is because soft authentication paths in the second tree are efficient proofs of statements
that some value y does not appear in D, i.e., D−1(y) = ∅. For existing ZK-EDB schemes,
which use a single Merkle tree, such queries require exponential time to prove in zero-
knowledge as each key has to be individually proven to not be associated to y in D,
i.e. D(x) 6= y for all x ∈ [0, 2`). In contrast, with ZK-EEDB, such non-membership of
values are proven by simply revealing that the digest of D−1

y is a soft commitment and
does not commit to anything in particular. This is accomplished by explaining the soft
commitment stored at the leaf corresponding to y in the second Merkle tree and then
producing a soft authentication path from y to the root.

The introduction of a second Merkle tree that purportedly commits to the same
database adds some complication to the ZK-EEDB. In particular, we need to ensure that
both Merkle trees are consistent and commit to the same database. What we do is to
enforce consistency checks within every proof generated by ZK-EEDB. When some record
(x, y) is proven to be in D through the first Merkle tree, the same statement is proven
with the second Merkle tree, i.e, (x, 1) ∈ D−1

y and comD−1
y

is committed at leaf y of the
second Merkle tree. This stops malicious provers from proving contradictory statements
between the two Merkle trees since the committed database in both trees have to agree
at any record proven to be in D. Now, we describe the construction of ZK-EEDB, EZ,
from a trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme, TMC, starting with the initialization
and database commitment algorithms. Figure 6.2 illustrates the Merkle trees that will
be computed for an example database.

– (crs, tk)← EZ.Init(1λ): Output (crs, tk)← TMC.Setup(1λ).

– (com,∆)← EZ.ComDB(crs,D):

1. Create the key Merkle tree (comD,∆D)← BuildTree(crs,D).

2. For each y with D−1(y) 6= ∅, compute digests of D−1
y with (comD−1

y
,∆D−1

y
)←

BuildTree(crs,D−1
y ).

3. Create the value tree (comD−1 ,∆D−1)← BuildTree(crs,D−1).
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Output the digest com = (comD, comD−1) and decommitment information ∆ =

(∆D,∆D−1 , {comD−1
y
,∆D−1

y
}y∈[D−1]).

To prove range queries over records, we exploit the proof generation algorithms for
intervals OpenI and VerifyI. There are three cases to consider, if it is a range query
over keys, values or records, where the corresponding input range R is [ax, bx] × [0, 2`),
[0, 2`)× [ay, by] and [ax, bx]× [ay, by] respectively. We denote the answer set to the range
query with L.

If R = [ax, bx]× [0, 2`), we generate a proof for the interval [ax, bx] in the key Merkle
tree to prove that L = D∩ ([ax, bx]× [0, 2`)). Then, to show that the two Merkle trees are
consistent, we prove for every record (x, y) ∈ L that (x, 1) ∈ D−1

y in the digest comD−1
y
,

which is itself committed at leaf y of the value Merkle tree. In a similar fashion, for
R = [0, 2`) × [ay, by]), we generate a proof for the interval [ay, by] in the value Merkle
tree. For every leaf y ∈ [ay, by] with a hard commitment to comD−1

y
, we reveal the entire

Merkle tree that yields the digest comD−1
y
. Then, for consistency, we prove that every

record (x, y) ∈ L is correctly committed in the key Merkle tree.
Lastly, for R = [ax, bx] × [ay, by], we start with the value Merkle tree. For each

y ∈ [ay, by], we compute a hard (or soft) authentication path for comD−1
y

if D−1(y) 6= ∅
(or D−1(y) = ∅ respectively). Then, for each comD−1

y
, we generate a range proof for the

interval [ax, bx]. Finally, we prove that every record returned in L is correctly committed
in the key Merkle tree as well. Unlike when R = [ax, bx] × [0, 2`), we cannot use OpenI

on the value Merkle tree as it would reveal which values y ∈ [ay, by] have D−1(y) = ∅
and result in a proof that is not zero-knowledge. Therefore, we prove the contents of
D−1(y) ∩ [ax, bx] for every y ∈ [ay, by].

In the first two cases, the range query can support exponential-sized intervals for keys
and values, [ax, bx] and [ay, by] respectively. However, the range query over records can
only support exponential-sized [ax, bx] but polynomial-sized [ay, by]. Recall that (com =

(comD, comD−1),∆ = (∆D,∆D−1 , {comD−1
y
,∆D−1

y
}y∈[D−1])) from ComDB(crs,D).

– ΠR EZ.ProveRQ(crs, (com,∆),R):

R = [ax, bx]× [0, 2`):

1. Generate the proof for the non-empty database keys in [ax, bx] with the
key Merkle tree, ΠD ← OpenI(crs, (comD,∆), [ax, bx]).

2. Let L ← VerifyI(crs, comD, [ax, bx],ΠD).

� If L = ∅, set ΠD−1 = nil.

� Otherwise, for every (x, y) ∈ L, in the value Merkle tree:
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a. Generate the hard authentication path for (x, y) in comD−1
y

by run-
ning Πx,D−1

y
← HOpenPath(crs, (comD−1

y
,∆), x).

b. Generate the hard authentication path for (x, y) in comD−1 by run-
ning Πx,D−1 ← HOpenPath(crs, (comD−1 ,∆), y).

Set ΠD−1 = {Πx,D−1
y
,Πx,D−1}(x,y)∈L.

R = [0, 2`)× [ay, by]:

1. Generate the proof for [ay, by] in the value Merkle tree by running Π′D−1 ←
OpenI(crs, (comD−1 ,∆), [ay, by]).

2. Let L′ ← VerifyI(crs, comD−1 , [ay, by],Π
′
D−1)

� If L′ = ∅, set ΠD = nil and ΠD−1 = Π′D−1 .

� Otherwise, for each (y, comD−1
y

) ∈ L′, compute the interval proof
Πy ← OpenI(crs, (comD−1

y
,∆), [0, 2`)).

a. Let Ly ← VerifyI(crs, comD−1
y
, [0, 2`),Πy) and L =

⋃
y∈[ay ,by ] Ly.

b. In the key Merkle tree, compute the authentication Steiner tree
ΠD ← HOpenST(crs, (comD,∆), [L]).

Set ΠD−1 = (Π′D−1 , {Πy}y∈[L′]).

R = [ax, bx]× [ay, by]:

1. For each y ∈ [ay, by], in the value Merkle tree:

� If D−1
y = ∅:

a. Run ΠD−1
y
← SOpenPath(crs, (comD−1 ,∆), y) to obtain the soft au-

thentication path for leaf y of the value Merkle tree.

b. Let ΠD−1
y

= (⊥, {Cy|j , C(y|j)′}1≤j≤`, {τy|j}0≤j≤`) and denote a mod-
ified authentication path (removing the value ⊥ and proof that Cy
opens to ⊥) with Π′

D−1
y

= ({Cy|j , C(y|j)′}1≤j≤`, {τy|j}0≤j≤`−1).

c. Compute comD−1
y
← SCommit(crs;RD−1

y
), a digest for D−1

y and a
soft opening of Cy = SCommit(crs;Ry) to comD−1

y
, given by τ ′y ←

SOpen(crs, comD−1
y

;Ry).

d. Generate a proof that [ax, bx] ∩ D−1(y) = ∅ by running ΠD−1
y ,[R] ←

OpenI(crs, (comD−1
y
,∆), [ax, bx]).

Set Πy,D−1 = (Π′
D−1
y
, τ ′y, comD−1

y
,ΠD−1

y ,[R]).

� Otherwise, D−1
y 6= ∅:

a. Run ΠD−1
y
← HOpenPath(crs, (comD−1 ,∆), y) to obtain the hard

authentication path to y, ΠD−1
y

= (comD−1
y
, {Cy|j , C(y|j)′}1≤j≤`,

{πy|j}0≤j≤`).
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b. Let Π′
D−1
y

= ({Cy|j , C(y|j)′}1≤j≤`, {πy|j}0≤j≤`−1).

c. Generate a proof for the keys in [ax, bx]∩D−1(y), running ΠD−1
y ,[R]

OpenI(crs, (comD−1
y
,∆), [ax, bx]).

Set Πy,D−1 = (Π′
D−1
y
, πy, comD−1

y
,ΠD−1

y ,[R]).

2. In the key Merkle tree:

a. For y ∈ [ay, by], run Ly VerifyI(crs, comD−1
y
, [0, 2`),ΠD−1

y ,[R]) to get
the keys in [ax, bx] ∩ D−1(y).

b. Let L′ =
⋃
y∈[ay ,by ] Ly and compute the authentication Steiner tree,

ΠD ← HOpenST(crs, (comD,∆),L′).

Output ΠR = (ΠD,ΠD−1) and add the randomness of any commitment computed
in the algorithm to ∆.

– L EZ.VerifyRQ(crs, com,R,ΠR): Let ΠR = (ΠD,ΠD−1).

R = [ax, bx]× [0, 2`):

1. In the key Merkle tree, run L′ VerifyI(crs, comD, [ax, bx],ΠD) to verify
the interval proof ΠD.

� If L′ = bad, output L = L′.
� If ΠD−1 = nil and L′ = ∅, output L = L′.
� Otherwise, if ΠD−1 = {Π′

x,D−1
y
,Πx,D−1}(x,y)∈L∗ , output L = bad should

L? 6= L′.
� Otherwise, continue to Step 2.

2. In the value Merkle tree, for each (x, y) ∈ L′:
a. Compute ans VerifyPath(crs, comD−1 , y,Πx,D−1) and output L =

bad if ans 6= comD−1
y
.

b. Otherwise, ans = comD−1
y

and verify the hard authentication path
to x, ans′ VerifyPath(crs, ans, x,Πx,D−1

y
) and output L = bad if

ans′ 6= 1.

3. Output L if the algorithm reaches the end without terminating.

R = [0, 2`)× [ay, by]: Let ΠR = (ΠD,ΠD−1).

� If ΠD = nil, in the value Merkle tree:

1. Compute V ← VerifyI(crs, comD−1 , [ay, by],ΠD−1).

∗ If V 6= ∅, output L = bad.

∗ Otherwise, output L = ∅.
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� Otherwise, ΠD−1 = (Π′D−1 , {Πy}y∈L∗) for some L∗.
1. In the value Merkle tree:

a. Compute V ← VerifyI(crs, comD−1 , [ay, by],ΠD−1) and output L =

bad if [V] 6= L∗.
b. For each (y, comD−1

y
) ∈ V, verify the interval proof with Ly ←

VerifyI(crs, comD−1
y
, [0, 2`),Πy) and output L = bad if Ly = ∅ or

bad.

c. Otherwise, let L′ =
⋃
y∈[L′]

⋃
x∈[Ly ]{(x, y)}.

2. In the key Merkle tree, verify the authentication Steiner tree L∗ ←
VerifyST(crs, comD, [L],ΠD) and output L = bad if L∗ 6= L′.

3. Output L = L∗ if the algorithm reaches the end without terminating.

R = [ax, bx] × [ay, by]: Let ΠR = (ΠD,ΠD−1) and output L = bad if ΠD−1 6=
{Πy,D−1}y∈[ay ,by ].

1. In the value Merkle tree, for each y ∈ [ay, by], let Πy,D−1 = (Π′
D−1
y
, ηy,

comD−1
y
,ΠD−1

y ,[R]).

a. Run ans′ ← VerifyPath(crs, comD−1 , y|`−1,Π
′
D−1) to verify the authen-

tication path for y|`−1 and reject if ans′ 6= (Cy|`−10, Cy|`−11).

b. Compute XVerify(crs, ans, comD−1
y
, ηy), where X = H if ηy is a hard

opening and X = S if ηy is a soft opening, and output L = bad if
verification fails.

c. Compute Ly ← VerifyI(crs, comD−1
y
, [ax, bx],ΠD−1

y ,[R]) and output L =

bad if Ly = bad.

d. Let L′ =
⋃
y∈[ay ,by ]

⋃
x∈[Ly ]{(x, y)}.

� If L′ = ∅ and ΠD 6= nil, output L = bad.

� If L′ = ∅ and ΠD = nil, output L = ∅.
� Otherwise, continue to Step 2.

2. In the key Merkle tree, run L∗ ← VerifyST(crs, comD, [L],ΠD) to verify
the authentication Steiner tree and output L = bad if L∗ 6= L′.

3. Output L = L∗ if the algorithm reaches the end without terminating.

Proof Size. ProveRQ has three different types of proofs, depending on the input range.
First, R = [ax, bx]× [0, 2`), corresponding to a range query over keys. Using L to denote
the answer to the range query with the given R, the proof consists of the authentication
Steiner tree of L in the key Merkle tree and individual hard authentication paths in the
value Merkle tree and Merkle tree for D−1

y . Separately, the Steiner tree has O(|L|`) nodes
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and each authentication path has ` nodes. There are two paths per record in L which
mean that the total proof size is O(|L|`).

Second, R = [0, 2`) × [ay, by], corresponding to a range query over values. With
V denoting the set of distinct values in the answer set L, we partition L =

⊔
y∈V Ly,

where each Ly is the subset of L containing all records whose value is y. For this input
range R, ProveRQ computes one authentication Steiner tree in the value Merkle tree
and an authentication Steiner tree in the Merkle tree for D−1

y per y ∈ V. Finally, a
hard authentication path per record in L is generated in the key Merkle tree. The
authentication Steiner tree in the value Merkle tree has size O(|V|`) while the same
for the Merkle tree for D−1

y has size O(|Ly|`) per y ∈ V. The authentication paths in
the key Merkle tree all together have size O(|L|`), which puts the total proof size at
O((L|+ |V|K)`), where K = maxy∈V |Ly|.

In the third and final case, neither the interval of keys [ax, bx] nor values [ay, by] consist
of the entire possible range. Let L =

⊔
y∈[ay ,by ] Ly denote the answer to the range query on

R = [ax, bx]×[ay, by]. ProveRQ would compute (by−ay) authentication paths in the value
Merkle tree and the same number of authentication Steiner trees; one per y ∈ [ay, by] for
the Merkle tree for D−1

y . Lastly, |L| hard authentication paths are generated in the key
Merkle tree. The Steiner trees have O(|Ly|`) nodes each which means that overall, the
proof size has O(

(
(by−ay)(1+K)+ |L|

)
`) nodes, where K = maxy∈[ay ,by ] |Ly|. As evident

from the proof sizes, ProveRQ supports super-polynomial intervals over the key-space for
any query and the same for intervals over the value-space for range queries over values;
only polynomial-sized intervals over the value-space are supported for range queries over
records.

6.5.3 Security of the Construction

The three security properties of ZK-EEDB are correctness, soundness and zero-knowledge
respectively. Correctness is straight-forward from the description of the construction and
we will prove the other two properties in the following theorems.

Theorem 6.5.1. The ZK-EEDB, EZ, from the construction in Section 6.5.2 is sound if
instantiated with a trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme that satisfies the mercurial-
binding property.

Proof. Let crs be the common reference string generated with EZ.Init and com be the
database digest from EZ.ComDB. Assume that an adversary can produce two ranges
with valid but contradicting proofs R,Π, R′,Π′. Then, there must exist some record
(x, y) ∈ R ∩ R′ such that (x, y) ∈ L = EZ.VerifyEQ(crs, com,R,Π) but somehow the
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same record (x, y) 6∈ L′ = EZ.VerifyEQ(crs, com,R′,Π′). There are two possibilities: (i)
there exists some other record (x, y′) ∈ L′ with y′ 6= y or (ii) there exists no y′ ∈ [0, 2`)

with x, y′ ∈ L′.
In the first case, both (x, y) and (x, y′) have valid hard authentication paths in the

key Merkle tree. Therefore, Π and Π′ contain valid hard openings to two distinct values
for the commitment at leaf x, Cx. This violates the mercurial-binding property of the
trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme.

In the second case, there exists no record with key x in the answer of the second query
L′. This means that Π′ has a proof that (x, 1) 6∈ D−1

y since Π′ claims that x 6∈ D−1(y).
On the other hand, Π contains a proof that (x, 1) ∈ D−1

y which is a contradiction between
the range proofs Π and Π′. For this to occur, either the digest comD−1

y
of D−1

y differs
between Π and Π′ or the digest is the same but somehow leaf x of the Merkle tree for D−1

y

can be (hard and soft) opened to two different values. In the former instance, Π contains
a valid hard opening to one value of comD−1

y
while Π′ contains a valid soft opening or

explanation for the commitment at leaf y or some node along the path from y to the root.
Thus, the mercurial-binding property of the trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme is
contradicted since some mercurial commitment has been soft-opened to one message and
hard-opened to another. In the latter instance, similar to the argument above, in the
Merkle tree for D−1

y , Π contains a valid hard opening for the commitment at the leaf
x, Cx, to one value and Π′ contains a valid soft-opening or explanation for the same
commitment or some commitment at an internal node along the path from x to the root.
As before, the mercurial-binding property is violated.

Theorem 6.5.2. The ZK-EEDB, EZ, from the construction in Section 6.5.2 satisfies
the zero-knowledge property if instantiated with a trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme
that satisfies the four equivocation properties, HH,HS, SS, SE equivocations.

Proof. The ZK-EEDB simulator, SInit, SCom and SProveRQD, which we construct below,
is similar to the ZK-EDB simulator but additionally relies on FakeExplain to simulate
range proofs. Outputs of the simulator are indistinguishable from outputs of an honest
prover through the equivocation properties of the trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme
used.

– (crs′, st0) ← SInit(1λ): Run (crs, tk) ← Init(1λ) and output the common reference
string crs′ = crs and add the trapdoor to the simulator state st0 = tk.

– (com′, st1) ← SCom(st0): Generate fake digests with com′D ← MFake(crs′;R0)

and com′D−1 ← MFake(crs′;R1). Output the simulated ZK-EEDB digest com′ =
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(com′D, com
′
D−1) and update the simulator state with the randomness used, st1 =

(st0, R0, R1).

– Π′ ← SProveRQD(crs′, st1): Let R = [ax, bx]× [ay, by] and obtain the set S = D∩R
by querying the database oracle. Denote with S ′ ∈ st1, the set of fake commitments
and proofs generated in previous queries. Finally, let SD−1 be the set of distinct
values in S and [Sy] the set of keys in [S] whose values in D are y. Proceed to
compute Π′ in the following manner:

1. The input range R and set returned S define interval proofs, authentication
Steiner trees and paths that will prove the correctness the answer.

a. If [ay, by] = [0, 2`), then the answer S is proven with an interval proof in
the key Merkle tree and |S| many hard authentication paths in the value
Merkle tree and Merkle trees for D−1

y for y ∈ SD−1 .

b. If [ax, bx] = [0, 2`), then [ay, by] requires an interval proof in the value
Merkle tree. For every y ∈ SD−1 , [ax, bx] induces an interval proof in the
Merkle tree for D−1

y . Lastly, [S] defines an authentication Steiner tree in
the key Merkle tree.

c. For all other R, then |SD−1 | authentication paths and |SD−1 | interval
proofs, one for each y ∈ SD−1 are required. For consistency, [S] defines a
n authentication Steiner tree in the key Merkle tree.

2. For each of the three range types, let N be the set of nodes in the interval
proofs, authentication Steiner trees and paths required to prove correctness of
the answer D ∩R. For every node x ∈ N\S ′ that have not been involved in
any previous proof, generate fake commitments Cx ← MFake(crs′;Rx).

3. Compute appropriate hard and soft openings and explanations for the fake
commitments generated in the previous step using the equivocation algorithms
HEquivocate, SEquivocate and FakeExplain to simulate an honest prover’s ac-
tions.

4. Add the fake commitments produced in Step 2 and any openings and expla-
nations to the simulator’s state st1.

Outputs of the simulator are indistinguishable from the same from an honest prover
because the trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme used to instantiate the construction
satisfies the equivocation properties. The simulator has two types of outputs, the com-
mon reference string at initialization and fake commitments and its equivocations and
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explanations. The former is indistinguishable from a real common reference string as
both are trapdoor mercurial commitment keys from the same distribution. From the HH,
HS, SS and SE equivocation conditions, the joint distribution of fake commitments and
their equivocations, hard or soft, and explanations are statistically close to that of hard
and soft commitments and their respective hard or soft openings or explanations.

6.6 A Lattice-based Trapdoor Mercurial Commitment
Scheme

In this section, we introduce a construction of trapdoor mercurial commitment (TMC)
from standard lattices. All known TMC schemes can be derived from the generic con-
structions proposed by Chase et al. [48] and Catalano et al. [45]. However, that is not
the case for our proposed TMC scheme, which draws inspiration from the original TMC
scheme by Micali et al. [153] and KTX commitment scheme by Kawachi et al. [119].

Similar to the KTX scheme, the mercurial commitment key is made up of two random
matrices (A0,A1), but A1 has an associated trapdoor T. Instead of directly using the
public matrices, commitment algorithms apply some randomness, R, to A1, transforming
it into a random matrix B; R additionally serves as a trapdoor in soft mode. Then, the
message is committed with A0 and B with some randomness r, drawn from a discrete
Gaussian, into a vector c using the same procedures as KTX.Commit; the mercurial
commitment corresponds to the pair (c,B).

Hard openings would reveal that c commits to the message m with randomness r

and B is A1 randomized by some matrix R and does not have any trapdoor. Soft
openings would reveal that c commits to some message m with some randomness r′;
soft commitments can generate suitable randomness to open c to any message using the
trapdoor information R. However, for soft commitments, B has a trapdoor embedded
within and cannot be hard opened at all.

6.6.1 The Construction

Let the message space of the scheme be {0, 1}l for some l = poly(λ). For lattice dimension
n = O(λ) and prime modulus q = Õ(ln2 + n4), let w = ndlog qe, m̄ = 2ndlog qe and
m = m̄ + w. Let s = Ω(

√
n log q log n) be a Gaussian parameter. We use the trapdoor

generation and Gaussian sampling algorithms, TrapGen and SampleD from Lemma 2.6.3.

– (mpk,msk)← TMSetup(1λ): Generate a matrix A0 ←↩ U(Zn×lq ) and then compute
(A1,T) ← TrapGen(n,m, q); A1 ∈ Zn×mq is statistically close to uniform with
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T ∈ Zm̄×w as its trapdoor. Output mpk = (A0,A1) and msk = T.

– C ← HCommit(mpk,m; (R, r)): For input message m ∈ {0, 1}l and randomness
R ←↩ DZm×w,s and r ←↩ DZm+w,s, let the extended matrix B = [A1 | B1] ∈
Zn×(m+w)
q , with B1 = A1R ∈ Zn×wq . Then, compute c = A0m + Br ∈ Znq and

output C = (c,B1) ∈ Znq × Zn×wq .

– π HOpen(mpk,m; (R, r)): Output the randomness used to generate the hard
commitment, π = (R, r) ∈ Zm×w × Zm+w.

– HVerify(mpk,m,C, π): For input commitment C = (c,B1) ∈ Znq × Zn×wq and
supposed hard opening π = (R, r),

1. Reject if R = [r1 | . . . | rw] such that ‖ri‖ > s
√
m for some i ∈ [w] or

‖r‖ > s
√
m+ w.

2. Let B = [A1 | B1] ∈ Zn×(m+w)
q and accept if B1 = A1R and c = A0m + Br.

– C SCommit(mpk; (R, r)): For input randomness R ←↩ DZm×w,s and r ←↩
DZm+w,s, compute the extended matrix B = [A | G − A1R] ∈ Zn×(m+w)

q , where
B1 = G−A1R, and vector c = Br ∈ Znq . Output C = (c,B1) ∈ Znq × Zn×(m+w)

q .
Observe that the matrix R is a trapdoor for B, in the sense of Definition 2.6.2.

– τ SOpen(mpk,m, flag; (R, r)):

flag = S: The soft commitment C has to be of the form C = (c,B1) = (Br,G−
A1R), where B = [A1 | B1]. Compute c′ = c − A0m and sample a short
vector r′ ← SampleD(R,B, c′, s) using the trapdoor R. From the properties
of SampleD from Lemma 2.6.3, r′ satisfies the equation C = A0m + Br′ and
‖r′‖ ≤ s

√
m+ w with overwhelming probability. Output τ = r′ ∈ Zm+w.

flag = H: Output the randomness τ = r ∈ Zm+w.

– SVerify(mpk, µ,C, τ): Let C = (c,B1) ∈ Znq × Zn×wq and τ = r ∈ Zm+w. Accept if
c = A0m + Br, where B = [A1 | B1] and ‖r‖ ≤ s

√
m+ w and reject otherwise.

– C MFake(mpk; (R, r)): For input randomness R←↩ DZm×w,s and r←↩ DZm+w,s,
compute the extended matrix B = [A1 | B1] ∈ Zn×m+w

q , where B1 = A1R and
then the vector c = Br. Output C = (c,B1).

– π HEquivocate(msk,m; (R, r)): Let msk = T ∈ Zm̄+w and the fake com-
mitment C = (c,B1) = (Br,A1R), where B = [A1 | B1] and compute c′ =
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c − A0m. Extend T into TB, a trapdoor for B, and sample a short vector
r′ ← SampleD(TB,B, c

′, s). Output π = (R, r′) ∈ Zm×w × Zm+w.

– τ ← SEquivocate(msk,m; (R, r)): Obtain the hard equivocation with (R, r′) ←
HEquivocate(msk,m; (R, r)) and output τ = r′.

– (R′, r′) ← FakeExplain(msk; (R, r)): For input randomness R ←↩ DZm×w,s and
r ←↩ DZm+w,s, let msk = T ∈ Zm̄×w and C ← MFake(msk; (R, r)). Sample a
matrix R′ = [r′1 | . . . | r′w] such that A1R

′ = G−A1R as follows:

1. Let G = [g1 | . . . | gw] and R = [r1 | . . . | rw].

2. For each i ∈ [w], compute r′i ← SampleD(T,A1,gi − A1ri) to obtain short
vectors ri.

Output (R′, r), which satisfies C = (c,B1) = (Br,G−A1R
′).

6.6.2 Security Properties of the Construction

Now, we prove that the construction in Section 6.6.1 is correct and satisfies the security
properties described in Section 6.3.1.

Theorem 6.6.1. The trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme in Section 6.6.1 is correct.

Proof. From Lemma 2.3.6, samples from the discrete Gaussian distributions DZm,s and
DZm+w,s, with overwhelming probability, have `2 norms bounded by s

√
m and s

√
m+ w

respectively. Besides that, vectors sampled with the SampleD algorithm are statistically
close to being sampled from the discrete Gaussian above. Therefore, correctly computed
proofs π and τ satisfy the conditions of HVerify and SVerify except with negligible prob-
ability. In addition, the equations modulo q are correct by construction so the scheme is
correct with overwhelming probability.

Recall the three security properties for trapdoor mercurial commitment schemes are
mercurial-binding, mercurial-hiding and equivocation. In the following theorems, we state
and prove that the scheme satisfies mercurial-binding and equivocation properties. The
mercurial-hiding property is implied by the HH and SS equivocation conditions since
the scheme is proper (i.e., soft openings are a proper subset of hard openings of any
commitment).

Theorem 6.6.2. The scheme is computationally mercurial-binding if the SISn,m,q,β prob-
lem is hard for β = s ·

(
l
√
m̄+

√
s ·mm̄(s2w3 + 2m)

)
.
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Before proving the theorem, we introduce an important lemma from Gentry et al. [86]
necessary for the proof.

Lemma 6.6.3 ([86, Lemma 5.2]). For n, q ∈ Z>0 and q prime, let integer m ≥ 2n log q

and Gaussian parameter s ≥
√
n log q log n.

1. For e← DZm,s, x = Ae mod q is statistically close to U(Znq ).

2. For fixed x ∈ Znq , let t ∈ Zm be an arbitrary vector such that At = x mod q, then
the distribution of e← DZm,s conditioned on Ae = x mod q is exactly DΛ⊥x (A),s.

Proof. Since the scheme is a proper trapdoor mercurial commitment, we only have to
consider the case where a commitment can be hard-opened to one message and soft-opened
to another distinct message. Assume that an adversary, A, can produce a commitment
C = (c,B1) and two openings, a hard opening π = (R, r) to a message m and soft
opening τ = r′ to a different message m′ 6= m. Then, we have B1 = A1R and

c = A0m + [A1 | A1R]r = A0m
′ + [A1 | A1R]r′. (6.1)

With such an adversary, we build an SIS∞n,m,q,β solver, B, that takes an instance
A ∈ Zn×m̄q and finds a non-zero vector v∗ ∈ Zm̄ in Λ⊥(A) such that ‖v∗‖∞ ≤ β.
First, B samples R0 ←↩ Dm̄×l

Z,s and R1 ←↩ Dm̄×m
Z,s and computes A0 = AR0 ∈ Zn×lq and

A1 = AR1 ∈ Zn×mq . By Lemma 6.6.3, A0 and A1 are statistically close to U(Zn×lq )

and U(Zn×mq ) respectively. A is then given mpk = (A0,A1) and since it can output two
message-proof pairs m, π = (R, r) and m′, τ = r′ that satisfy Equation (6.1) such that
m 6= m′, we have

A0(m−m′) = A1[Im | R](r− r′) mod q.

Therefore, we get a short vector in Λ⊥(A),

v∗ = R0(m−m′) + R1[Im | R](r− r′) ∈ Zm̄ (6.2)

with ‖v∗‖∞ ≤ s ·
(
l
√
m̄+

√
s ·mm̄(s2w3 + 2m)

)
. Furthermore, it is non-zero with over-

whelming probability as m−m′ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}l has at least one non-zero coordinate since
the two vectors are distinct. The columns of R0, conditioned on A0 = AR0, have mini-
mum entropy of at least n bits by Lemma 6.6.3 and 2.3.7. This means that the columns
of R0 contain a completely random term. Since the product R0(m − m′) is a linear
combination of columns of R0, the right hand side of Equation (6.2) cancel over Zm̄ with
negligible probability.
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Theorem 6.6.4. The scheme satisfies the four equivocation properties, HH, HS, SS and
SE equivocation, in the statistical sense.

Proof. First, we show that that HH equivocation condition is satisfied, i.e., the distribu-
tions of fake commitments and their hard equivocations and hard commitments and their
hard openings are statistically close. Let (mpk = (A0,A1),msk = T) ← TMSetup(1λ)

be a mercurial commitment key and trapdoor information.
Recall the real and ideal experiments of the HH equivocation condition, where the

adversary chooses a message m and receives the following:

– realHH : m, C = (c = A0m + Br,B1 = A1R) and π = (R, r) such that r ←↩
DZm+w,s;

– idealHH : m, C = (c = Br,B1 = A1R) and π = (R, r) where r← SampleD(TB,B,
c−A0m, s);

where B = [A1 | B1] and R ←↩ DZn×(m+w),s in both experiments and c = A0m + Br in
realHH and c = A0m + Br′ in idealHH respectively.

As A1 is statistically close to U(Zn×mq ), Lemma 6.6.3 implies that the distribution
of (A1,B1), where B1 = A1R with R ←↩ DZm×w,s, is statistically close to U(Zn×mq ) ×
U(Zn×wq ). This means that B is distributed statistically close to U(Zn×(m+w)

q ) for both
hard and fake commitments. Considering the entire commitment, we see that the dis-
tribution of fake commitments (c,B1) = ([A1 | B1]r,B1) — when r is drawn from the
discrete Gaussian DZm+w,s — is statistically close to U(Znq )×U(Zn×(m+w)

q ). In particular,
we cannot distinguish between idealHH and a modified ideal experiment, dubbed idealHH1 .
In idealHH1 , instead of c = Br in ideal, we compute c = A0m + Br;

– idealHH1 : m, C = (c = A0m + Br,B1 = A1R) and π = (R, r′) such that r′ ←
SampleD(TB,B, c−A0m, s).

Furthermore, invoking Lemma 6.6.3 again, we find that, for any statistically uniform
matrix A0 ∈ Zn×(m+w)

q , the distribution of

(A0,Ar, r) ∈ Zn×(m+w)
q × Znq × Zm+w where r←↩ DZm+w,s (6.3)

is statistically close to that of

(A0,u, r) ∈ Zn×(m+w)
q × Znq × Zm+w where u←↩ U(Znq ), r←↩ DΛ⊥u (A),s. (6.4)

Let idealHH2 be modified from idealHH1 so that the vector r←↩ DZm+w,s used to compute
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c = Am + Br is revealed instead of using the extended trapdoor TB with SampleD to
sample from a coset of the lattice Λ⊥(B).

– idealHH2 : m, C = (c = A0m + Br,B1 = A1R) and π = (R, r) such that r ←↩
DZm+w,s.

Then, due to the statistical closeness of the distributions (6.3) and (6.4), idealHH2 is
statistically indistinguishable from idealHH1 . To conclude, we observe that the experiment
idealHH2 is simply the real experiment realHH . Therefore, idealHH is statistically indis-
tinguishable from realHH since each is indistinguishable from the adjacent experiment
idealHH1 .

Since the scheme is proper, HH equivocation implies HS equivocation and there is no
need for to prove it separately. As for SS equivocation, the proof proceeds in almost the
exact same manner and so we do not explicitly provide a proof. Lastly, we consider the
SE equivocation condition which is introduced to construct ZK-EEDB.

First, the experiments in the SE case:

– realSE : C = (c = Br,B1 = G−A1R) and randomness (R, r);

– idealSE : C = (c = Br,B1 = A1R) and randomness (R′, r) where R′ = [r′1 | . . . |
r′w] and r′i SampleD(T,A1,gi −A1ri, s) for i ∈ [w];

where B = [A1 | B1], R←↩ DZm×w,s and r←↩ DZm+w,s in both experiments.
The experiments are statistically indistinguishable from the observation that both

distributions

Dfake = {A1R | R←↩ DZm×w,s} and Dsoft = {G−A1R
′′ | R′′ ←↩ DZm×w,s}

are statistically close to U(Zn×wq ). With this, when idealSE is modified to idealSE1 , which
samples B1 from Dsoft instead of Dfake, the adversary’s view remains the same in a
statistical sense.

– idealSE1 : C = (c = Br,B1 = G−A1R
′′) and randomness (R′, r) where R′ = [r′1 |

. . . | r′w] and r′i ← SampleD(T,A1,gi −A1r
′′
i , s) for i ∈ [w];

Furthermore, since the distributions (6.3) and (6.4) are statistically close, a further mod-
ification, idealSE2 , where the explanation sampled with the trapdoor information T is
replaced with the Gaussian matrix R′′ that is used to compute B1, remains indistin-
guishable from idealSE1 .
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– idealSE2 : C = (c = Br,B1 = G − A1R
′′) and randomness (R′′, r) where R′′ ←↩

DZm×w

idealSE2 is identical to realSE and so SE equivocation is satisfied.

6.6.3 Instantiating ZK-EEDB

The trapdoor mercurial commitment scheme from Section 6.6.1 has commitments of the
form C = (c,B1) ∈ Znq × Zn×wq , which are k = n(w + 1)dlog qe bits long. In the
instantiation of ZK-EEDB using this scheme, the message space {0, 1}l of the TMC
will differ depending on the position in the Merkle tree. A total of four different message
lengths {l1, l2, l3, l4} are used in the system.

1. l1 = ` at the leaves of the key Merkle tree since the values of the database have size
` bits;

2. l2 = 2k at internal nodes of all the Merkle trees as two mercurial commitments are
inputs;

3. l3 = k at the leaves of the value Merkle tree because we commit to the digest of
D−1
y , comD−1

y
which is a single mercurial commitment;

4. l4 = 1 as we commit to a single bit at the leaves of the Merkle trees used to compute
a digest of D−1

y = {(x, 1) | x ∈ D−1(y)}.

Although there are several message lengths, we can handle them by simply adjusting the
number of columns in the matrix A0 ∈ Zn×lq , setting l = max{l1, l2, l3, l4}. For each
i ∈ [4], we use the submatrix A0,i ∈ Zn×liq which is made up of the first li columns of A0.

Efficiency of the Instantiation. To describe a path in the Merkle tree and its asso-
ciated commitments, we require ζ = O(l · k) bits. With l = O(λ), ζ = O(λ3) which is
quite large. For more efficiency, the TMC can be transformed from using SIS to RSIS and
rely on ideal lattices instead. It was shown by Micciancio and Peikert [157, Section 4.3]
and Ducas and Micciancio [69, Section 2 and Appendix] a couple of years later, that the
standard lattice-based cryptographic tools used can be adapted to the ring setting. In
this case, the parameter w is reduced to w = O(log q) instead of O(n log q) reducing the
commitment size and ζ by a factor of O(λ) to a more reasonable O(λ2).
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Chapter 7

Zero-Knowledge Password Policy
Check

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the privacy of passwords in user authentication. One of the
most ubiquitous mechanisms for authentication for online services, passwords must be
chosen such that they have sufficient entropy and are hard to guess for security. Password
policies were introduced to help users generate passwords that are harder to guess; Ur et
al. [202] found that password policies were effective and users are more likely to choose
weaker, easy to guess passwords in their absence. Florêncio and Herley [75] studied the
types of password policies that were used in over 70 websites and found that most policies
require passwords with characters from at least one of four character sets, upper and lower
case letters, digits and symbols as well as a minimum password length. Therefore, we
focus on password policies with a minimum password length, various sets of permitted
characters and possibly some constraints on the variety of characters used.

On the other hand, strong passwords and good policies cannot prevent servers from
being compromised and leaking this sensitive data if they are not properly stored. As
evident from hacks on LinkedIn [78] and Yahoo [175] and the website “Have I Been
Pwned?” [108], improperly managed passwords on servers can cause serious damage to
users. Baumann et al. [18] discovered that a lot of popular websites do not follow good
practices when it comes to passwords, storing them in plaintext form. This puts the
trustworthiness of servers in question and should endeavour to move sensitive information
away from them. Thus, it becomes desirable — arguably even necessary — to design
protocols that do not need secret user information to be stored at external and untrusted
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servers.
However, these protocols are at odds with password policies: without password poli-

cies, the security of passwords are questionable but enforcing password policies require
knowledge of the password to be given to the untrusted server. To reconcile the differ-
ences, a protocol, called blind registration, where users register a password with a server
and prove policy compliance of that password without revealing any information about
them is required. Kiefer and Manulis [124] showed that this can be achieved with a new
primitive called zero knowledge password policy check (ZKPPC). With ZKPPC, the server
stores some randomized information for password verification which does not reveal any-
thing about the password, thus preventing server compromises from affecting user pass-
words. Users can use the ZKPPC protocol to prove that their chosen password satisfies
the server’s password policy without the server gaining any knowledge on the password.
Combined with a verifier-based password-based authenticated key exchange (VPAKE)
protocol, a complete system for privacy-preserving password-based registration, authen-
tication and key exchange can be achieved.

First proposed by Bellovin and Merritt [20] and spawning more subsequent work [19,
79, 118, 67, 23], password-based authenticated key exchange (PAKE) is a protocol that
enables users to authenticate their identity and exchange keys in a single run. However,
the primitive allows servers to hold users’ passwords and so they have to be trusted
to handle them securely. VPAKE [21, 19, 85, 26] takes into account the potential for
information leakage by the server and has the server store a randomized verifier instead
of the actual password. Verifiers are used to check that users gave the correct password
in the protocol and are usually generated by hashing the password with a salt, making
attempts to extract the password from it very difficult.

A generic construction of ZKPPC was proposed by Kiefer and Manulis [124] using
homomorphic commitments and set membership proofs. They also instantiated ZKPPC
with Pedersen commitments [169], with security reduced to the discrete logarithm prob-
lem. Other than [124], there is a lack of concrete ZKPPC schemes. Since Shor’s al-
gorithm [190] can solve the problem in quantum polynomial time, a quantum-resistant
ZKPPC scheme is an important and interesting open problem.

We address this by constructing a ZKPPC protocol from lattices, which is one of the
main candidates for quantum-resistant cryptography. This is accomplished in two parts:
first, a randomized password hashing scheme based on the hardness of the SIS problem is
constructed to compute verifiers. Then, a SIS-based statistical zero-knowledge argument
of knowledge (ZKAoK) is designed. The client would run the protocol with the server to
convince it that the secret password, committed in a given verifier, satisfies the server’s
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designated password policy. The constructions deviate from the framework established
by Kiefer and Manulis [124] because their use of large integers to encode passwords are
incompatible with lattice-based techniques which use small norm objects for security and
efficiency.

Organization of the Chapter. In Section 7.2, we review the literature on zero-
knowledge password policy checks. Then, in Section 7.3, we introduce important prelim-
inaries for the chapter: the model of passwords and password policies as well as formal
definitions of randomized password hashing and ZKPPC. Finally, we describe a construc-
tion of the components of ZKPPC from lattices in Section 7.4.

7.2 Previous Work

There is only one concrete instantiation of ZKPPC, which was given by Kiefer and Man-
ulis [124], using Pedersen commitments and a randomized password hashing scheme con-
structed in the same work. One commitment is generated per character in the password
and set membership proofs with these commitments are used to prove compliance of
the password to a password policy. The verifier given to the server is a commitment to
sum of the committed characters obtained by using the homomorphic property of the
commitment scheme. This property also ties the set membership proofs to the verifier.

To get better efficiency for secure password registration than VPAKE [125] and two
server PAKE [126], Kiefer and Manulis introduced a new family of protocols called blind
password registration (BPR). Adapting the techniques in [124], they applied an efficient
shuffling proof from Furukawa [77] to reduce the number of set membership proofs to a
constant number instead of being dependent on the maximum allowed password length.
However, BPR trades security to achieve this improvement; the model only considers
honest but curious participants which is a lot weaker than the ZKPPC model where all
parties might be malicious. Malicious users might attempt to register bad, non-compliant
passwords while malicious servers might try to gleam information on registered passwords
during the execution of the ZKPPC protocol. As with ZKPPC, BPR does not yet have
a quantum-resistant instantiation.

With symmetric key primitives, secure set-based policy checking (SPC) was pro-
posed to verify password policy compliance. Policies are represented with monotone
access structures by translating them to sets and then mapped to linear secret sharing
schemes (LSSS). This way, policy compliance is verified by determining if some set is in
the access structure; in terms of the LSSS, the set of shares representing the password
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can be used to reconstruct the shared secret. To transform this into a privacy-preserving
protocol, oblivious bloom intersection (OBI) from Dong, Chen and Wen [68] is used. The
server initializes an LSSS which corresponds to its password policy and password registra-
tion is done by running OBI, with the user obtaining a set of shares based on his desired
password. Knowledge of the secret, implying a valid password for registration, is then
proved by hashing the secret with the transcript of the OBI execution and identities of the
two parties — which ensures that the password from the OBI protocol is tied to the user
executing it. In the proposed SPC protocol, soundness of the protocol, in the event that
the client is malicious, is proved with the one-more-RSA assumption. Therefore, should
the adversary have access to quantum computers, the SPC protocol becomes insecure.

7.3 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall the models of password strings and password policies from Kiefer
and Manulis [124] as well as the definitions of randomised password hashing schemes and
zero-knowledge password policy checks.

7.3.1 Password Strings and Password Policies

Password Strings. In our setting, password strings pw are comprised of characters from
the set of 94 printable characters, Σall, in the ASCII alphabet, ΣASCII, divided into four
disjoint subsets,

ΣD: The set of 10 digits, {0, 1, . . . , 9};

ΣU : The set of 26 upper case letters, {A,B, . . . , Z};

ΣL: The set of 26 lower case letters, {a, b, . . . , z};

ΣS : The set of 32 symbols,
{
!"#$%&’()*+,-./ :;<=>?@ [\]_̂ ‘{|} ~

}
.

A general dictionary containing all strings in Σ∗all is denoted with Dict. A password
string pw = (c1, c2, . . . , ck) ∈ Σk

all ⊂ Dict, with length k, is an ordered multi-set of k
characters from Σall.

Password Policies. A password policy f =
(
(kD, kU , kL, kS), nmin, nmax

)
is a six-tuple,

where kD, kU , kL, kS ∈ Z≥0 denote the minimum number of digits, upper and lower
case letters and symbols a password must contain. The other two positive integers with
nmin ≤ nmax indicate the minimum and maximum password lengths respectively. We say
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that f(pw) = true if and only if the password string pw satisfied the password policy f .
For example,

1. The policy f =
(
(1, 1, 1, 0), 8, 16

)
is satisfied only by password strings that have

at least one digit, upper and lower case letter and between 8 and 16 characters
inclusive;

2. Another policy f =
(
(1, 0, 0, 2), 9, 12

)
requires valid password strings to contain at

least 1 digit and 2 symbols and be between 9 and 12 characters long inclusive.

In practice, a maximum password length nmax may not be specified but we can just fix a
reasonable upper bound, such as 32 or 64.

7.3.2 Randomised Password Hashing and Zero-Knowledge Password
Policy Check

Here, we present the notions of randomised password hashing and zero-knowledge pass-
word policy check from [124, 123].

Randomised Password Hashing. The scheme is used to compute password verification
information that can applied in other protocols such as ZKPPC and VPAKE. To prevent
offline dictionary attacks, the password hashing algorithm is randomised with a pre-
hash and hash salt. Formally, a randomised password hashing scheme H is a five-tuple
H = (Setup,PreSalt, PreHash,Salt,Hash) as follows

– Setup(1λ): Take a security parameter λ as input, then generate and output public
parameters pp, with descriptions of the pre-hash and hash salt spaces SP and SH .

– PreSalt(pp): Take the public parameters pp as input and output a random pre-hash
salt sP ∈ SP .

– PreHash(pp, pw, sP ): Take the public parameters pp, password string pw and pre-
hash salt sP as inputs and output a pre-hash value P .

– Salt(pp): Take the public parameters pp as inputs and output a random hash salt
sH ∈ SH .

– Hash(pp, P, sP , sH): Take the public parameters pp, pre-hash value P , pre-hash salt
sP and hash salt sH as inputs and output a hash value h.
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For a randomised password hashing scheme H to be secure, five properties must be
satisfied, namely pre-image resistance (or tight one-wayness in [26]), second pre-image
resistance, pre-hash entropy preservation, hash entropy preservation and password hiding.

– Pre-Image Resistance: Let pp Setup(1λ) and Dict be a dictionary with min-
imum entropy β. Denote with (Hi, sHi) Hash(·) the function which outputs
hash salt sHi Salt(pp) and hash value Hi ← Hash(pp, Pi, sPi , sHi), where Pi
PreHash(pp, pwi, sPi) for pre-hash salt sPi PreSalt(pp) and password pwi ←↩
U(Dict). Pi is stored by Hash(·) and let Verify(i, P ) be a function such that
Verify(i, P ) = 1 if P = Pi.

For all PPT adversaries A, running in time at most t, we have

Pr[(i, P ) AHash(·); Verify(i, P ) = 1] ≤ α · t
2β · tPreHash

+ negl(λ),

for some small α and tPreHash which is the running time of the PreHash algorithm.

– Second Pre-Image Resistance: For all PPT adversaries A and P ′ ← A(pp, P, sH),
we have

Pr[(P ′ 6= P ) ∧
(
Hash(pp, P, sH) = Hash(pp, P ′, sH)

)
] ≤ negl(λ),

with pp ← Setup(1λ), sP PreSalt(pp), P PreHash(pp, pw, sP ) and sH

Salt(pp) for any pw ∈ Dict.

– Pre-Hash Entropy Preservation: For all polynomial-time sampleable dictionaries
with minimum entropy β, Dict and any PPT adversary A and H, sP , sH)← A(pp),
we have

Pr[(sP ∈ Sp) ∧
(
P = PreHash(pp, pw, sP )

)
] ≤ 2−β + negl(λ),

with pp← Setup(1λ) and pw ←↩ U(Dict).

– Entropy Preservation: For all polynomial-time sampleable dictionaries with mini-
mum entropy β, Dict and (H, sP , sH)← A(pp), we have

Pr[(sP ∈ SP ) ∧ (sH ∈ SH)

∧
(
H = Hash(pp, pw, sP , sH)

)
] ≤ 2−β + negl(λ),

with pp← Setup(1λ) and pw ←↩ U(Dict).
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– Password Hiding: For pp← Setup(1λ) and all PPT adversaries A = (A1,A2), where
A1(pp) outputs two passwords pw0 and pw1 of equal length and A2(H) outputs a
bit b′ for H ← Hash(pp, P, sP , sH) with sH ← Salt(pp), sP ← PreSalt(pp) and
P ← PreHash(pp, pwb, sP ) for some random bit b←↩ U({0, 1}), we have∣∣∣∣Pr[b′ = b]− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ ≤ negl(λ).

Zero-Knowledge Password Policy Check. Let H = (Setup, PreSalt, PreHash, Salt,
Hash) be a randomised password hashing scheme. Password policy check (PPC) is an
two-party interactive protocol between a server and client with common inputs f =(
(kd, kU , kL, kS), nmin, nmax) and pp← H.Setup(1λ), being the password policy and public
parameters of H respectively. At the end of the protocol’s execution, the server accepts
a hash value h of some password pw that the client chose if and only if f(pw) = true.

In other words, a PPC protocol is an argument of knowledge of the password pw and
randomness (salts) sP ← PreSalt(pp) and sH ← Salt(pp) used in the randomised password
hash value h← Hash(pp, P, sP , sH), with P ← PreHash(pp, pw, sP ). The goal is to argue
this knowledge without revealing the password, the protocol has to be zero-knowledge as
well. More formally, a zero-knowledge PPC protocol is an interactive protocol between
a client (prover) and server (verifier), where given (pp, f,h), the prover convinces the
verifier in zero-knowledge that some password pw and randomness (sP , sH) is known to
him such that

f(pw) = true and Hash(pp, P, sP , sH) = h,

where P ← PreHash(pp, pw, sP ).

7.4 The Construction

In this section, we describe our construction of a lattice-based randomised password hash-
ing scheme and zero-knowledge argument of knowledge for password policy compliance.
First, we introduce the definitions of several important sets and permutation used in
the section. Following that, we describe the lattice-based randomised password hashing
scheme. Finally, we present a zero-knowledge argument of knowledge for proving that
the hashed password satisfies the password policy specified by a server.

The first obstacle is to find a password encoding method that is allows us to work
with lattice-based techniques for constructing hashing schemes and zero-knowledge argu-
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ments. Kiefer and Manulis [124], in the discrete logarithm setting, map password strings
to integers and then embed them in a group of large order. In the lattice setting, such
large norm objects result in much lower security and efficiency, necessitating a different
approach. The natural objects, for lattice-based schemes, are binary vectors and so we
introduce the character encoding which we will use in this work.

Character Encoding. Let bin(x) be the function mapping non-negative integers x ∈
[0, X] to their binary representation of length dlogXe. For any character c encoded in
ASCII, let ASCII(c) ∈ [0, 255] denote its ASCII code. Then, for a character c ∈ ΣASCII

and password string p = (c1, . . . , ck) ∈ Σk
all, we define the character encoding function enc

and its extension to password strings encode,

enc(c) = bin(ASCII(c)) ∈ {0, 1}8;

encode(pw) =
(
enc(c1), . . . , enc(ck)

)
∈ {0, 1}8k.

7.4.1 Some Sets and Permutations

For m, n ∈ Z>0, let Sa denote the set of permutations over a elements and define

– B2
m = {x | x ∈ {0, 1}2m such that hw(x) = m}, the set of vectors in {0, 1}2m

with Hamming weight exactly m. Note that vectors in B2
m have some important

properties, x ∈ B2
m ⇔ (x) ∈ B2

m;

x ∈ B2
m, ψ ←↩ U(S2m)⇒ ψ(x) is uniform in B2

m.
(7.1)

– Tψ,n: For ψ ∈ Sm and v = (v1,v2, . . . ,vm) ∈ Zmn where each vi ∈ Zn, it is the
permutation that sends v to

Tψ,n(v) = (vψ(1),vψ(2), . . . ,vψ(m)).

For a simpler exposition, we introduce some notation and define some sets for work-
ing with the password alphabet Σall = ΣD t ΣU t ΣL t ΣS and password policy f =(
(kD, kU , kL, kS), nmin, nmax).

– For α ∈ {D,U,L, S, all}, let

� ηα = |Σα|;
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� Encα = {enc(w) | w ∈ Σα};

� Setα be the set of vectors v = (v1, . . . ,vηα) ∈ {0, 1}8ηα , such that the ηα blocks
v1, . . . ,vηα ∈ Z8 together comprise the binary encodings of every character in
Σα. In other words, {v1, . . . ,vηα} = {enc(w) | w ∈ Σα}.

– Setnmax is the set of vectors v = (v1, . . . ,vnmax) ∈ {0, 1}nmaxdlognmaxe, such that
the nmax blocks v1, . . . ,vnmax ∈ Zdlognmaxe together comprise the binary representa-
tions of the integers in [0, nmax) of length dlog nmaxe. Basically, {v1, . . . ,vnmax} =

{bin(0), . . . , bin(nmax − 1)}.

Similar to B2
m, the sets defined above have important interactions with certain classes

of permutations.

– For all α ∈ {D,U,L, S, all}, vectors x ∈ Z8ηα and permutations ψ ∈ Sηα ,x ∈ Setα ⇔ Tψ,8(x) ∈ Setα;

x ∈ Setα, ψ ←↩ U(Sηα)⇒ Tψ,8(x) is uniform in Setα.
(7.2)

– For all vectors x ∈ Znmaxdlognmaxe and permutations ψ ∈ Snmax ,x ∈ Setnmaxdlognmaxe ⇔ Tψ,dlognmaxe(x) ∈ Setnmax ;

x ∈ Setnmax , ψ ←↩ U(Snmax)⇒ Tψ,dlognmaxe(x) is uniform in Setnmax .
(7.3)

7.4.2 Randomized Password Hashing Scheme from Lattices

Now we present the first component of our lattice-based ZKPPC scheme, a randomized
password hashing scheme, LH. The scheme maps password characters to binary vectors,
which we divide into blocks, each derived from one character. Then, we use a random per-
mutation χ to re-arrange the blocks and finally use the KTX commitment [119] described
in Section 2.6.3 to compute the password hash from the pre-hash value and permutation
χ. Formally,

– pp← LH.Setup(1λ): Choose parameters n = O(λ), prime q = Õ(n), m = 2ndlog qe
and sample matrices A ←↩ U(Zn×nmax(dlognmaxe+8)

q ) and B ←↩ U(Zn×mq ). The pre-
hash salt space is Sp = Snmax and hash salt space is SH = {0, 1}m. Output pp =

(n, q,m, SP ,SH ,A,B).

– sP ← LH.PreSalt(pp): Sample a random permutation χ ←↩ U(Snmax) and output
sP = χ.
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– P LH.PreHash(pp, pw, sP ): Let the pre-hash salt sP = χ ∈ Snmax and the length
of the password string t = |pw| ∈ [nmin, nmax].

1. Encode the password string into v = encode(pw) ∈ {0, 1}8t, consisting of t
blocks of 8 bits each.

2. Insert nmax − t blocks of the form enc(g), where g ∈ ΣASCII\Σall i.e., ASCII
codes of non-printable characters, into v to get e ∈ {0, 1}8nmax , masking the
password length.

3. Apply the block-wise permutation Tχ,8, obtaining e′ = Tχ,8(e).

4. Output P = e′.

– sH Salt(pp): Sample a random binary vector r←↩ U({0, 1}m) and output sH = r.

– H LH.Hash(pp, P, sP , sH): Let the pre-hash value P = e′ ∈ {0, 1}8nmax , pre-hash
salt sP = χ ∈ Snmax and hash salt sH = r ∈ {0, 1}m.

1. Let χ = [χ(1), . . . , χ(nmax)], where χ(i) is the result of applying χ on i ∈ [nmax].
Then, convert χ into a binary vector e0 where

e0 =
(
bin(χ(1)− 1), . . . , bin(χ(nmax)− 1)

)
∈ {0, 1}nmaxdlognmaxe.

2. Let x = (e0, e
′) and compute h = Ax + Br ∈ Znq .

3. Output H = h.

The security of LH, as defined by the five properties in Section 7.3.2, is captured in
the following theorem.

Theorem 7.4.1. Assuming the hardness of the SIS∞n,nmax(dlognmaxe+8),q,1 problem, the ran-
domised password hashing scheme LH satisfies the five security requirements of pre-image
resistance, second pre-image resistance, pre-hash entropy preservation, entropy preserva-
tion and password hiding.

Proof. First, we show that the scheme has the pre-hash entropy and entropy preservation
properties. By construction, given the pre-hash salt sP = χ, the password string can
be recovered from the pre-hash procedure by applying the inverse permutation Tχ−1,8

induced by χ−1 to the pre-hash value P = e′ and then discarding all blocks corresponding
to non-printable characters in the string and converting the binary blocks back to ASCII
characters. Therefore, if sP is hidden, the minimum entropy of the pre-hash value P is
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larger than that of the pre-hashed password pw. This means that the two properties are
fulfilled.

Next, the password hiding property of LH is satisfied since the hash value, which is
h = Ax + Br mod q, is a proper KTX commitment of the message x with randomness
r. Hence, the statistical hiding property of the KTX scheme implies the password hiding
property of LH. Moreover, if distinct pre-hash values P, P ′ can be produced such that
both yield the same hash value h, then P, P ′ can be used to violate the computational
binding property of the KTX scheme. Therefore, the second pre-image resistance property
is satisfied assuming the hardness of the SIS∞n,nmax(dlognmaxe+8),q,1 problem.

Lastly, except with negligible probability where a solution to the SIS problem with
the matrix A is accidentally found, over the randomness of A, pw and sP , the vector Ax

accepts at least 2β values in Znq , where β is the minimum entropy of the dictionary Dict

that the password is chosen from. Therefore, even when given Ax = h−B · sH mod q, to
find P = e′, at least 2β calls of PreHash is necessary to find x, implying that LH satisfies
the pre-image resistance property.

7.4.3 Zero-Knowledge Password Policy Check Protocol

The second component of ZKPPC is a protocol to prove password policy compliance in
zero-knowledge, where the password string is hashed via a randomised password hashing
scheme. Here, we design such a protocol for password strings hashed with the randomised
password hashing scheme LH from Section 7.4.2.

Our construction exploits the sets and permutations defined in Section 7.4.1 to re-
duce the statement that a password string pw satisfies a given password policy f to an
instance of the abstract relation Rabs in Section 2.6.4. The Stern-like protocol for Rabs
in Figure 2.2 is then used to obtain a ZKAoK for password policy compliance.

Proving Set Membership in Lattice Cryptography. To obtain a ZKAoK for pass-
word policy compliance, we prove that a linear relation with the form∑

i

Mi · si = h mod q,

such that

– the matrices Mi are public;

– the vectors si are secret, binary and are elements of small sets, such as Encα for
α ∈ {D,U,L, S, all}.
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Mi si
= Mi 0 si

s′i
s?i

Figure 7.1: From Set Membership to Vector Well-Formedness

Therefore, we have to incorporate sub-protocols for proving membership of these secret
si’s to some sets.

For lattice cryptography, Libert et al. [138] exploited Stern-like protocols and a Merkle
hash tree to construct a set membership ZKAoK with complexity logarithmic in the size
of the set. Although it is asymptotically efficient, it does not perform well when the size
of the set involved is some small constant. Therefore, we use a different method, with
linear complexity but simpler to explain and more efficient in practice for our purposes.

Let si be an n-dimensional vector that belongs to some set {v1, . . . ,vm} of size m and
suppose we want to prove that si belongs in this set. To achieve that, we append m− 1

blocks to si to form a new vector s?i ∈ Znm such that the m blocks of s?i make up the
entire set {v1, . . . ,vm}. Similarly, we append n(m− 1) columns of the n-dimensional zero
vector to the public matrix Mi, obtaining M?

i with M?
i s
?
i = Misi and preserving the

linear relations involved.
With this, proving that si belongs in some set of vectors is reduced to proving that

s?i is well-formed. The well-formedness can be proven with random permutations of the
blocks of the vector, fitting perfectly within the techniques of Stern’s protocol. Figure 7.1
gives a pictorial representation of the extension.

From Password Policy Compliance to the Rabs Form. The protocol allows a client,
who is the prover P in this setting, to convince the server (verifier V) in zero-knowledge
that P knows a password string pw that hashes to a given hash value h with randomness
χ, r and satisfies the password policy f =

(
(kD, kU , kL, kS), nmin, nmax

)
. We consider the

case where each kα ≥ 1 for α ∈ {D,U,L, S} but the procedure can be easily modified to
accommodate any number of kα = 0. Recall that the policy specifies that valid password
strings are between nmin and nmax characters long with at least kD digits, kU upper and
kL lower case letters and kS symbols.
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Let kall = nmin−(kD+kU+kL+kS). The common input of both parties for the protocol
comprises of the matrices A ∈ Zn×nmax(dlognmaxe+8)

q , B ∈ Zn×mq , hash value h ∈ Znq and
some additional information

∆ = {δD,i}kDi=1 ∪ {δU,i}
kU
i=1, {δL,i}

kL
i=1 ∪ {δS,i}

kS
i=1 ∪ {δall,i}

kall
i=1,

where each δα,i, for α ∈ {D,U,L, S, all} and i ∈ [kα], indicates the position of an 8-bit
block from Encα inside the block vector P = e′. In all, ∆ reveals to the verifier V that
there are sufficient characters from each set Σα for α ∈ {D,U,L, S, all} as required by the
password policy. This information does not affect the privacy of the password since the
original position of those blocks are hidden due to the secret permutation (pre-hash salt)
χ and padding in the PreHash algorithm.

The prover possesses a witness, consisting of vectors x = (e0, e
′) ∈ {0, 1}nmax(dlognmaxe+8)

and r ∈ {0, 1}m such that

1. Ax + Br = h mod q;

2. e0 =
(
bin(χ(1)− 1), . . . , bin(χ(nmax)− 1)

)
;

3. e′ = (x1, . . . ,xnmax) such that xδα,i ∈ Encα for every δα,i ∈ ∆.

First, notice that if the matrix A is expressed as a block matrix, A = [A0 | A1 | · · · |
Anmax ] where A0 ∈ Znmaxdlognmaxe

q and Ai ∈ Zn×8
q for i ∈ [nmax], then Ax + Br = h mod q

is identical to

A0e0 +
∑
δα,i∈∆

Aδα,ixδα,i +
∑

j∈[nmax]\∆

Ajxj = h mod q. (7.4)

This form is already compatible with the ZKAoK from Section 2.6.4 but we now have to
incorporate set membership proofs.

– For e0, nothing else needs to be done since e0 ∈ Setnmax already.

– For each xδα,i with δα,i ∈ ∆, we append ηα − 1 appropriate blocks from Encα to
obtain a vector x?δα,i ∈ Setα.

– For each xj where j ∈ [nmax]\∆ and similarly r, these vectors only need to be
proven to be binary. Let ζ = |[nmax]\∆| = nmax − nmin.

1. Let y = (xj1 , . . . ,xjζ ), where ji ∈ [nmax]\∆ and j1 < . . . < jζ and z = (y, r) ∈
{0, 1}8ζ+m.
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h = Aχ e0
+ AδD,1 0 x?δD,1

+ AδS,1 0 x?δS,1
+ Az 0

z?

Figure 7.2: Example of an Extended Password Policy Linear Relation

2. Append a suitable binary vector to z to obtain z? ∈ {0, 1}2(8ζ+m) such that
hw(z?) = 8ζ +m, meaning z? ∈ B2

8ζ+m.

From this, we construct the witness vector for the relation to be proven, a binary
vector w of length `, where

` = nmaxdlog nmaxe+ 8
∑

α∈{D,U,L,S,all}

kαηα + 2(8ζ +m).

and w has the following form,

w = (e0,x
?
δD,1

, . . . ,x?δD,kD
, x?δU,1 , . . . ,x

?
δU,kU

,x?δL,1 , . . . ,x
?
δL,kL

,

x?δS,1 , . . . ,x
?
δS,kS

,x?δall,1 , . . . ,x
?
δall,kall

, z?). (7.5)

As explained earlier in the section, when extending the secret vectors, their corre-
sponding public matrices, Aδα,i for all δα,i ∈ ∆ and [Aj1 | . . . | Ajζ | B], also have
to be extended with a suitable matrix of all zero entries to preserve Equation (7.4).
Using M ∈ Zn×`q to denote the concatenation of the properly extended matrices, with
v = h ∈ Znq , we have the final linear relation

Mw = v mod q.

We present a simple example in Figure 7.2 for a password policy f =
(
(1, 0, 0, 1), 2, 16

)
.
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With the appropriate linear relation fixed, the final step is to determine the set of
valid witness vectors VALID containing w, set S and permutations {Γφ | φ ∈ S} so that
the conditions specified in Section 2.6.4 are satisfied.

First, we define VALID as the set of vectors w ∈ {0, 1}` with the form in Equation (7.5)
such that

1. e0 ∈ Setnmax ;

2. x?δα,i ∈ Setα, for all δα,i ∈ ∆;

3. z? ∈ B2
8ζ+m.

It is easily seen that the vector w obtained from the extensions described above belong
to VALID specified. Next, we define the set S as

S = Snmax ×
∏

α∈{D,U,L,S,all}

(Sηα)kα × S2(8ζ+m)

and denote any φ ∈ S as

φ = (π, τD,1, . . . , τD,kD , τU,1, . . . , τU,kU , τL,1, . . . , τL,kL ,

τS,1, . . . , τS,kS , τall,1, . . . , τall,kall , θ).

Each φ ∈ S induces a permutation of blocks Γφ that transforms a block vector w ∈ Z`

of the form in Equation (7.5),

w = (e0,x
?
δD,1

, . . . ,x?δD,kD
, x?δU,1 , . . . ,x

?
δU,kU

,x?δL,1 , . . . ,x
?
δL,kL

,

x?δS,1 , . . . ,x
?
δS,kS

,x?δall,1 , . . . ,x
?
δall,kall

, z?),

where e0 ∈ Znmaxdlognmaxe, x?δα,i ∈ Z8ηα for all δα,i ∈ ∆ and z? ∈ Z2(8ζ+m) as follows:

1. e0 7→ Tπ,dlognmaxe(e0);

2. For all δα,i ∈ ∆, x?δα,i 7→ Tτα,i,8(x?δα,i);

3. z? 7→ θ(z?).

The conditions on VALID in Section 2.6.4 and listed below, specified by the abstract
relation Stern-like protocol by Libert et al. [136], can be seen to be satisfied from the
properties in (7.1), (7.2) and (7.3).

– w ∈ VALID⇐⇒ Γφ(w) ∈ VALID;
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– If w ∈ VALID and φ is sampled from U(S), then the distribution of Γφ(w) over
VALID is uniform.

The Protocol. With password policy compliance reduced to an instance of the abstract
relation, Rabs, we now describe the procedure for executing the protocol for proving
password policy compliance using the string commitment scheme COM by Kawachi et
al. [119], which is statistically hiding and computationally binding. Before the protocol is
run, both the prover P and verifier V construct the extended matrix M and vector v with
the common inputs (A,B,h,∆) and P additionally constructs the vector w ∈ VALID

from the secret vectors x and r. Then, both parties interact according to Figure 2.2 with
the algorithms described in Section 2.6.4. As a corollary of Theorem 2.6.6, we obtain the
security of the ZKPPC protocol.

Theorem 7.4.2. The protocol described above is a ZKPPC protocol for the randomised
password hashing scheme LH from Section 7.4.2 and password policy of the type f =(
(kD, kU , kL, kS), nmin, nmax) assuming the hardness of the SIS problem. The protocol is a
statistical ZKAoK with perfect completeness, soundness error of 2/3 and communication
cost O(` log q).

Proof. Since the ZKPPC protocol uses the abstract Stern-like protocol in Figure 2.2 with
the algorithms described in Section 2.6.4, its properties of perfect completeness, soundness
error of 2/3 and communication costs follow from Theorem 2.6.6. The simulator for
the ZKPPC protocol is simply the simulator of the abstract protocol in the proof of
Theorem 2.6.6.

To recover a valid witness for knowledge extraction, the knowledge extractor of the ab-
stract Stern-like protocol is run to obtain w′ ∈ VALID such that Mw′ = v mod q. Then,
following the structure of w′ in the set VALID, we can "reverse" the transformations used
to extend the secrets to obtain vectors x′ = (e′0,x

′
1, . . . ,x

′
nmax

) ∈ {0, 1}nmax(dlognmaxe+8)

and r′ ∈ {0, 1}m where

1. Ax′ + Br′ = h mod q;

2. e′0 ∈ Setnmax ;

3. For all δα,i ∈ ∆, we have x′δα,i ∈ Encα.

From any element in Setnmax , we can recover a permutation over nmax elements. So
let χ′ be the permutation recovered from e′0 ∈ Setnmax , then we recover e′ ∈ {0, 1}8nmax

by applying the inverse permutation T−1
χ′,8 to the vector x′ = (x′1, . . . ,x

′
nmax

). Lastly, by
removing blocks of length 8 corresponding to encodings of ASCII codes for non-printable
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characters from e′, we get a vector that encodes some password string pw′ such that
f(pw′) = true.

Now, we briefly estimate the practical efficiency of the protocol. From the description
of the protocol, we can see that each round of communication costs in bits is roughly

` log q =
(
nmaxdlog nmaxe+ 8

∑
α∈{D,U,L,S,all}

kαηα + 2(8ζ +m)
)

log q.

In practice, the KTX commitment scheme can use relatively small parameters, such
as n = 256, log q = 10 and m = 5120. Using a rather common password policy
f =

(
(1, 1, 1, 1), 8, 16

)
, communication costs amount to about 17 KB. With a sound-

ness error of 2/3 per run of the protocol, achieving a high level of confidence in the proofs
requires repeating the protocol many times. As an example, if a soundness error of 2−30 is
desired, then 52 repetitions of the protocol would be needed, meaning a final cost of about
900 KB. This communication complexity can be reduced in implementations with some
optimizations; for example, sending the seed for the pseudorandom number generator
that yields the random vector instead of said vector directly.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this thesis, we applied lattice cryptography to develop several privacy-preserving pro-
tocols for databases and password policy checks. Particularly, the focus is on private
database queries on outsourced databases in Part I and zero-knowledge protocols for
databases and password policy check in Part II.

For private database queries, fully homomorphic encryption for finite extension fields
were applied to improve functionality and communication complexity compared to the
Boolean circuit approach. In Chapter 4, we proposed a private wildcard pattern matching
algorithm that used some auxiliary information to support various wildcards, $,% and
!(c). Notably, our algorithm is the only one that supports the exclusion wildcard !(c)

so far. Attribute strings and patterns are encrypted character-wise, with the $ wildcard
and # empty character sharing the same encoding. The auxiliary information consists
of two lists of bits: the first D hides the pattern length and determines which set of
shifted attribute strings are relevant to the matching algorithm; the second denotes the
positions in the pattern that contain wildcards and is used to correct the result of equality
tests. The algorithm is then composed with a simple procedure to evaluate conjunctive or
disjunctive queries over multiple conditions to obtain private compound query protocols
with wildcard pattern matching capabilities.

Following that, in Chapter 5, we designed a order comparison algorithm for integers
encoded in finite field elements. This lets us significantly reduce communication costs for
PDQ protocols involving order comparisons by decreasing the ciphertext expansion factor.
Exploiting the vector space structure of finite fields, we introduced an alternate method
to evaluate certain functions. Finite field elements are decomposed into smaller blocks,
which are then put through smaller, simpler functions. Their outputs are finally combined
to obtain the result of the original function. From this, we can use two order comparisons
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to obtain a private range query protocol and even compound queries with different types
of conditions. Experiment results indicate that the finite field-based technique is efficient
and compares well with the Boolean circuit based comparison algorithm, achieving slightly
better asymptotic performance with much lower communication costs.

In Part II, we constructed zero-knowledge protocols for database queries and password
policy checks. A new primitive called zero-knowledge expressive elementary databases (ZK-
EEDB) are defined in Chapter 6 that enabled range queries over keys, values and records
of a committed database in zero-knowledge. The key technique we introduced is a novel
algorithm, Explain to prove that some given commitment is a soft commitment without
sacrificing security. Using Explain, we applied the complete subtree method by Naor et
al. [161] to compute efficient proofs for (non-)membership of database keys in an inter-
val. Then, we used a second tree to support efficient queries over values and records of
the database, with consistency between the two trees enforced by proving membership
of any record in both trees. We also presented an instantiation of trapdoor mercurial
commitments, that is used to construct ZK-EEDB, based on the hardness of the SIS

problem.
Lastly, in Chapter 7, we proposed the first zero-knowledge password policy check

(ZKPPC) protocol from lattices. Using the Kawachi-Tanaka-Xagawa commitment scheme
[119], we designed a randomised password hashing scheme that took passwords encoded
in binary strings. Then, we constructed a Stern-like zero-knowledge argument of set
membership for proving that a password hashed with the earlier scheme satisfies the
mandated password policy. To prove set membership of some secret vector, we extended
the secret vector to a longer one containing every member of the set and modified the
public matrix so that the linear relation remained the same. Then, permutations with a
particular structure and a random mask is used to randomize the witness and remove any
correlation of the result with the original witness. The two components together make
up the ZKPPC protocol and are based on the hardness of the SIS problem.

8.1 Open Questions and Future Directions

In this section, we highlight several open questions and possible future directions that
arise from the work in this thesis.

Chapter 4: One important open question is a wildcard pattern matching algorithm that
supports wildcards involving sets or ranges of characters. The main ones include [S] that
ask for a character within the set S and !(S), which extends the !(c) wildcard to a set
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of characters. S can also be replaced with a range of characters such as [a...z]. Current
techniques allow for exclusion of a single character and cannot handle !(c) in the final
position of any pattern. It stems from the need to determine if the character at the final
position is the empty character # or c, in which case the position should be marked 0,
or any other character, which should be marked with 1 as usual. Supporting sets of size
two with exclusion wildcards would suffice to allow !(c) to be used at the end of patterns.

Chapter 5: With equality and order conditions possible with FHE for finite extension
fields, the main obstacle to a fully functional private database query system is integer
arithmetic for count, sum and statistical queries. Cheon et al. [53, 54] modified the
plaintext modulus from 2 to 215 to get efficient integer arithmetic which translated to
very fast count and sum query protocols. This technique can be applied to our work
but we need to use some large enough prime p instead. In this case, the equality test
algorithm EQ would have much lower performance as the degree of the polynomial to
evaluate increases significantly.

The framework introduced in this chapter could possibly be applied to evaluate the
integer addition circuit but its efficiency is a big question. Cheon et al. [53, 54] found that
the integer addition Boolean circuit is a couple of magnitudes slower than the Boolean
circuits for equality and order comparisons. It would still be interesting to determine the
performance of a finite field integer addition algorithm. A PDQ protocol for count and
sum queries would be the next logical step but new techniques may need to be found to
get an efficient construction.

Chapter 6: With ZK-EEDB, we get range queries over keys, values and records of a
database. The main open question would be whether other queries can be realized in this
setting. For example, ZK-EEDB keys are one-dimensional unlike Ostrovsky et al. [166],
who achieved d-dimensional orthogonal range queries in a weaker setting. An important
question is the possibility and efficiency of extending ZK-EEDB to support d-dimensional
range queries.

In an orthogonal work to ZK-EEDB, Ghosh et al. [89] proposed zero-knowledge lists,
generalizing zero-knowledge sets, to support order queries. For some list L committed to
a public digest, an order query takes a set of elements S and asks for the subset S ∩ L
ordered according to their rank in L, i.e., the answer is an ordered list (s1, s2, . . . , sm)

such that s1 <L s2 <L . . . <L sm, where <L denotes the order of the list L. We can
try to adapt this to databases, and return the values, or possibly a portion of the entire
value, ordered according to the rank of the records in the database. In ZK-EEDB, this
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is trivial since entire records are revealed and the order of any answer set can be directly
seen. This means that we have to consider multi-dimensional values in the database,
which will come with another set of complexities.

Chapter 7: Although we designed a lattice-based zero-knowledge password policy check
protocol, there are no known constructions of verifier-based password-based authenticated
key exchange (VPAKE) from lattices. Besides that, there are other variants of password-
based authenticated key exchange to which we can extend our lattice-based ZKPPC to
support. A final interesting open problem, posed by Professor Adi Shamir, is to design
a ZKPPC protocol that can support password policies that require passwords that are
different from the currently registered one. This has not been realized by the only other
ZKPPC scheme by Kiefer and Manulis [124] as well.
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